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Abstract
This is a study of tl-,e perfonn<1ncc of g<1111es alld play ;\l\long 1111'
children of::\ Newfoundland OUlporl. Bascd 011 ficldworl;: with l'hildrClI
aged between seven and lhirteen years, tile thesis explores childrcl1's
games through a pcrfonnancc·eentred nppmi.leh to folklore. Ollwl"
previous perionnance oriented studies hnve becn tn!;:ell into accolillt in
the analysis, and a performance·centred approncll for the study or
children's play and game acUvities is suggested,
A detailed discussion of the fieldwork c:'-llcricnecs nud methods
used while dealing with the raw malerials in the conlext of the
community of Soulhern Harbour is given in Chapler 1\vo. C!l;ljller '111rel'
describes the play and game activities thal were collected during
fieldwork: It also suggesl~; a classification system derived from lhe
features of the play and game activiUcs of the children. Clmpter ["our
presents a perfonnance model and deals with the relationship of
perionner and audience in the COllleXl of childrcn's play activities.
Since children are less accessible lo adullS for ::I. pcrfonmltlce
centred approach. this thesis tends 10 fill a niche in present pos!':>ihililies
for future research on the performance elemenLS of ehildrClfs play and
game aClivilies in folklore.
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Poem
Il,(ary Dalton
del( and the children's games
his llotebooli and his listcning .:-ar
make a door, ajar:
along its Skull of light
slopes away
green gravel, green gravel
your grass is so green
grandmother gray
london's bridges, falling down
ringing 'round rosies
all faIHng down
statues
giant's steps
here we go
paddling in the duck's waler
go in and out the window
in and out the window
go in and out the window
as we have done before
red. blue jackets flapping
calls echoing down the yeors
the children careen
into the duck's waler
away frolll grandmother
gray. the falling bridges
time's dark horizons,
all misting and blurring,
turned arches. exultant,
in their cathedral of play
Repnntctlby permJsston from Mary Dallon from Tlf:kle Af:c, If} IW~IiI: n.
for Eva
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Chapter One • INTRODUCTION
The Approach
In recent decades folklorists have moved away frolll the collecting
of items and attempts to trace their origins rind disscmil1;ltioll lownrd
functional, contextual and penonnnnce oriented appmaches. 111is 1I0t
only e[Haiis a movement away from looking at children's 1'011\.101'1:- from n
vertical angle but also a move toward a beller understanding of the
actual process of the now of infonnalion among the children and theil"
peers on their own leveL Earlier scholars have not been very successfuL
in moving alongside the children in a horizontal manner. for cx..'l.lIlplc
lana Opic writes:
111e old routine - stand at the side of the
playground and ask the children what they're
doing. Posing as the village idiot. TIley teach me
how to play marbles. They teach mc tcrribly
vulgar slories. or children's versions of these
stories, which tcnd to be a little vague. as they
don't quite understand them. 1
Given Opic's devotion to the subject of children's folklore il is strangc
that she feels it necessary to strike this note of condescension.
lana Ople. ·Playground Person: tho! Children'.. folklor<' Rcvt('w Xli: 1 Il!lIlHJ: :1.
r think that the Jtcy to the study of children's lore lies in
uncovering the various processes that make the dynamics of the
childrcn's play and gamc sessions, Knowledge of these will allow the
rcsearcher to understand marc of the culture and folldore of children. a
concept that has been expanded by Bausinger:
Was Kindcrkultur ausmacht. lst oft weniger eine
Sache des Tcxts als des Kontexts. Nicht die
Hcrkunft del' Elcrnente ist entschcidend, oft
o.uch nicht del' spezifische Inhalt, sondern del'
Sachvcrhalt, daB tat~chlich ein elgener
Horizont vorhanden ist. in dem sleh auch das
von auJ3en Kommencte verwandelt. In diesem
Horizont geraten die Inhalte . auch die
schwergewiclltigen und aggressiven . in ein Feld
del' Levitation. werden frel fOr zusa.tzliche
Bedeulungen und fO.r die Verkettung mil
anderen Inhalten in Creier Assoziation.2
My first step toward writing a thesis with a perfonnance centred
approach to the play and game activities was my article ~'You're out.
you're out': Hopscotch in Harlow. Essex,4 In the essay I show. by the
Bau.slngcr. 14. Trnnllliltion: TIle essence oC children's culture 1$ less a matter oC
IC:tts hut r.lthcr that of rontc:tts. Not the ortgln of the Items is Important, not even Its
particular contents. llut the fact there indeed exists a separate horizon In which
r.uernilJ lnlluencl'$ undergo il metamorphosis, In this honzon even more
l'OIllhnsls('tl/ stressed and aggressive contents move Into a field of levitation and
heL'Otne free (or addllJollill meaning and Interlink \vith other conlents In Jree
O1ssociiltlon.
Delf Maria Hohmann. ~'You'reOllt. you're out': Hopscotch In Harlow, Essex,"
Talking Folklore 7 11989l 39·54.
means of a perfonnance analysis. how a ncw oicotypc of the gamc
Hopscotch de\'Clops dUring a play session among children from
Newfoundland and England. In this article I de\,elop a model in order to
demonstrnte how the various hacI'dependencles of pnrticulnx 1II0111cnts
and the negotiating of rules among the p<'1rticipallts in thc session
further the now of the perfonnance among the children. Whereas Ihe
modeL in the article Is mainly concemed to show the establishment of;]
new version of the game as a result of the pcrfol1nnncc. I shall altempl
to foster this idea in lhis thcsis in Chaptcr Four und show whicll
elements dictate the now of the children's behaviour within thcir play
sessions, and in and out of play and gamc situations during their
perfonnance. This has already been recognised by Huizinga as he
acknowledges the fact that:
feder spcl kan te allen tijde den speier gcheel in
beslag nemen. De tegensteUing spel . ernst blijft
te allen UJde een ~wevende.4
Expanding HuiZinga's argument about zwcven (to noatl. Mihaly
Csikszentmil ... Vi picks up the idea of "now~ as
an action [that] follows upon acllon according to
an internal logic that seems lo nced no
Johan HUIzlnga.~. IH<larlem: 1-1.0. Tjt.ocnk WlUlnk I't. '.oon N.V..
(952) 9, U'anslallon: Any play (game) can at any llme completely <IhSt)rh Ihl~ plnyer.
TIle contrast between play ami seriousness remainl> Il00Hlng.
conscious intcrvention bv the actor. Hc
experiences it as unified 'flowing from one
movement to the next. in which he is in control
of his actions, and in which there is little
distinction bel\vcen self and environment.
bClwecn stimulus and response. or between
1J<,sL present and future.e
Situations in the above sense were common among the children of
Southern Harbour not only when playing by themselves but also in
groups. 11)(' ~Iay ending situations become relevant as they function as a
linking clement betwcen a previously exhausted play situation and a new
one. This may OCCUI' within the frame of a particular ongoing game (see
my account of ~8alance" later in this thesis) or as an indicator for the
pnrlicipants to begin an entlr'cly new game.
In order to capture a play or game activity. and its various flow
clements. as completely as possible I had to be almost omnipresent
whenever the children engage in any form of activity. which is almost
impossible to accomplish as a Single ncldworker. Undoubtedly. in my
case. my presence altered the children's behaviour to a certain degree: I
did IlOt find. however. that they felt disturbed in their activities but
MUla.!y Cslksl.cnunlhal)1. BeYOnd Boredom <lnd Anxiety, ISan Francisco: Jossey,
Ua.'i.'i PuhUshcrs. 1975136.
rather were cnticed to perfonn their gamcs for mc. 111 lily I';\S(, wll:H 1
have named the psychological slope benveen ad\llls and children sccl1ll'd
to be diminished during my presence.6 TIle children sensed that I was
interested in listening to them and 5haring their ac(iolls frOlll their point
of Vi~w instead of conSidering them as hangarouncktbouts or a
"nuisance.~ as they were frequently referred to by the adultl1ll'lIlbcN or
the community. Instead of creating induced Heldworl{ situatlons ill the
way Goldstein suggested.' or requesting the children to perform a
particular game which I knew from the literature. lice them perlol'lH
their activities whenever aod in which manner and place they wanted.
No or few restrictions on <lny levels of their action~ .:;~emed to be the only
way to enable me to record the ongoing now of perfonnance. tile nmjol'
aspect of this thesis. It seemed that from the level of mutual
communication as a parlicipant observer. I gained the slatus of an
honorary child among them. which allowed me to record the children
\vithout giving them the feeling that there was an intruder in their peer
group from whom they had to protecl themselves.~Having achieved this
The prohlem 01" the psuc:l!ololjlc(!/ slo{Jf! has heen dlscu~sed in Challl('r ·1\\If).
cr. Kenneth Goldstein, A GuIde for Fleldworkcrs tn Folklore II [mhOTO; F'!tk/(m~
AssocIates, 1964187,90.
The t.enn hDflDro.nJ <:Ili1e! Iva.,; suggested to me hy my Ihests supervls'x Dr.
Martin Love!ace.
6privileged posilion I was able to see the children's games evolve and
observe their movemenLS within and in and out of play and game
3clivHics which .....,abloo me to develop a model of the children's play and
game p<:rfonlK\ncc.
In Chapter l\vo I introduce the reader to aspects of fieldwork and
my experiences ill the field in the Newfoundland outport community of
Southern Harbour. Placentia Bay. [ discuss the community's reaction to
my presence. my method of conducting fieldwork with the children, and
in panicular my attempts to reduce the children's suspicion about an
adulL being inlCfC'stcd in "'CiT activities.
Chapter Three dcscrtbcs the play and games collected in the field.
and is also an attempt to classify the activities according to previously
cstablished classification systems. An atlempt is made to show a relation
between play and game activities and community values.
In Chapter Four ( have developed a model for the perfonnance of
chlldren's play ilclivitlcs. TIle model shows aspects of the actual flow
wUhin a play session and pOlnt~ to the necessity of a distinction between
the flow in an adult performance and what I found in children's play,
which can only be o.nrll~-I.cd ill a rc\iscd pel"IOllnonce appl'oach to
children's folklore, Due to my synchronic .:lppro.:lch [WrlS lIOI COI1Cl'fl1t.'d
with the quantity of children's games ill the cOl1ll11unit.\'. A eomplt.'te
study that would encompass all major aspects of the play and game
repertoire in the community would ncccss[tatc al\ unintcl'rupted
nc[dwor!< period for the duration of one ycar in order Lo covel' all Lhe
seasonal aspects of children's play and game perfollTlunce. F'illaJly, Ihe
thesis finishes with conclusions drawn from Illis stud.v, ;1l1d:lll outlool(
on possible future studies,
The Community of Southern Harbour
The community of Southern Harbour lies at thc north cnd of
Placentia BolY on a peninsula that stretches about 2.5 kIn IlllO the bay. It
is accessible from a turn off on the Trans-Canada Highwayabout 130
kIn west of St. John's. TIle road meanders 2 lun through the COllllllllllity
begi"ning at the Bouom, through Whiffcn"s Cove, Best's Cove and the
Point. From a three way crossing below the church which is buill on a
hill between Whiffcn's Cove and Besrs Cove, the road leads from Best's
Cove past che church. the school. and another building which also
houses the gymousium of the school. the community library and the
orfice of the town council. to the Baclt Cove. a newly developed ar~a. that
is separated from the community IJy an area of marshland, locally
referred to as ~the marsh."
At the time of my fieldwork in the sununer of 1987, the community
had 742 inhabitants. mainly employed in the inshore fishery. The fish.
cod, rcdfish and mackerel. is processed in the local fishplaOl, which
employs about twenty to thirty women in the high season. People who do
not make their living from the fishery worlt at the neal by oil refinery in
Comc-by-Chance. and a few are employed in administrative and service
poslUons in Clarenville. the larger settlement in the area. A trucking
eOInp<'tny also works out of Southern Harbour.
The conununity is 90% Roman Catholic. but does not have a
priesl. The church services are held by a visiting priest who covers the
spiritual needs of two to three more communities between Anlold's Cove
Some oflhe infonnatlon al>out the commuruty was communJcated to me by Mrs
Unda RY;ln the town clerk of Soulhern H<U"bour.
My first visit to Southern Harbour
My choice of Southern Harbour for lIlc location of tIl.v fiddworlt
came about as a result of chance. [n March 1985, a l1elct trip organizcd
by Dr. Wilfred Wareham was to take students of Melllorial's Folldore
department to Harbour Buffett on Long Island in Placclilia Bay. Duc \0
weather conditions the group rerouted the field trip to 1\11' Jim Traversc's
house. a fisherman from Brule on l'llerusllecn [sland in Placelltia Bay. ill
Southenl Harbour for a good time. During the event. witll lots of music
being played, a few children knocJ<ed on the door and asl<ed me 10 cOllle
out. as they wanted to talk to the person playing lhe riguitrtr wilh the
tong ne<:k" which in fact was my banjo. TIle children gnve me a tour
through the community and introduced me to a number of people we
met on our way. The children exchanged addresses with me. and only a
few weeks after the field trip I received a letter from them in which Lhey
asked me to come for a visit. We frequently exchanged lellers, ami
whenever the opportunity arose I visited them in Southern Harbour. Al a
later stage, when the time came to decidc on a ficldworlt topic and
location, the children and the community lurned ouL to he the ollYious
chofce for me.
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Ages of the Children
I l1ave given the children's ages when [ describe the gruncs in
Chapter 'nlfce. In gencrD.1 the children were between seven and thinccn
yeil.rs old. 'nlis by no means indicates that a particular game could not
he played by older or for that matter younger children. Older children for
c:'I::unplc. sOllletimes engaged i,l a game when I asked them about it.
Wanda·Lee ond Cayle conuncnt:
DMH: So what are they doing over there?
Wanda-Lee: 'TI1cy're just walking around ...
DMH: TIley don't play games like this'!
Gavle: No. they're too old for that kind of stuff.
1l1cv'rc [ouneen. they're lOa old.
W:l.l;da-Lee: When you're thirteen. you're too ol~
for these games. . .
DMH: Ya,?
Gayle: [ plays th("m. I'm [ourteen. 10
A Note on the Transcripts in the Text
lllrcc dots (... J indicate a pause in speech dUring a tape-recorded
co\"cllll···1. Ellipscs are indicated by three dots in a square bracket H .. J).
~lld cmic tcnns used by the children are given quotation marks.
Tapt· rt>t·llrtll'd Intt'1"\1ew. 2 July 1987.
II
A Note on the Annotation in Footnotes
TIle reader may unsucccssfull~'look fOt" rcrcrclIccs from ivlclllorial's
Folklore and Language Archive (i\h:xn.A}. Altogelher four sources rrolll
Southern Harbour arc held in the nrchi\'c. nOlle or wllicll dcals with
children's play and game acthitles. i\ll=;XI·l ...\, howc\·cr. houses a vast
amount of sources relating to children's folklore. which could explored ill
future studies. Due to my pcrfonnancc approach I fell it unnecessary to
draw on archival sources. The annotations of lhe play and game
activities are based on published sources. Being a native Gcnnan
speaker 1 was. however. also able to consider published materials I hold
in my own library. some of which can also he fourld in the ullivcrsily
library.
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Chapter Two • FIELDWORK
COLLECTING AND OBSERVING CHILDREN'S GAMES IN
SOUTHERN HARBOUR
First Visit with my Host Family and the School
On May Day 1987 I rented a car in St. John's and drove to
Southern Harbour. The main reason for tile visU was to meet the
principal of Our Saviour King Academy. and the family I intended to slay
wilh dUring my fieldwork in June and July of the same year. By then the
word had been passed around the community that during the summer
months a ~man· from Memorial University had planned to spend some
time researching children's games in Southern Harbour. I decided to first
visit my hosting family in a part of the conununity called the "Bottom"
and then met with the principal of the schooL 11
ISee map on page ...
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TIle road that leads from the Trans Cannel.., Highway to SOllthcnl
Harbour is approximately five kilometres long. \\-1\cl1 I drove into the
community I was stopped by a young fellow. aged about IS years. who
asked me for a lift. I suspected that he knew m~' host family. the
Wakehams. and I asked for directions as I was only ['oughty acquainted
\vith various parts of the community at that time, I also introduced
myself to him and briefly outlined my project. hoping he would mention
it to his friends. I dropped him off at his house which was only a few
hundred metres away from my host's place. I parked my car ill their
broad driveway and went to the rear entrance of the hOllse. I lmocl{ccl.
but nobody seemed to be at home. I decided to \cave a note at the cloor
and proceeded to the school where I was scheduled to mcct Mr Tnwcrse.
the principal.
The School
I was greeted by the secretary. Ms Rose Whiffen. who regrcttcd
that the principal was not readily availablc as hc was in a mCNing with a
parent. It gave me the opportunity to ehat with the secrNary for a while.
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as she seemed to be rather !{ccn to learn about my future presence in
the community.
111e meeting with the principal went smoothly and he expressed
his full support for my project and the fieldwork I had planned to
conduct on the schoolgrounds. He also advised me to seek written
pcnnission from the superintendent of the Roman Catholic schoolboard
in Placcnlla.
Mr Traverse introduced me to the other teachers who were on their
lunch break in the staff room. Some of the teachers. especially the few
who live in Southern Harbour. showed great interest in my project. and
ahnosl inunedlately plunged into a discussion of various games they
remembered from their childhood. They described their games to each
other. including a debate about various rules applied to individual
games. Because the discussion lUrned out to be very explicit and fruitful
I regretted not having my tape recorder at hand. I comforted myself with
the thought that I was going to study the play activities of the children in
Soulhern Harbour. In the present context. and not the teachers·
childhood reminiscences. I did not make any appointments to
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subsequently inteniew lhem. 12 In any cnsc. when [ ('turncd to til('
corrununity. most of them were gone for their SlIIlllllcr holidays.
When I stepped out of the staff room into the hallway a few
students discovered me and immediately questioned me. Among those
surrounding me were Wanda Lee and her sisler GayJe,l3 TIle two gil'ls
belonged to the group of children whom [ had melon my first visit to
Southern Harbour. in March 1985. at the party at Jim Traverse's place. I
told the children the purpose of my visit and the time of the year that I
had planned to come to their community to do my fieldwork. again
hoping lhey would pass the message on to their families and friends.
On Ihe last day of my second lleldtnp In Novcmller 1987 [met 1V1lh ooe oflh.~
teachers. Mrs Rosalind Pinsent. orlglnally from Bell Ishmd. now Ilvlng In 1J~1l,·V1W.
TrlnLty Bay. Silt! proVided me wUh an Intervie\~'on games she remembered from her
own childhood Including a descrtpUon or how the g<'lmes were [Jl<lyt·d. 'n\t~ giHI\t·~ sl\l~
talked about were; Hopscotch. Kick the Block. Tiddley Winks. London nridge. Tu,l.(
O'Var, DUe Allie·D. TIsket or Tasket. Cat and Mouse. Witch in lhe Well. Glaut Steps.
Status, Tag. House, Store, Omce·accountlng. School. Danccr.~. SkJppin,l.(. ll'llld·
clapping.
Referrtng to the chJldren by their llrst names only Is hy no means Itllendet] to Ill'
t1emeantng. Wanda Lee and her sister Gayle Be!>t were among the very few c;hHcln~n I
knew by their (;omplete names. There were many children present In Jlehlwork
situations so I could not learn all of their full names.
The few adults appearing In this thesis <tte referred 10 hy their fuJI nHmeS ;1l111 in
the manner they were Introduced to me. Coincidentally. two adults In Ihe I:ommunlty
hear the same surnames: Mr Traverse Is the prlncipal of the hIghschool. and Mr ,Jim
Traverse Is a fisherman. originally from Brule. PlaccnUa Bay.
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My Hosts: The Wakehams
At an earlier visit I arranged La stay with the family of onc of my
infoml<"lnls. Unlortunatcly. the mother of that family had just undergone
.,>cvcrc surgery and could only recommend me to Mrs Julia Best the
prcsitlcnt of the local senior citizens group to help me find
accommodation for the time of my fieldwork. Mrs Julia Best kindly
passed the word around in the community and Mrs Rita Wakeham
agreed to accommodate me during the first part of my fieldwork.
1 left the school approximately one hour after I talked to the
principal and returned to my host's place at the "Bottom." When I
reached the house I noticed a car in the driveway; obviously Mrs
Wakeham had returned home. She greeted me at the door and told me
that she knew that it was me who pulled into the driveway: the secretary
of lhe school had called her and described the car to her. She asked me
into the house where wc sat down at the kitchen table. She offered me a
cup of lea as well as some freshly baked homemade bread and
partridgebcrry jam. I explained to her my interest in children's games,
and the plans for my field research, and illustrated them with a few
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examples from my previous observations of cl:i1drCll'S pl<ly ;1l'lhitics. 1\1
that time she was still cominced, Ilo\vevcr, that Illy main iuterest W;1.S
the organized sports games children played in the R\1n of their scllool.
Mrs Wakeham even referred me to {I.-Ir Joe Siancy. the spons tenellc,' of
Our Saviour KIng Academy. Only when [began my actual ficldwot-k in
the conununity a month later, did she accept [!lnt [ was interested ill llle
children's daily play activities as she observed my intcrnction with lite
children while they were playing outdoors. It seemed [hal her
misconception was due to both a misintcrprcl::l.lioll of tile (Crill "gc\lI1{.'-
and a preconceived understanding of my research project. By thcll it W~lS
clear to me that somehow in the chain of refer. _lis the idea h3d grown up
that I was interested in the organizcd sports of the children . .-ather thull
in their folk games.
After approximately one and a half hours of conversation wHh my
host. (had to leave in order to drive to Placentia to meet with Mr John
Harte. the superintcndent of the Roman Catholic School Board for
Placentia Bay. The superintendent did not sec any problcm~ lhat could
restrain me from conducti,lg my research in the school 30(1 all the
schoolgrounds of Our Saviour King Academy. Mr Harte posed a variety of
questions about my project and also asked about my reHglous
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denomination. I gave him a copy of my thesis proposal. He seemed to be
contented with all the infonnation he received from me and with the fact
that I was a Roman Catholic myself. During my stay in Southern
Haroour I was asked a number of times about my denomination by
various conununity members. It seemed being a Roman Catholic helped
my presence to be more readily accepted. as the entire corrununity and
the school are Roman Catholic. A few days later I received his official
letter of approval to conduct research in the school.
Mrs Rita Wakeham 1n her house.
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Mr Mike Wakeham It) and Ashton. his grandson.
Fieldwork
I returned to Southern Harbour in the middle of June 1987 to live
in the community over the next one and a half months. and in November
1987 to stay for about two weeks. Between my earlier visit and my
actual move into the community I visited my own family in Germany.
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From Germany r mailed postcards to my host family as well as to Wanda
Lee and Gayle and to the president of the local Senior CitiZens group.
Mrs Julia Best. f not only sent greetings from Gemlany, but also
announced my approximate time of arrival in the community. That way I
reminded my acquaintances In Southern Harbour of my future stay and
again hoped that they would pass on the word to other members of the
community. Indeed. after I returned to Southern Harbour in the middle
of June 1987 a few of the children said they knew I was scheduled to
return at thal lime. because Wanda Lee and Gayle had received a
postcard from me.
A few days before I left for Southern Harbour I called my host
family to confirm my stay with them. and when I mentioned that f
planned to come by bus. they offered to meet me at the Trans Canada
Highway tum-off to Southern Harbour at the appropriate time. Rita and
Mike Wakeham were waiting for me when the bus arrived at the tum-off.
They greeted me and helped me to lift my two bags into their car. Mike
commented on the weight of one bag which was packed with all my
I1cldwork tools.
2\
When we arrived at the Wakehruns' place. Rita had already
prepared lunch for ::til of us. I was gin'n ::ttl cxtm plate with carefull.\'
arranged coldell!!:!. cheese and some leHuce. During the lI1eal and after
the obligatory cup of tC:l w::ts sClVed. we chatlcd aboul various lopics
such as fishing. boat maintenance. housework and thc misingof
children. [was i.hen shown to my room where I unpacked my bugs. Mrs
Wakeham had previously emptied her closet and ehesl of drawers for my
use. The room was on the gmund noor nexl to lhe b::.\lhroolll and [he
Idlchen. (I connected lo a panlry where various c:wllIcd foods. lallndry
detergents. a movable washing machine and lhe winler boots were
stored. Mike and Rita usu.ally slept in this room. but they had moved
upstairs to leave the room for me. I greatly apprecialcd the room, since it
had a window facing the road from which I W;;lS able 10 sec the childrcn's
play activities outside.
Establishing Rapport
After supper on the day of my ::trrival I inlcndcd [0 walk the road
In the hope of meeting some children and establishing I1rst conlacts with
my prospective Infonnants. As I left the house. I saw a lillie boy by
himself In the nelghbour's front yard. When I approached him I found
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him busy playing with plastic Indian and Cowboy figures ("10 an old oil
barrel that was turned upSide down. The boy seemed to be deeply
involved playing with his figures. because he did not notice me until I
stood right across from him at th~ oil barrel. Despite the fact that I
hcllocd at him as I approached him. he was startled when I repealctj rfly
greeting standing in front of him. I asked him '....hat he was doing,
whereupon he answered "nothing: an answer llt&t I would hear
frequently during my fieldwork when 1approached children playing in
smaller or larger groups. I asked him more precisely what he was playtng
and he answered that he was playing ~warriors." I then introduced
myself to him and asked him for his name. I turned on the tape recorder
and recorded the follomng conversation: {WInd rumble on the
microphor.c cuts out a few seconds of the beginning of the conversation_I
DMH: Are you going to school?
Viney: No boy. I"m only four.
DMH: Ya?
Viney: And in the next season. uh. I'm genna be
six.
DMH: Do you play around here?
Viney: Ya.
DMH: Do you know any other kids up and down
the street here, to play with'!
Viney: Only, only when somebody's hangin'
around. Alii plays with is Whitney.
DMH: Whitney?
Viney: Like. sometimes with mv brothers and
siste'rs. lIong pause] .
DMH: Too bad. they're gone in.
Viney: But if. if you want 10 spcnli 10 me dad. I
go and get him.
DMH: Sure. See, I'm interested in the kids'
games. that's why I'm here.
Viney: Uh. do vou want to talk to me C13ct'.'
DMH: Oh no, ~'our brothers .lnct sisters, arc till'\'
here'! . .
Viney: Va.
DMH: They're having supper now, I guess'!
Viney: No, boy.
DMH: What's your name again'?
V"lcy: Vincy,
DMH: My name is Delf, [TIle noise of a passing
motorbike cuts out part of the conversation.1
There's this thing out here painted on Ihe
pavement. Did lhey do that. your brothers nnd
sisters?
Viney: No. lLong pause,l But if yOll wants me
dad, [ go in and get him.
DMH: Oh no, thal's fine, DOll't worry. I would
like the other kids, [ guess they're not coming
out today. (Pause.I What kind of games do you
play when you're out here?
Viney: Oh, sometimes we plays tag ...
DMH: Alright.
Vinev: or basket ball. or ..
DMti How do you play tag?
Viney: Somebody's tryin' to catch you ...
DMH: Ya.
Viney: if they catches you, you're out.
DMH: Right. IPause.1 How do you decide who is
catching who?
Viney: Vh, that's a hard qucslion.
DMH: Pardon?
Viney: That's a hard question. [pause.] Well. we
picks on who is different.
DMH: How do you know that?
Viney: Because, uh, we're all different.
DMH: Ya. You count it out. or what?
Viney: No, [ think, that's in ~hide and sneak."
DMH: KHide and sneak'r
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Vincv: Seck!
Dl\'lI-i: "Hide 'lnd Seek. R ya. ~...ou play that too'!
Viney: Sometimes I plays with me TOYS.
DMH: What kind of toys do you have?
Viney: Well. I owns onc thal's. that got guns.
DMH: Mv Cod! Guns?
Viney: Not real ones. toys.
DMH: Ya.
Vincy: And it runs on batteries. There's a
crackle to it. Irs got a two way·buttons. You
press them and it goes crack. or without.
IPausc.ll'm geuin' tired now.
DMH: Alright. Are you going to be here
tomorrow again':'
Viney: [ dunno,l4
I felt somewhat disappointed after this conversation with Viney,
when I listened to the tape again the rollO\ving morning. I quesUoned
myself whether I intimidated the little boy when I approached him as he
had definitely been engrossed in playing with his figures. Should f have
just concenlrnled on his play performance '\lith his figures? Why didn·t I
ask him about the characters he portrayed in his "warrior" game? The
occasional minute long pauses in our conversation seemed to clearly
indicate that there was a gap in our communication that kept us rrom a
llIutual understanding. Robert A. Georges and Michael Owen Jones nole:
ConVt'rsation r«orded on June 20. 1987.
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Whether the parties involved arc well-ImoW1\ ai'
unknown to each other, and whether the\' meet
and interact in 0.11 environment familiar I~ all or
some or none. they are never fully prepal'eel for
the experience of conceiving themsclves. 'Illel
identifying each other. primarily as ohserver or
observcd and as questioner or questioned,lll
The experience of conceiving myself as researcher couples with Vincy's
description of tDr. toy with guns, He may have found my rcaclion
somewhat incomprehensible, My instant negative response to the
mention of his toy is based upon experiences In my own fnrnily,lO My
reaction shows what WOlfgang Alber describes as das DurcllsetzcIl von
Denkkategorten und Vorgaben des lnleroiewers. Alber deserihes the
process of social interaction between the researchers and infomlal1ts. He
argues that the infonnants have a certain degree of inOllence by shaping
scenes through the selection of contents. but finally. however, the
researchers will prevail with their categories of thinking and their
cues. 11 Furthennore, Viney's reluctance to talk to me seemed also be
Robert A. Ceorges :md MIchael Owen Jones. I'('oul<.: Studying I'\"llll(~: 'l1w
Human Element In fleldwork (Ol;!rkeley: Un!\'t~rsity ofCallfurnla Pn:ss. I!JHOI.J4··'5.
I was raised In a family th:u disapproves or any form of war ~i\mes or lOyS, '1111s.
being the result of my father's head lnJury from the second world war and the loss 1)1
my uncle killed In action In Russia. caul;ed my spontaneous reaction.
Oer Prozejl .soZlaler Interakllon', wte l11n die Wissenschal't ell!'nso
euphem1stisch wle nlchtsagend !>eschreJ!>t. war zwar \>Urn erVlhlendcn ()d,~r
berichtenden Parmer graduell heelnJlu~bar. lndem er szenlsche Momcnte ~esl;1ltete
odeI' die Auswahl der [nhalte traf, abel' melst setzten S1ch tHe DenkkaH~~orlcn und
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based upon all instruction by his parents not to talk to strangers. Thus,
his reply "nothing" can be interpreted as a protection mechanism in two
ways. Firstly he was following the above mentioned rule set by his
parellts. and secondly his interpretation of my question may well have
been understood by him as a measure of control by an adult. as
frequently exercised by parents and teachers. I had the feeling that he
politely tried to tell me to leave him alone; he perhaps knew that adult
males usually talk La his father, and sought to point me in that
direction.
I felt rather downhearted after this first attempt to establish
rapport with a neighbourhood child. It was in fact the first time that I
had had to handle an unl<nown informant head-on. In previous fieldwork
situations I had been known to my informants. and I had had sufficient
time to approach them and establish solid rapport before 1 began my
actual fieldwork. 1'
Vorgallcn des Inten1cwcrs dun:h. W911gang Alber. "Feldforschung a15 Te:«produktion?:
fchlforsC'hung cd. UU ,Jeggle lTi'lbtngen: TIlbtnger Verellligung fur Volkskunde E.V.
~hloss. IUlW) \ 2:l-1 23.
,~ cr. Dell' Mana Hohmann. "Jennifer and her Barbles: AContextual Analysis of a
Child Playing Barbie DoUs: CnnadlM Folklore canaetlen 7.\-2 [19851: \\1. and In
"You're out. you're out!: Hopscotch In Harlow. Essex." Talking Folklore 7 (19871: 43.
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It also indicated to me that fieldwork doC's 1I0t olll~' ell\ail pure
data collection. but rather means bUilding n relationship uctWCCI\ the
infonnant and the researcher in a way that snits bollt pnrlics. My
physical appearance and the fact that. being so absorbed ill his play.
Viney did not notice my approach may have played a role ill dcrnillllg
our conversation. Later on I tried to imagine how Viney must have relt
being addressed by a very tall person {191cml with shoulder length hair.
an unknown accent. different clothing, and tape recorder :wd camera
slung around his shoulder, something he likely had never seen in the
community before.
The conversation with Viney was the only time I actually tried to
interview a young child playing alone. On some other occasions during
my fieldwork ( saw Viney playinp by himself in front of his parcnts'
house just as he did when I met him for the first time. I did not make
another effort to collect from him. In any case. it lurned out to be IIlorc
productive to collect from groups of children than from individuals.
Besides the indicated reasons for the application of thc lcnn
"nothing" by Viney. groups of playing children also used lhl: lcnn upon
my first approach. which hints at a third possible conclusion. When a
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group of children is playing together. they not only identify themselves
by a cohesion based upon sharing common elements of folklore. but also
by fonning defence mechanisms against intruders to the group like rival
peer groups or other individuals. This defence mechanism may be set in
molion if the group is approached by an adult. in this case the
researcher.
The exclusion of unwelcome peers can easily be achieved by
merely ignoring the intruder(s). or by an aggressive statement such as
RCO away!~ or -Leave us alone." When an adult approaches a group.
however. the term -nothing" seems to function as a dilatory manceuVTC.
With this answer children indicate that they are not doing anything that
could be interpreted by an adult as "doing something wrong: something
that goes beyond any established rules within the social matrix of the
peer group or even the value system of the community, Considering the
~collector's potentially limited access to the world of children's lore and
fantasy~Kenneth S. Goldstein notes:
Because children's materials are so in-group
oriented. there is a real challenge for the
collector to obtain anything more than simply
those materials which the children are willing to
pennit him to hear and observe, But children
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have a whole world of private beliefs. rlnmcs.
and erotica which onlv a few sensitive i1~ld
understanding adults' are ever allowed to
penetrate. 19
The dilatory manceuvre may also be a stalling tactic applied as a
rhetorical strategy. By givtng the speaking turn back [0 the adull. it gives
the childrl;n a moment to gather themselves in a defence position [0
argue with the adult.
Similar experiences to the one describl;:d above occurred a few
times with other groups of children in other parts of the communiLy.
especially during the first lcn days of ow fieldwork. When I approached a
group of children for the first time they behaved in a rather shy llIarlner.
When, however, they began to realize that I was not one of those adults
who told them not to get dirty, or not to scream, and who did not make
them accountable for a broken window or such. thcy quickly opcn~d up
and alTered to help me with my project.
They were even more thrUled when I asked lhem occasionally
whether I could jOin them in their game. They onen cheered for JoY and
Kenneth S. Goldstein. A Guide for fiehlwgrkers In Folklore II-rathom: folklore
Associates. 1964)150·151.
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excitement. The reacti"n was perhaps caused by the unexpected nature
of my ofTer to Join them. By joining them r was taking the role of
somebody who accepted the children's rules of the game. In which case
they considered me as an almost equal playmate or as an honorary child.
This was acknowledged when three of the neighbourhood children.
Dennis. Anne·Marie, and Sheldon Introduced me to their game of
Balance. which wUl be discussed below. In the course of the game Mrs
Wakeham called me to the phone and whlle i was absent from the
playing scene the children continued the game without me for a few
minutes. The tape recorder kept recording the situation in my absence.
Sheldon: You've got to go up there.
OMH: Where?
Anne·Marie: That's not really necessary.
Sheldon. You're out. Dennis. DeIC, now It's your
tum.
DMH: Mvtum?
Anne-Marie: Va.
DMH: So [ go up here.
Sheldon: You have to come up, and yOll gal to
get right here, right? And you just walk down
like that without losing your balance.
OHM: Like this? Whoops,
Sheldon: You have no trouble because your
feet's big.
DMH: And then? How far do I go?
Anne-Marie: Hop, just hop off,
OMH: And then ( go back the same way?
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Anne·Marie: Yes. and you hop off now. whcrc\'cr
you feels like hopping off. She!. gel Qui of the
\V3V.
DMH: It's hare!.
Anne-Marte: Isn't if?
DMH: Shit.
INo corrunenl by the children about my profanily]
Anne-Marie: I galta start hopping again. IThe
others take their tum.II ... ]
Anne·Marie: Delf Is last, CtiZ he's goua learn.
hop across the keel of the boat]
DMH: H's damn hard.
Sheldon: He's doin' good.
DMH: Oh. I didn't get any funlicr thall thaL
That's It.
Anne·Marie: Now. She!.
DMH: Did you ever try walking backwards'!
Anne-Marie: No, but that the nexllhing you
gona do. after this step.
IMrs Wakeham calls me to the phone. the tapc recorder keeps running. I
Sheldon: I take your tum. Delf.
DMH: Okay.
[The children take several rounds during myabsence.l
Anne-Marie: Didn't cross.
Sheldon: J lakes Delfs lum.
Anne-Marie: Ifs your lum.
Sheldon: No way. this is Delfs.
Anne-Marte: She!. do you like DeW? I likes him.
Sheldon: 1do. loo. You're out.
Anne-Marie: No. I'm not.
Sheldon: Yes. you ruck it.
Anne-Marie: Shit.
Sheldon: Ifs Delfs turn.
Anne-Marie: Delf. ifs your turn.
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" return to the scene.]
Sheldon: He's coming.
DMH: How far did you get.
Sheldon: So far. here.
DMH: Do I pick up here?
Anne·Marie: Yes.
DMH: And do what'?
Anne-Marie: Down there.
Sheldon: No. he doo't, he gotta to pick up there.
DMH: Oh, I'm losing again.
Sheldon: Good game. but it's a hard game. too.
DMH: Oh. It is.
Anne·Marie: It's a good game. though. I'm
[artin' How, in the name of God. do I know
when to jump off'?
Sheldon: I tell ya. Jump. jump oIT.20
Neither did the children react to my profanity. as they normally would
have if another adult had been present at the scene. nor did they restrict
their own vocabulary. They approved my presence by teaching [t to me.
and dUring my absence discussed their liking for me.
The children's positive reaction was underlined by the fact that I
chose to come do\'Vl'l from an adult level as I more or less acted like one
of them. which meant that they were able to impose their rules on me.
an adult. Thus. it served l\Vo purposes. Firstly. as a particIpant observer
in a game r was guided through the game by the children which helped
Tape-recorded play session 30 June l!J87.
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me better to understand the game itself. as the children cxpl~lncd it to
me dUring the ongoing event. as wetl as the dynamics of the pcrfom1ancc
of the game. Secondly. it helped tremendously to overcome whal 1
describe as the ~psychologicalslope."
Children. in general, view people older than themselves as a
representation of authority. This is caused partly by the physical
features of an adult. as well as by what I call a psychological slope which
exists between the adull world and the children. It is therefore necessary
for the researcher to adjust Lo the children, in order to overcome a
·verticaJ- relationship. thereby relating to them in a more "horl;t.ontaIM
From earlier fieldwork experienc(;~ with children ( Learned that it
seemed necessary to adjust as much as possible to the children's level of
behaviour. thus, to ['~t.iuce the authoritarian perception children have of
the adult world. When I participated in a game with the children, or even
showed interest 10 a particular play activity lhe preconceived
psycho/.ogical slope seemed to be diminished,
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Being a perfonner myself. a musician. certainly benefited me in
fieldwork situations. For example. in a concert context I usually walk out
on stage with a set programme for the evening: duting the performance I
constanlly communicate with the audience. monitoring their response to
various selections and Introductions to songs In order to reduce a
psychological slope that is further emphasized by the physical nature of
the division between the stage and the auditorium. The audience
,"CCiprocatcs well when I show them that my Oexiblllty to make instant
adJuSlments to my selections is the result of their disposition. and that I
1n3ke every possible ef(ort to overcome the barrier that is naturally given
in a perfonnance context. This nexiblllty and senSibility learned In stage
pcrfonnance contexts Is applicable to the relationship with the children
as my infonnants.
On occasions other than game playing. for instance when I met a
group of children on the road, they seemed to be more reluctant to
release any Information about the games they played: this was in
cOnlrast to their readiness to talk if the game was stili in process or if
they had just finished playing a game. The children usually waited for
me to open the conversation. whereupon I geared the conversation
towards their games by relating to them my recollection of my ovm
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childhood games. Despite the fact that I approached the children in that
manner. however. in situations like this the psychologfcal slope seemed
to be more evident than when I participated directly in an activity.
Participant Observation. and reducing the psychologfCOl slope: Durtng a game of Balltag
the children smack the ball on my bottom. The phot.ograph was taken by Dale Ryan.
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Wanda Lee and her sister Gayle
My nrst infonnanlS. Wanda Lee and her sister Gayle could be
described as my guarantors in the field. for their important role in
helping me to establish further rapport with children and their parents
in the community. Whenever r met them with groups of other children,
the girls greeted me with "Hi. Deif!" and a big grin on their faces. These
recurring situations made me feel more comfortable, since being
Introduced by the girls to their friends il1'::reased my rapport wHh the
children in the community. Rolf Lindner observes:
Ocr Forscher. der in cine Lebenswelt eintritt. die
nieht die seine ist. braucht jemanden. der ihm
die TjjTen offnet.21
Wanda Lee's and Gayle's behaviour not only benefited me as the
researcher. but also supported the s(sters' status among their peers.
which echoed frequently when I met groUp5 of other children who then
referred to me us <l friend of Wanda Lee's and Gayle's. In ad hoe
conversations with the children. Wanda Lee and Gayle played themselves
l'ransl,uJon: The researcher. who enters a habitat that Is not his own. needs
1l0ffiL'Olle eli'll.' co open doors for him. Rolf Undner, "Ohne Gew~ , Zur Kulturamllyse
des InJonnanten." cd. Utz Jeggle, Felrlforschung • Qualitative Methoden In de,
Ku!l\lTnnalylo", rriiblngen: TIibinger VerClnigung fur Volkskunde. 1984) 59.
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into the foreground and mentioned that I was ~Oil1g to write a book
about them.
Where the simple greeting "Hi. Oell1'" W;\s always enough \0 b~'gill a
conversation with thc children with the !cnst nlllOU1I1 of fonnality. a
slightly more ronnal approach was nccessary wilen the purents of the
children or any other udult member of the community wns pl'l'SCIlt. '1lis
would be when children were playing inside their pnrents' propl'n,v. or
when I met them on the road or in the store together with a pnrcllt. 'nil'
children acted more fonnally and often [ had to take the t1r!'.1 step and
introduce myself to the parent. Commonly the parent wns somewhat
surprised. because he or she could see thal the children were
acquainted with somebody who did not belong to [he commllllity.
Immediately after I shook hands with the parent' told them abollllllY
research and made reference to Memorial University. In an elTort to
diminish the parents' suspicions. I also mentioned my conversations
with the school prinCipal and that the teachers of Our Saviour King
School knew about my project. This seemed to allay their fcars and
increased my rapport \vithin the commuility.
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The Reaction of the Community
While living in the community for one and half months and
conducting research I had to introduce myself to a new social sphere
which I had Imown only on the surface from my previous visits and the
contacts with the children. By living in the community I had to learn to
cope wilh an established and compLex social structure, as well as the
pursuit of my particular interesl. the children's play activities. Georges
and Jones saw a similar problem. as they comment on Whyte's~
Corner Society:
Whyte's depiction of his early abortive attempts
to establish contacts with members of what he
conceived to l)c "a world completely unknown~ to
him reveaLs several kinds of conflict that create
ambivalence in a fieldworker and that require
him or her to clarify and compromise. His initial
plan. one can infer. was to gain access to the
residenls of Cornerville without assistance from
others. Yet his altempts to do so through his
limited SUlifCy work and his brief foray into a
local bar made him aware of the difficulties
involved in accomplishing this feat. given his
reluctance to intrude and his feelings of
self-consciousness about being a ·stranger- in
the communi tv in which he had chosen to
\Vork.2:l .
Holwr! A. G,'Orgl"s. "nd Michael Owen Jones. Pl'Oole Studying PfOnle (Berkeley:
LJllh·t'rsltyofC:lllJon1l;\ Press. W80172.
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Suspicion nboul lhe ~mall from t!lt' IIllivcrsllY~ seclllcd 10 ('xist
during my first ficldtrlp among the p~ll"cnl gC1\cmtion of my infonn:l.l1l5.
Hence. I made effons to meet \\ilh the parents. A good place (0 mccl
them was the three little convenience stores ill the COIlUillluity. TI1CfC' my
appearance seemed to be less intrusive to the p.,r('1115, ::ts I emile La the
store as a customer to purchase goods.
Other good opportunities arose to talk to !lnrellis whell children
were playing witlliheir friends in their .vards, and the molher. l"or
example. was hanging out the laundry to dry all the line. [ USUtllly
greeted the children first. who already knew me from previous recording
sessions. and then I introduced myself to the parents and after a little
chat. asked them for pennission to record their chiidren'S play activities
on their property. The permission was never denied. but 1also had to
reciprocate with more explicit infonnation about my projcct and tilC use
of the materials I collected.
One of the key figures in the community's illfonnat;on network
was the post woman. Mrs Hickey. Frequently I went to thc post office at
a time in the morning when most of the community members fetched
their mail. It seemed to satisfy the curiosity of those coming to the post
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office when they overheard a conversation \vilh me and Mrs Hickey, or
somebody else. This was especially true during the first two weeks of my
lime in Southern Harbour.
F'urthcnnorc. the H man from the university· may have triggered
another reaclion with loday's parent generation. because the majority of
the parents of my infonnants were resettled in the 19505 and 1960s.
Mrs Rita Wakeham. my host. told me that her family had been resettled
from the Red Islands, Placentia Bay. The house the Wakehams live in
since they moved lO the community had been towed across Placentia Bay
to Southern Horbour. TIle majority of the resettled families and their
homes were allocated space in "the Bottom- along the road leading to the
centre of the community. Hence as Hthe man from the university" I may
hnve been categorized as someone -official, - or at least "semi-official. ~
TIlcrefore a certain amount of suspicion on the parents' side may have
been supported by their memories of gQvernment officials entering their
communities to convince them of the benefits of relocating to the 50-
called "gmwth centres."
Despite the fact that I did not see the parents as direct informants
for my collecting I considered them as infonn:,. its on behalf of their
·It
children as they granted me pennissioll to conduct the lkldworl, with
the children. If the parents had been cOl1ccmcd \\ith til.\-' conlnct with lhe
children they certainly would have restricted the children'S ncccssibilil.\f
to me. The Hstranger value· that [ portrayed was supported by the lhcl
that I worked with the children as the infonnants. Some of the pnrcnts
even commented that I was the first researcher to cOllie to the
community who was interested in the chilctren.23
The Storekeeper. the Mock Pattern, and AIf
Despite the generally positive acceptance of my presence In the
community. two incidents macle me think that there could !lave been
resentment towards me and my research. The keeper of one of the
convenience stores greeted me with a suspiciously low sounding ~Hi!W
when 1entered his premises for the first time. Through his store window
he had probably seen me interact with the children on lhc roud. His
store lies on a strategic poinl on a bend bClween the school and the
church from where he can see the road in both dirccllons. Only aftcr tny
On prevlous occasions WUfrcd Wareham of Memonal Unl~rslty'sFolklore
Department. and Kenneth S. Goldstein from the Un.!~rs(ty of PenosylvanHl vlsllerl
Southern Harbour to record tradiUonai singers In the community: MUNFt..A fill.] Ij I.
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frequent visits to his store and my conversatiuns with children that he
overheard in the store. did he seem to rela" and drop his suspicion.
Eventually he asked me what had brought me into the community. and
he conlinued to ask me the same question almost every time I carne into
the store. Our relationship was very cordial in the end.
His question pattern seems to indicate that he received his
infonnation about me from elsewhere in the community. perhaps from
the earlier mentioned chain of referrals and the misconception that I was
interested in the organized sports of the children. Rolf Lindner notes:
Bevor jedoch de, F'orscher uberhaupt in de,
Lage 1st, im F'eld cine Rolle aufzubauen. die
seine dortigen AktivitAten den Einheimschen
plausible erscheinen lassen. hat sein Eintreten
~~~er:i~e~iP~~~sY~i~~t~StU;e~~~~:~~J~ktenbereits
TIle second negative incident occurred when two teenaged boys
successfully lured me to a "hopscotch pattem~ on the pavement In front
of the school entrance. The boys did not admit that they had drawn the
patlern onlo lhe pavement. but it seemed obvious that It had originated
Tl"allslatlon: Bclbre the researcher is able 10 buUd his role and make tus
;lell\illcs pl;luslh}e to the members of the community. tus appearance In the 11eld has
alrrally lbund l1s olVn plausibility among the members of the corrununlty. Rolf IJndner.
"Ole Angst des F'or~hers \'Ordem reid." Zeltschrtll fUr Volb;~ 77,1 {19Bl}, 52.
in their minds. The pattern looked somewhat like a combination of a
Hopscotch paltem and a Girls Girls pattem.:Z& Instead of numbers or
lelters they had \mtten boys. girts. fruits. ueggies. anlmals, countries.
£owns. colours. Jags. lizzies. and end in sequence into the aligned
squares. The paltem followed the shape of a horseshoe. and in the
middle of the pattern they had written fuck you.
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Th~ mock pattern in front of the school.
See diagram of Girls Girls pattern on page 112.
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In the I1rst moment I felt slightly insulted. However, I took the
photograph of the pattern above and concluded with delight that my
fieldwork had triggered a reaction in the community which was
expressed In a cruct Joke In the creation of a parody of a pattern on the
pavement.
The parody seemed not only to challenge my presence in the
community, but also showed that [ was closely monitored by some
members of the community. If the boys had no understanding of the
reason for my presence in the community, this mock version of a
hopscotch pattern would not have occurred. A couple of days later when
the mock pattern had been washed away by the rain. I mel the same
boys again on the road. They asked me whether I had seen the pattern
in front of the school. and stated that such a pattern can not be seen
frequently in Southem Harbour. I jotted down some notes on the pattern
as I was talking LO them as if to take them seriously and again asked
who drew it. They denied they had drawn lhe paltern lhemselves,
however. when I asked them directly ab::-ut ft.
Their reaction to my presence in the community and the resulling
mock pattern may have hinted at their insecurity regarding my sexual
-~5
orientation: whether I was hetero- or homosexual, and th;;\t I cOllld II,we
been a potential COmpetitor disrupting their cOUrling patterns with the
older local teenaged girls. 11lcrefore, on olle occasion I nsl~e{' my
girlfriend to come for a visit to the community in order to COIllItCI';\Ct a
rumour spread among the local adolescent boys that I was in teresled ill
some of the local girls they were courting, 111e boys hacl observed lily
conversations with the girls while walking the road in lhe evenings. On
several occasions the boys grouped around me and questioned me about
my presence in the community, and whether I had a girlfriend.
A funny coincidence. however, which left a positive impression all
both the children and the parents. was my name. TIle children
frequently greeted me with 8Hi. AIfl" The close phonetic relationship
between "Delf" and 8A1f" seeemcd to encourage a parody of my name and
some even called me -Delf the AlL" Others, including some of lhe
parents, especially those who did nol gel an early opportunity to talk to
me, thought that my name was in fact 8Alf: I asked a group of my
informants why they called me by lhal namc. and thcy replied that -ALF~
was a television series for children they had watched frequently ever
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since the community received cable television in 1986. The initials
"A.L.F." stand for "AJien Life Forrn.,,~e
One evening after supper. to my surprise, two of the children from
my host's neighbourhood dropped in and proudly showed me their ·A1f.~
a plush toy creature. The Newfoundland Herald reports on the
appearance of various ALF'·paraphernalia:
The kids didn't need permission. their own or
anyone else's. to fall for the furry fellow. 111cy're
drawn to anything ALF -like on their side of the
horir..on. so much that a rnini-ALf industry has
grown up. Now there's a hierarchy of ALF-dolls
(silent. talking a little bit, and talking quite a
lot). posters. lunch boxes, T·shirts....ALF·s face
is becoming more familiar than Michael
Jac1{soo's. and not just because it changes
less,n
~AU~ Is a show ;lboul a cre<l.ture rrom outer space, The show, a situatlon
coml'lly, was crealed by producer Paul Fusco or the NBC-Network and broadcast on the
N'!V station, SUlldny evenings at t9.30h, About three leet tall. -Air is a rurry character
that has a big snout. ~Ali~ lives with a middle-class suburban ramlly ever sInce he
crashed lrlto the ram.l1y's gar;1ge \\11th his spaceship. He Is I1Idden from the public In the
g<U'age. The creature enjoys cooldng and cOMider't calS a staple part or his diet on his
humc planet. Wllene\'er the famUy's cat dIsappears ~AlI~ is sU!',jJected.
In April 1992, In a i)hone convt>rsatJoll Doreen Allan of NlV told me that to date
the sertes Is being replayed on the Cancom cable channel In the Conception Bay area.
An antmatl'tl cartoon version based on the series was broadcast durlng the UrnI' of my
Or1gtnal lleldseason in \987, Since I nel'Cr chanced to see the television show myself, I
had to rei... on a frtentl or mine, Kim Marshall or St. John's. to communicate some of
Ihls lnlormauon to ffil'. Kim considers the show to be rather sWy.
~Ali' was not an overnight sensaUon. n TIle Newfoundland Herald 7 November
1987:41.
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The incident wilh the name benefited my ncldworl< in SOlllhcrtl
Harbour as the television character ~All- is ponraycd as n good
crealure.18 In addition. (was in facl an ~aliCII life fonn~ ill the children's
understanding. which supported Illy "stranger value" to a grc~u ('xlcnl.
as I was not a Newfoundlander. but someone who had cOllle from a
~different world" - Gennany - and who belonged to a different
Kulturkreis (culture group}. Jacl{son notes:
Stranger value isn't something you gel to keep.
by the way. If your relationship with an
infonnant continues over a period of time. you're
less and less a stranger and you sense morc and
more the unspoltcn restrictions of the ldnds of
questions that can be comfortably asl{cd.29
As the children often questioned me about Germany, or as they
frequently put it ~where you come from,~ [gave carefully measured doses
of infonnation about my country. It was easHy done by w.lldng Lo lhe
children about the games I played myself when I was their age.
TItls Incident made me realize thnllt Is very imporrnnt lor o;olnl'll()(ly Ilohl~
research w(th children to watch chlldrc't's progrnmmes on tckvlslfJU. whldl J Illli 1101 .Il!
berore I went into the Held. I (lid not even possess" television ~t that lime. or now. I
could have had an opportunity to tune In to some or the show.,> while I sl;\y,-~1 In
Southem Harbour, but I was reluctant toask my host. HIla Wakeham, to switch Ihl:
channels, as she was watching her own prol,lrammcs. On Ihe 'lIhl~r twnd I w:lnwfltlJ Ilt~
outdoors to record the chUdren's play actIViUc!i.
Bruce Jackson. fieldwork (Urhana: Unlvcr!iity of U1lnols Press. IfJ87J 70.
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Being characterized by the children as somebody "from away,~ who
had an accent. spoke a different language. and did not behave like any
other male adult in the community, sparked the chUdren's constant
interest for two reasons. Firstly. my infonnants saw me. the researcher.
through their own understanding of what a male adult should be. They
were not able to group me with an image thal had been passed on to
them by lheir parenl generation. A typical male could possibly be
described as a person working outdoors by going fishing. painting boals.
mending nets. or any other Conn of physical labour that relates to the
Newfoundland fishing culture. Secondly. lhey may have seen me as an
ambassaoor from a somewhat exotic world that usually lies beyond their
experience. Their image of the outer world is largely created by the
constant influx of infonnation through the medium of lelevision.30
Based upon these premises. I was able to maintain my ~strangervalue"
among the children throughout my entire fieldwork period.
Mlhough cable televtslon Ivtth its dozen channels. only came to Southern
I-Iarhour [n t986. tWO chi'tnnels had been received over the air lor more than 30 years.
The Children, and Fieldwork Ethics
Fieldwork praCtices have been described and discussed b~' l\l;\lIY
folklorists, anthropologists and other social scientists. Uniortllllatcly.
most of the researchers into childrcn's !olklore malu' only brief and
sometimes vague statements on how they obtained the lore from the
their informants. Rarely do they comment on ethiC'll issues conccrning
their fieLdwork practices, Leea Virtanen writes:
If one is to usc interviewing as onc's only
method in fieldwork, the process is slow and
cumbersome. A child's abilitv to discriminate is
less developed than an adult's. so thatlllllcss
the interviewer has the patience to wait for
spontaneous narratiofl. he will have to Lead the
child on in order to get the facts he wants,31
Virtanen discusses how the researcher can observe and note down llle
information. but she does not explain how she leads on children to "get
the facts he wants,~
Jon·Roar Bj0rkvold who studied spontaneous singing among
children denies that his presence altered the children's behaviour:
Leea Vlrtanen, Children's tore. Studla fcnnica :.!:.! (Ild~jnkl: SU(JmflJlIlsl~n
Klrjalllsuuden Seura, 197819·10,
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In order to minimize interference. I used no
technical equipment such as tape or video
recorder. When studying singing in a social
context. it is important that the social and
emotional continuum not be disturbed.
Technical apparatlls can register elata. but it
can also affect the observed ph..::nomcna -
hence. the old problem. finding a balance
between validity and verification. Practical
experiences suggests that in studying singing as
part of an ongoing social and cultural activity.
the field workers arc in fact best served bv
relying on their own senses sharpened by
professional training. For the purposes of the
prescnt study. I adopted the role of passive
participant and observer. J was with the children
all the lime. but without actively influencing
their playing or singing,32
Rcimund Kvideland. with reference to children's narratives about
advance warnings of death. relates:
My material was collected during the period
1969-1978 in Bergen. Norway. and its environs,
and includes several thousand items. some
written down by the children themselves. some
supplied through lape recordings or noles from
interviews. The interviews were conducted at
school without the teacher present. or at
playgrounds and gathering places in residential
areas.33
.Jon-Roar BJorkvold. ·Spontan{'(Jus Singing Among Children.· Nordtc F'olklore
t'ds. lklmuml Kvldeland. and Henning K. Sehrnsdorf(Bloomington: Indiana UnJverlSty
['re~~. 1!l891181.
I{ctmund Kvltleland, ·Stolies about Death as a Part of Children's wclalizatlon."
Folklore on 1\vo Continent.,>. ens. Nikolai Burlakolf. and '.Irl Undahl (Bloomington:
'J'rlck9tcr Press: 1D801 59.
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Furthennore. publications dealing witlllkidworl( gClIC'rally lal'!,
discussion of the recording of children's play acti\;!ics ill context.
Edwnrct D. Ives mentions il in one paragraph. ane! I{CllllC[h S. Coldstl'lll
devotes a small section to the problems tbal lIlay occur wlLik l"('cording
children's play activities. lvcs discusses lIcldworl, willi children ill
reference to Goldstein's concept of the distinction between natural ;llld
artificial contexts. whereas Goldstein considers children as aids La
collecting. if the collector brings Ilis own wife and children inlo the
field.:W
Just at the end of my time in Southern Harbour. Bruce Jackson's
~ appeared.:J5 Despite his discussion of pmctical, mechanical.
theoretical and ethical aspects. Jackson misses children completely. TIle
keywords ~children,""play," or "game" nrc not listed in the indC'.x, alld
they do not appear in his section on fieldwork ethics,
It is necessary to touch on the sensitive maller of IkJdworl( ethics
relating to fieldwork with children in contexl. The ethicist mny <l.l-gue
Edward D, Ive:i. The Tane·R('conlcr[ [nler,IJI'W IKnoxviJit': IJrliv,~r"lIy oj
Tennessee Press. i980J 56: GoldsteIn. !JU. [50· J54.
Bruce ,Jackson.~ IUrlmna: UnlvcrsJly of UHnoJs I'rr'ss. I !JH71.
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that I did lIot have the informed consent of my informants when I
approached them with a running tape recorder or when I look photos
(mill a distance withoUllllY infonnants' knowledge. The question arises
whether there is a difference in collecting from adults or children.
Collecting from Cbildren versus Collecting from Adults
[n dealing with children as informants for my research. I did not
nlwnys follow the established ethical convention that one would use with
:ldults. 10 first gain the consent of the informants to tape-record or
photograph them during their aClhities. One may argue that a child. or a
group of children. is oVC'ITun by the nduIt researcher with little or no
collsideralion of collecting ethics. I ,-,as however aware of this problem.
;:\I\d when appropriate. I told the children lhal I was going lO wrile a
Ix>ok about lhem. Michael H. Agar commenlS:
lllcre arc many implications for ethnographers
in the codes of elhics and the guidelines. For
now, the implication lhat concerns us is that
pcople must be infonned or your !"Ole - who are
vou and what do VOll wanl. I would think lhal
;nosl Cthnographers havc always done this
anY'vay. But lhere are different ways of
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explaining your rok. For c:.:l.lllple. if you say. ~I
mn <'In <'IlIIhropologist <'Iud I alll h~'fl' to stud.\·
your culture: thc dC'SCriptioll. though
tcchnieallv correct. 11I..1.\" 1I0t lx' n:rv illfonl\atin'.
csf..~i::tll~:for a group \\'110 h3S 110 ioe;'l of wh;'lt
wanthropolog\'- and -cllllllrc~ arc ~lll abollt. Oil
the other hand. suppose you say. wl"m here to
\\Titc a book about you folks. w TItough dl..'void of
references to social scicnce. the statement Ill.,x
bc more infonnativc for sollie groups. It implil..:s
that you arc going 10 explore dilTcrent ((spects or
their life and eventually publish somcthing
about them in the public domain. Yet. [ call
imag:ne <'l reviewer who would accept the n,st
SI<'ltement and rejcctlhe second.an
The children gave me thdr pennission to record their g;:tmes and evell
use their names OIS stated In the following conversation with tllre<> of lhl"
children Viola. Dennis and Sheldon:
Viola: How come that vou're interested in our
games'! .
DMH: Oh. I used to babvsit the children ofa
friend of mine. and they werc playing harhics. so
I thought. maybe I should study tile gallles of
children. And what I want to do. I \V01I1l to writl"
a book about it.
Dennis: My Cod. \ve'rc gain' [0 be livin' ror~vcr.
!Viola laughsl [s our names gain' to he wrote
down there'?
DMH: Huh?
55·56.
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Sheldon: [s our names goin to be wrote down
there'!
DMH: If YOU would like to. sure. {Viola and
Dennis to-ugh].
Sheldon: It's up to you.
DMH: Olmy.37
'nlC children seemed to feci honoured when they knew that I was going
to write a book about them. On anOlher occasion, in front of one of the
stores, they told me lIml I was the first adult to ever show interest in
tlleir d;:lily acUviUc$.
Children arc as valuable infonnanls as adults. and they deserve
the S<'llTIC respect paid to adults. In contrast to adults. children are not
as inhibiled by sock-lal fules and conventions nnd seem to need less
warming·up than adults. TIle Southern Harbour children's casual
hclmvioUT during my presence allowed me to approach them casually. In
addiUon my sLlccessful altempts to reduce the psychological slope to a
minimum justified the modus operandi. I do not feel that I treated the
childrcll wilh less respect than I would have given to adults: throughout
my fieldwork [ explained to them my reasons for USing the tape record~r
and the camera. TIle chiLdr...n enabled me not only to coUect
qU<lrttitalively their games in the COllll1lUnity, bllt also to rccord the
games including their current ped"ornt::111Ces. Consequently, [ \\':1S able to
capture the entire dynamic process of the children's IJla,\" al..'Livilks.
In order to record the children's play ClcthiU<"s "md to gaillel' the
dynamics of their performances, it was necessary to record as llllich
contextuul infonnalion as possible. 'ntis not ollly included till' diffcrCllL
games they played. but also tile entire realln of their illLel'actiOll
during their activities. h\ a ffnonnal" fieldworl{ situation in which the
researcher deals \vilh one infonnanl at a time. cOllvcrsnlioll is l:!e:l1"cd
toward a certain item of folkLore, Th us Lhe dynamics of the pcrfonnallcl'
in a one·to"one fieldwork situation remain \vithin an immediate context
and a fairLy clearly defined space. such <15 sittillg around lhc kitchell
tabLe. or in a barn or stage. where the collecting tal<c". place" '11lC
recording of children's play activities differs bec;1,u$c there is a Illllch
higher level of spontaneity on the side of the children. TIle children's
play activities arc largely detenninec! by impromptu hehuviolll'. Certain
behaviours and decision"making depend on rather spontaneous acliolls,
which cannot be found. for exampLe, in the pcrfonnollcc of a song by a
single informant. The dyn<U11iCS of the song performance arc 1l1nrc
dependent on the presence of the fieldworker, his or her posing of
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questions. nnd the irruncdialc interaction of researcher and infonnant.
TIle dynamic range with children is broader and less confined. especially
outdoors. With children one docs not just focus on one Hem or one
person, hut on a very ncxible range of dynamics that make the particular
game or play activity. Children's entire play hehaviour Is very
spontaneous. and under less control of the neldworker's solicitations.
Collecting from single children versus collecting from groups of
children
My attempt to interview Viney. who was playing by himself. did not
Icae! me very far in my efforts to establish rapport with the neighbouring
children. TIlls became apparent only an hour after my conversation with
Viney when I met a gr JUp of adolescent girls on the road. The girls were
curious to know who I was and why I was in Southern Harbour.
The cOl1vcrsalion wUh the girls turned out to be very fruitful. It
helped me realize that approaching just one child playing alone could
h~\'e caused major problems not only for the results of my fieldwork. but
also in lhe way lhe conununity would have looked upon my presence [n
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Southern Harbour. From thal momcnt on, I decided il\~l('nr:\ to approach
groups of children rather than single pla~1ng children. In facl. [ received
more infonnation from groups of cllild,'cn than from singlC' boys IK girls
playing - clearly a result of [he d~'1<'\Inics \\<ililin the group as it becallle
evident a few days later. In addition, as an adult. "hrcal'illg the icc· wilh
a solitary child as infonnant appears to be morc dirricult. 111(' peer gmup
idcutity in a group allows the children to be more self·assured nml La nel
more confidently ngninsl <lily intruder. especially adults.
The Children, the Tape Recorder, and the Camera
The first group of children I met playing together were b('lwccn [CII
and twelve years old. I met them on a large lawn stretching between a
few houses in an area of the community called ''Whiffen's Co',c." 11IC
children were engaged in a game of Ball Tag whcn I approachcd thcm.
They did not seem to notice me at first. which gave me lhc opporlunity
to observe them and take a few photographs until a few of them came
ncar while some others searched for the ball that had been kicltcd into
an adjacent lauln with high grass, I was convinced that rny appearance
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would change the pcrfonnancc context considerably. Edward D. Ives
argues:
For example. if one is studying children's games.
he can simply spend a lot of time watching
children at play from some vantage point where
his presence will not disturb them or affect thefr
actions. In this way he would sec the games in
their completely natural context. Should he
make himself obvious (for instance by standing
nearby and laking notes or using a tape
recorder or a camera). he could be almost
certain that his presence would affect what is
going on. and the context would therefore be to
some extent artificlnl.:l8
To observe children in their "completely natural context" certainly
has great vnluc. The collecling of children's play aCtivity. however.
necessitates the use of recording devices, as It is not only the movements
of children that arc important to be observed, but also the children's
exchange of dialogue, lheir argUing about and negotiation of rules, and
the use of linguistic features the children apply during the game context,
TIlCSC cannot be collected "from some [distant] vantage poinl" unless the
ficld .....orkcr is provided Wilh a hypersensitive directional microphone that
picks up the children's dialogue,
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Shyly. bllt curiously. nod with r"cinl expressions tll"l showed botll
emotions. the children greeted me. 1\\'0 of the younger ones, girls about
five years old. giggled. I asked them what they were doing >1l1d I !"('CCh'N!
the same answer that Viney gave me a few d"....s before: "llothlng." I
pointed out that I saw them play;ng wilh tile hall. wlll'rcupoll tlley told
me Ihal they were playing Ball Tng.
Meanwhile the others had retrieved the missing 1);;\1\ from the atllcr
lawn and joined the children that had already surrounded illC'. I a1:>ltcd
them about their ball game and how it was played. 111(' children wcn~
less reluctant to talk to, .Ie about the game than I cxpcclccl. after J
explained the purpose of my presence in the community. and thal [ wa..,
particularly intercsted in thc games Ihcy plnyccl. Evcryone in lhe group.
it seemed. wanted to fill me in on their game. To my dismay. they nil
started to talk (Q me at the samc limc. I intcrrupted them and askcd
them not to speak at once as it would ruin my recording. 111e childrcn
understood the point and only threc of thcm. the olclcr lllcmllcrs of llll'
group continued to explain the game.
Until then the children had not noticed lhal the lape rccorder was
running. and they asked mc why r was recording thclll. [ wId lhem lhal [
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was going to write a book about them and thal it was easier for me to
usc a tape recorder. because I wanted to ensure that I received as much
detailed infonnallon on the game as possible. and that I was afmid to
miss important infonnatlon by trying to write it down quickly. TIle
children seemed to accept my reasoning and did not appear to be
disturbed by the presence of a running tape recorder.
Not only in this situation. but during many other field sessions.
some children screamed deliberately into lhe microphone while others
were being Interviewed on a particular game and this caused the loss of
some of inforTmulon that I collected from my infonnants. It seemed that
in interview situations like the one described above. each member of the
group wanted to contribute to the conversation and competiti\'f~ty
attempted (0 pa~s on as mueh information to me as anybody else in the
group, which almost seemed to develop into a game, When I asked the
children not to all talk at once, some of them felt discriminated against
and they seemed to release their frustration by disturbing lhe olhers by
screaming into (he microphone.
Al other (but rare} occnsions the presence of the tape recorder
inspired some of (he children to imitate rock music stars. They picked
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up the microphone and "s",ng~ imo it :.15 (.';:\1\ be seen on th ... lllll:<'ic Vilkos
that are broadcast on one of the cnblc-tclc\ision stations. III C:lS{'S like
that. I knew that the presence of the lape recorder and lIl~'sl"1fchanged
the chlldren's behaviour. In St. Jollll's I ha\'e secn children ill the slrcl'ts
pick up sticks and imitate singers nlong wilh imi(rltions or pla~;ng
ele<:lric guitars. Perhaps having a rcal microphone was 100 good :III
opportunity to miss for the children to piny.
111e Orst few times, and whenever [ encountered a new group 01
children, I [ellhem play with the microphone nnd the tape l"eCOrdel', and
let them listen to their own "produclion.· which tiley generally
acknowledged with great laughter. The children's earlier curiosity ahollt
my presence was mixed with a certain degree of shyness, One ehild
made a valid complaint about the presence of the tape recorder by
saying "He's tapin' you om~ while I interviewed one of her playmates,
Weighing my informants' first reaction to the tape recorder it seemed
that they felt intimidated, Thc children's reaclion was also a jll~Wkd
response to my approach as [ did not ask their permission Lo tnpc rec0nl
them in advance, But in any of lhe first meetings with a group of
children this slight tension vanished vcry shortly aftcr I told L1lC childrcn
what the tape recorder and lhe eamera were for, In most events the
children took the opportunity to interrupt their current activity with
another play perfonnance around the camera and the tape recorder.
Cameras. of course. are far more ~nonna" in Southern Harbour than
tape recorders. Children are very used to having their pictures taken.
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The children are IX>sing for the camera.
6:3
11le children were indeed \'cry kccn all posing for lIIl' camcr". :\llcl did
not show any signs of itHimidntion thcn. Nor did thcy. as lllallY adults
do. worry about their outer appearancC:'.
The tape recorder usually prompted thc above IlIClltiolied imitatioll
of singing rocl< stars. L."\ter on the children wcre awafe 01" Illy Pl'CSCllCC
and knew that I would always appear wHh my ficld recording gear. r-.'1~'
appearance was registered subconsciously as such with thelll. and iL
remained like that throughout my entire Hddwork. Another Sludcl\\ 01
children's play had the same expericnee:
The marc the children became used to me as
part of the furniture, the more I began to nsl<
lhem questions as to what they wcre doing. TIlis
did not disrupt their activities for they simply
replied to my questions and returned to whal
lhey had been doing.:!"
The more children got nccuslO1l\cd 10 my presence and Ihe
constant use of lhe tape recorder, the less lhey seemed to he dislurlwd
and tempted to alter their play behaviour during my presence. /\fler a
while the Interest of the children In lhe devices diminished so far thal
Andy Sluckln. GroWIng up In the Playgrountl (I.onl!on: £loutledJ.tt! ;mt! K"~;lJl
Paul. 19807.
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they would not take notice of the presence of the camera and the tape
rccordcl". Once in a while at a less tense momCnl of a particular activity
n child \Wuld run over and qUickly grab the microphone and say
something into il. When new playmates arrived at the scene who were
lIot immediately engaged in playing with the group. they would
approach. and talk to me: their attenlion might be drawn to the
Illachinery around my shoulders.
A Note on the Tape Recorder and its Use
I brought quite a selection of equipment to record the children's
playactivHics: two tape recorders. three microphones. a battery
rttharger. a double set of rechargeable nlckel·cadmlum cells. one extra
set of conventional batteries. my camera. a nashgun. with a double set of
balterics. a lelephoto·, wldeangle- and a normal 50rrun ler:s. one extra
button cell ror my camera, an excessive amount or eGO casseue and 5
inch rf'c!-to·reel tapes. a bunch or note booklets. three exercise books.
nil AC-cabJe for the casselle recorder. and a rechargeable nickel-
c~(hnium b..'lltery for the reel-to-reel tape recorder.
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Earlier bad experienccs with equipment prompted me La bring two
tape recorders into the field: n Sony TC-I·~2 which I had bOITO\\'t'd !"mlll
the Memorial University Folltlorc and L..'1nguagc Archive It'oIUNFLA]. ami
my own Uhct' 4400 Report Monitor. In Southern H;wbour, I Wi\S ahout
140 Idlamctres away from St. John's with buses I('nv-iug olll,\' twin' a ttl,\'
from the Trans-Canada HighwayfSoulhern Harbour tum-olf. :lbOIlI l'iw
kilometres away, In the event !lotlling ullcxpccted happcncd 101ilc
cassette recorder or any othcr equipment whcn I cOllductcd Ill,\'
fieldwork. Nevertheleslj, [ fclt more rela.....ed and COllnde-1ll to linn' 11
second recorder at hand in eabC something were to g:a wrong. On Ihe
other hand [was not particularly loolting forward to tllc ide;] or hnving 10
do fieldwork with children with a heavy Viler reel-la' reel tape recorder
slung around my shoulder. I especially began to apprccialc tile ~rn::t1J
Sony l'C·142 when I was involved in a hide-und-seele game as :l
participant obsenrer where I had to crawl under bushes, run through
tuckamore patches. and was shown hidc-outs and othcr places by lllC
children that were not readily <l.ccessible lell' o.n adult over six feel l;lll.
A few days before I left for Southern Harbour r chargcd all my
nickel·cadmium cells to be readily a.vailable for usc upon my arrival in
the community. The charged niekel-C<l.dmium cells usually supplied me
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Wilh tllfCC to lour hours straight rc(;orcling Lime. although on some
occasions the cells emptied faster as the children asked me to playback
SOniC of llle rnaterials right ancr I taped them. Hence. [ checked the
relllajilill.~electricity in the cells on a regular basis during the fieldwork
sl:ssioIlS. Only Oil twO occasions l1<\d the energy levels gone very low. and
as [ IV;)~ afraid of !lot being able to record the next play pcrfonnance
completer.v. I quic]ily exchanged the almost empty nickel-cadmium cells
for lIle conventional batteries which I carried wilh me at all times when I
was alit recording the children. As soon I was able La reach the house
where [ sla~·cd. r exchanged the conventional batleries for the fully
chfll'gcd set of lIicl<cl·cadmium cells which I kept in the charger at all
times to ensure thall had a set of fully loaded cells ready when needed.
Rita and Mike Wakeham kind Iv allowed me to leave the battery recharger
plugged into lheir AC-outlet all the time.
The SOllY TC· t42 tape recorder proved to be a reliable and handy
t1cldwork machine for my recording purposes. 111e tape recorder was not
100 heavy and not too big to be canied around for a long period of time
slung around the same shoulder. I used the recorder with an external
microphone. a Sony F·27S. that plugs into the front part of the machine.
TIll' microphone itself Is fairly s;im and its head is small enough not (Q
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be intrusive to my infonnants. TIle' slim shnpc of the lIlit:mpliOlH' also
allowed me to Slip it into a 10<'1' in the strnp \\'hell I was 0111 l'ecording
the children's play activities, especinlly when it im'olw(l a 101 uf nlll11(l\g:
around, or climbing over cliffs and crawling U!HknH':Uh stages without
falling into the water. IW<1s able to leave tile microphonc slipped illto till'
loop of the strap without needing to won:.' ahout it railing out during tile
collecting process, as the weiglH or the rccorder pllilillg 011 the sirap
secured the microphone lightly in its space. Hence. [ was ahle to lise
both hands to take photographs Or notes while the rrconlillg looJ~ place.
Conducting fieldworlt \vith children demands having the rccorder
running all the lime as I did. [t is not only the actual play activity of tllC'
children, which Includes stretches of time before Ihe aeillal gnlllc bf',l~itls,
but also the intennediate periods when for somc unexpected rC:1S011 the
game pauses or comes to a halt. It is necessary for tlte sul)scqUClll
analysis to record as much of the context as possible. ,Jackson argue,';:
Having a recorder going all the time doesld
solve the problem either, because you have to
change reels or tapes. or you're aware of the
potential need for changing reels or tapes, and
that means you never fully parlicipate in the
action of the room because you're WalchilJ~ lhe
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clock. People sense that: if you're at all sensitive.
~mll'lI sense it 100:10 .
.Jncksoll'S argument is grounded in a recording situation in an
[n[onnanl"s home which is of course different from mine. being literally
in a field or on a road with children moving about. His point that
changing a tape would interrupt the perfonnance was not applicable to
my worl, as lhe children wefe usually so deeply absorbed in their
activities that lhey did not notice thatlhey were being recorded.
especially when I lefl the recorder at a stationary location. The fact that [
Il:.\d to exchange the UlpC or tUfn it over aner a certain time did not seem
to disLUrb lhe now of the children's action.
One problem with outdoor tape recording is wind rumble from the
microphone. and this appears on a few tapes. I did not become aware of
this until I rewound the tape for a few seconds to have the children
lislen to their own voices. A foam cover for the microphone would have
soLved the problem sWiftly but it was the onLy item I missed among my
equipmel\t. Instead I used one of my socks which I pulled over the
Il1iCmphollC and attached wUh an clastic <.\round the microphone neck.
,"cry Illllch to the amusement of my infonnants. The sock cov~rcd the
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sharp edges of ,he microphone and reduced 'Ill' rlllllbk 10 i1 ~~:\1 ('XII'1I1.
From that timc on I also protC'Cted the micropholl(, hy holdillg it in front
of my stOmach and kc{'ph'g my back to till' wind.
The Camera
111e CUlnCI'a I used WClS myoId 35mm CmlOll 1.'ll).:l1I excellcnl
manual camera in a strong meml body wilh i1 huill·ill Ii~lll meler.
Though nOI as lightweight as an~' of the modern ,H!tOIlKllic camcras it is
not heavy, Most of the lime I used the "nonnnY 50UUll lens but 011 rare
occasions when I sensed lhat my appcar.:Hlce with Ul(' camera would
change the children's play performance considerably I used Ihe lelephoto
lens enabling me to step baek to lves' distalll vantage point. 11le usc of :l
wide angle lens proved to be inappropriate. A Iiglll·\vcight video call1cr.!
",'Culd have been a great assct in the field, 11lc somcwhat anliquaterl
half-inch open· reel video-equipment. a Panasonle Pon,lpak eam('m ami
NV-3085 recorder at MUNFLA. ho~\'er, would have been 100 IIC:lVY and
bulky to move around \vith to successfully record lIle children's
activities,
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Three Methods of Collecting
1llrce different methods of tape recording the children"s play
<lctivilics seemed to be appropriate. depending on the cireumstanccs of
the activity. The first method already described above with the
microphone <lUnched to the strap was Indicated in most cases. A second
method [ applied was to leave the microphone in a Stationary position.
Choice between these methods depended largely on the course of action
nnd the usc of space by the children during a panicular play acU"'ity. By
and large. I had (0 rely on my own judgement whether the microphone
would capture all the sounds made dUring the aCtivity. The majority of
the recordings made with a stationary microphone turned out well. anti
10 my surprise captured morc of the distant sounds than I ex~ted.
During such a recording session I rested the microphone on a fence post
or at some other elevation that seemed suitable in relaUon to the ground
co\'cred by the children, In some few cases (left the microphone lying in
the grass when no other elevation was close enough to the spatial CCT'trc
of the children's activity. I usually moved away from the microphone and
tnpe recorder in order to take photographs. or Just to observe the
children's aclion from different viewpoints.
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Lem.;ng the tape recorder on its 0\\11 posl'd olle problem. Once tILL'
tape recorder was on the ground in a stationary position it was k~s
visible to the children and therefore at risl;: of being rUll over h.\' the1J\.
Nevertheless. Dilly once was tile microphone knocked oll":l pkn' of \\'1)0(1
that I had used to elevate it: a girl was being chased by a ho.'·, :lIId
unsuccessfully allemptcd to jump over the obstacle. Lca\'il\.~ till' l;1,pc'
recorder in a statlonary pcsition also had a positi ....e clemellt. Once I
moved away from the position of the In pc recorder, IlcssclIcd the
fonnalityof the recording session. 111(' children laolt only lillie lIotice or
my moving about as they were engrossed by their current nclivily.
1\vo other fieldwork sessions when [ left the microphone ill a
stationary place occurred across the road from my host family's house
and the children played a Hide and Seek game. I participatcd in lhc
game. and for one round of the game I left the micropholle nt lhe
homebase. the bow of a boat pulled up from the water onto lhe gravel
beLow the road. [positioned the microphone on lhe mil of tlH' bow alld
the tape recorder underneath the baal's bench. Whilc "it" wus counting
to a hundred. the other children and [ ran around looking for hiding
places. With the tape recorder at the home-h::lse I was nllie to rcco,'d any
conversallon and action nmong the participants who lIad been cilller
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c:lllght hy "it" before Lhey reached the base. or those who were "free" and
h"d touched the bow of the boat before they were caught by "it. M In the
second round I look the tape recorder with me. as one of the boys
promised to show me some of his secret pathways alld hiding places. [
did not want to miss anything he was going to tell me while we were
hiding.
11lc second occasion arose randomly. A group of children was
involved in a gallic of Balance. again across from the home of my host
bmily. An upside down boat and the space between .~shinggear on the
ground defined their play area. This time I had left the microphone and
lilt' lape recorder on a pile of lobster traps behind the boat while J was
laking phologrnphs and also being taught the game by the children.
lllcn I was called into the house to take a phone call. I debated for a few
moments whether I should [cave the tape recorder where the children
played or take it lvith me into the house. The faet that ( decided to leave
thc equipment funclioning In its place was rewarded with a continuous
alld salisfying recording of a children's Balance game. The children
aclmowlcdged my absence but were completely oblivious to the
equipment.
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TIle third method of using the microphollc, to follow thc l'hildl'C'll
around with the equipment. :'Ind to direct the micropilollr towards 11ll'
centre of their action W:l.S appropriate when the children cow'n'd a I;,q~cr
amoUllt of spnce, and when the children's conversation during till' p1a~..
activity was rather subdued and low. A game of "Hospital" lTIa~' 8C1'\'(' a~
an example,
Prom the kitchen window of Rit3 and Mil,e Walu'ham's hOllse, 1
saw a group of girls gathering in the neighbours' frollt yard. 'nH~' .vanl
was affair size and stretched from the neighbours' [lOuse and a sJmcl(
beside it to the trench near the road, TIle yard was fenced in, 1ll3r]{ing
the boundaries for the imaginary building and various wards of the girls'
"hospitaL ft The girls went through a routine of HI::tsksHill their roles as
nurses, doctors, and patients, TIle changes of scenes to anolher "wul'dH
were usually indicated by some of the HstalT' moving to various places
and comers in the yard, It was not easy to make a dccisiull ill lL'rnlS of
which children I should record, since some of them remained in aile
position as "patlentsHon a different Hward," and were still inlcmcLirtg.
whereas the others moved around,
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TIle conversation of the children during the play was very low. and
110 yelling was involved. 111e extension of the game over the entire yard
and the quiet voices made it impossible for me to leave the equipment in
olle place. Helice. I decided to follow a group of girls that seemed to stage
Lhe main course of the aClion. I sensed that the girls felt slightly
inlimidatcd by my close presence with the microphone held above their
lleads. I asked them to ignore me and to conUnue what they had
planned to do. which they accepted and the tension eased.
In situations like this I felt like a sound technician of a film crew
shooting a soap opera. A great asset in this particular instance would
have been the presence of another fieldworker who then would have
Ileen ablc to record the other girls. who did not take part in the main
action or the play. bUl remained at their assigned or chosen "ward" of the
·JlOspital.~
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After Fieldwork
The Hickey Case
A couple of rnvnths after concluding my ficldwor!i. Ncwfol1l1dl'll\d
was rocked by the news about Father James Hicl<cy. III ,Jnllll:ll-:-" 1988.
Falher Jim Hickey was charged wilh multiple sex crimes invoking
adolescent bOys.4.l Until his linnl con vic lion in August 19BB 1'1ll110Urs
about the case had spread Widely across Ncwfoullclland. In a
conversation at a visit with my fonner host Mrs Wakeham lall'r in the
same year, [ expressed my thoughts on ;:he Hickey case ::Illd wondered
about po!:<;ible concerns the parents may have had when I did Illy
fieldwork with the children in Southern Harbour. Mrs Wn)<chnlll allowed
that people had first wondered about my presence ill the COIlUTlulIity.
but later on. especially after the publicaLion of an intervicw willi mc
conducted by Joan Sullivan for the Newfoundland Herald, I was well
received by the community.-u This was rcncctcd frequently whell older
Michael Hams. Unholy Ortlers . 'frfll!ettY'1I Moun1 C;l~hd (NI'w York: Vlkll1J.:
PengUin. !9oo1 xxI·xxv.
In the tall of 1987 Joan SulUV"dn of the IlroVlncc·wlc!c ma!'i!'i·cln:ulatIHll 1"It,Vl:.loll
magazine. The NewIOundlanrlller<llrt. conducted an Interview wllh mt.! ;lbout r'hll,ln'll'!'i
games In NewtountUand. I schcdulet1 myscconll tlcltltrtp tn ~)uthl'rn 11'lrhnur ;11 11lf!
Ume of the publicaUon of the artJde. [n the Interview I menllOlll'l1 the r:fJrnmuulty ofrny
research as well as some of the g'lIUes the children In Southern II;lrhour IJI:rItJnnl'llli,r
me.'" 'article was well recelvt'{\ In the community .1011 malIc rne ':Vl'n ffi(lT(' '1r:r:l'lj1ilt,l!~
to th, : Icmbers of the community, which was particularly ;tcknowJ':dQf~llht
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~iblingsor the mothers of my informants addressed me on the road
asking me how [ was doing, and whether I was still interested in the
children's games. TIle conversations usually ended with a friendly ~AJI
right!" which reinforced the parents' knowledge about me but at the
same time granted me pennission to pursue my project.
Ncvcrlhelcss. I was fortunate that I had finished my fieldwork
before the Hicl(cy case and the later inqUiry of the Hughes Comission
into sexual abuse cases at the Mount eashel orphanage in St. John's,4:I
Otherwise. I believe. f would have had major difficulties as a single male
o.dult in approaching children for my fieldwork purposes. especially
when they were playing by themselves without any of their playmates.
DiSCUSSing various possible problems arising from collecting children's
folklore. David J. Winslow notes:
With all the sensational publicity about child
molesters and the elaborate warnings and
guides against them In popular magazines, most
l"onver~tJonswith my host ramlly..10<1n Sullivan. "Growing Up in Newlbundland:
Games Children Play," The Newfoundhml Herald 14 November 1987, 16·17.
(loyal CommIssion of Inquiry Into lhe Re!lllOn!Se of the Newfoundland Cr1minal
,JusUcc Syslem to CotnplaJnt!S, Renort • Rorn! Commi!Sslon of Inquiry Into Ihe Response
orlhe Newfoumllilml Crimin..1Justice Syst('m to ComplNnts 1St. John's: The
Commisslonl \ry,.}l.
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children have been warned by tllck parents not
to talk to strangers. especially 111('11:14
Subsequent Visits to the Community
After finishing my ficldwor!<. I tool;; every opponullily La rctllrn to
the community to pay my host family a visit. I even introduced my
parents to the Wakehmr.s during their visit to Newfoundland in the
summer of 1990. A1lhough we were only staying for;). day. my parents
were as warmly welcomed as I had been three years earlier during my
fieldwork.
During other subsequent visits to Southern Harbour I occaSionally
met a teacher or some students on the road. TIle leachers engaged in an
interesting conversation that went beyond the usual fonnulaic repertoire
of greetings. The children. my [omler infonnanls. however. usually
passed me with a teenage facial expression of shyness and a modct'ale
smile. being slightly embarrassed. They havc physically grown out of
being children In the six years that have passed since rny fieldwork, TIley
David J, WInslow, "The Col:eCtingof ChUdrcn'$ Lore: KC'fjIOOC l'olkloCl'
~XI;2l\9661:9).
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lTlay have lost some of the spontaneity with which they used to approach
mc on the road, and perform their games. The chHdren of Southern
Harhour. however. did nOl forgel that I wns gOing to wTite a book about
thelll.
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Chapter Three· THE PLAY AND GAME ACTIVITIES
TIle children of Southern Harbour pcrfonllcd ;\ \'aricl,\' of Wli1\l'S
during my two m<lin periods of fielc\worl{. [11 this Ch:lplcr [ t!t.'scrilll' till'
children's game <tnd play activities ~s I observed (!lC-1ll and, l1l:ll(illg: lise
of the children's own perceptions given by 1II.v infonJlntlls, provide all
emic pcrspeclive. The items discussed below do 1I0t represent the
children's entire game and play repertoire, In order !O gi ....e a
comprehensive list of the children's repertoire, a ye~lr's stay in the
community. covering an entire seasonal cycle, would be necessary, TIlis
limitation does not detract from a performance <llIalysis, 1Io'::cv<.'r, <11'> I
am concerned with the dynamics of play among the children of Southern
Harbour, The thesis is not a catalogue of play texts; rather illiscs tl\('
texts collected to deSCribe those dynamics. Just lIle same I waflted to
collect as many games as I could, wilhin the lime frume and season in
which I was collecting,
As a single flcldworl{cr [ \'I<lS lll1ablc to cover all of tile pIny :m~as
in Southern Harbour, In most cases I had to conccnlrate on 'icveral
major areas and frequent decisions had to he made as 10 which specific
area to select. During the Orst week of my fieldwork I was mainly
surveying the cl,..:nlTlunity in order to find the mOSI poplllar pla.\' Sill'S
and I was aware thal r would perforce miss out 011 sOllie of the ongving
activities, Soon I became aware of the children's prcCern:d areas, tile
Bottom and Whiffcn's Cove, Different groups ur children [llTI"ur11lcd tlldr
games throughollt thc day at v::\riOllS 10c::\tiollS, :1.11(1 r lind 10 111al,,1' (/(1
hoc decisions about which group to adherc La for an entil'l' play ami
game session, despite the fact tliat other groups or chilcircli wOllld also
be performing close to where [ was.
This Iluidity of children's play lIlade for difficulties, as already
discussed in Chapter Two, The spaces children usc to pcrfonll lheil'
games are not often defined by sLrict boundary Jines and hecOlne
somewhat amoebic in comparison to an interview with one illfonl1;1nt in
a non·dynamic environment such as a kitchen. Despite the sacrifice of
some field data that I let pass, not being able La pay close allcntiOIl to ii,
my practice of joining in the ongOing events among the childrr:l1 (unletl
out to creaLe much more of a natural conLext than any olher illduced or
set-up fieldwork situation I hav~ experienced b('fore, rllrlhennorc il
turned out to be more conducive lO the children's spontaneity,
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To my ."urprisc my informants did not make use of the
cormnunily·built playground behind the school. Once in a while [ would
observe a lccnngect girl using the playground as a place to hang out with
smGll children while on baby-silting duties. But the playground itself did
not funcUon as a play area preferred by unsupervised children. at least
not during my fieldwork period.
Play and Game Categorization
The Children and a Taxonomy
When children play. they do not categorize their aCtivity by
features and characteristics displayed in the context of a play
performance - thal is left for the researcher to do. The children,
however, may have an underlying idea of what Is fun and no fur. and
therefore give certain activities preference ovcr olhers. It would therefore
be interesting to discover a cmegori7..alion system that provides an ernie
t::L"onomy of the games by the children.
8:2
Such a system may indic:ltc that a taxonomy oC their acti\i{ics
differs Crom peer group to peer group. Onc group of children mo.y
exercise strict rulcs in a game while ~'nother group may piny thc salllc
game but Ceel rather la-x about the application of ccrtnin niles. 1L was lIut
my original intention to unearth an emil' cntcgorizntion system from my
infonnants during my fieldwork in the community nnd I did lIot nsk my
infonnants ~what kind oC game is this'!"
The children of Southern Harbour. however. distinguished till'
activities by the names they had assigned themselves such as Bal;;lIlcc 01'
World, or they took an already given name provided by the media or IiiI.'
outside world such as Wrestlemania. for which they also uscd their OWll
name as they called it "Rampling,048 A game that thcy learned from
othtr peers such as Hopscotch was most likely pnssed on to tlleEn uncleI'
the same name without the desire or necessity to change it. or they
applied the same tenn for two different games as was the cnse with
Spotlight.
C.M. Story. W.J. KirWin. and ,].D.A Wlllrtowson. plc1fon<lryo!" N~wtoundl<lnll
~. 2nd ed, (St. John's: Breakwater. 19901417, 'to romp or wn:!llle."
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Taxonomies
In the past a number of altempts to categorize systems of play and
games have largely considered adult games. especially those of North
American Native peoples. for example. Stewart Culin deals with two
major categories on the lOp level. Games of North American Indians and
Games with European InOuence. Between these he moves into three
major categories on the next level; Games of Chance, which he breaks
down into Dice Games and Guessing Cames; Carnes of Ol:,(terity. which
he subdivides into Archery. Ball Games. Hurling over Surfaces. Racing
Gtuncs. Moving Target Games. and Minor Amusements: and Unclassified
Games as a third section.46 111c game classification of the Royal
Anthropological Institute suggests nine different game categories: Games
of Movement. Games of Dexterity, Games of Chance. Amusements with
Animals. Dancing and Dramatic Acting. Shows and Professional
PClfonners, Round Games, and TOys,47 Neither of these two examples
considers children's piny.
Stewart Cutin, "Game:> of t.hc North American Indlans,~ l\wnty-founh Mnllal
Ilt'por! of fill' Oun,.ttl of American Elhnology [!902-19031 (Washington: Government
l'r1ntlng Ol1ke. 1907131. 781. 789.
Royal ,\.nthropologlcal Institute of Great Brttain and Ireland. Notes and Quedes
on Anthrooology (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1960),
By contrast, Roger Caillois' classification system incorp0l':ltcs
children's play and game nctivities as examples, but remnins 011 n
general level. He defines playas an activity which is cssclltially l'rce.
separate, uncertain, unproductive. governed by rules. and l1I11!<C,
believe.4lI Caillois aims at a more general categorization which he
breaks down into four major sections: Aco:'/ (competition). Al.~:t\ (chance).
MIMICRY (simulation). and ILiNX (vertigo). TIlese four calegOl'ies <lUOW for a
possible interchange of characteristic clements in certnin play :\lId gamc
activities. The interchange happens on a horizontal level. Pt\l1lli\ nod
Lunus on a vertical level. as ways of playing rather than representing
categories. show that the PAiDlA element is constantly decreasing
where~ the Luous element is ever lncreasing.40 PI\IDli\ "manifests a
kind of uncontrolled fantasy" that is characterized by "an almost
dominant indivisible principle. common to diversion, turbulence, free
improvisation. and carefree gaiety." LUDU5 on the other end of the scale
stands for "a growing tendency to bind it with arbitrary. imperative, and
purposely tedious conventions" with "ceaselessly practicing thc most
embarrassing chicanery upon it, in order La make it more uncertain of
attaining its desired effecl." Call1ois continues to say that "this principle
RogerCaillols. Man Play Gilme!> (New York: l"ree Press ol'Glentoc. 1!)oI) n·lo.
Caillols.36.
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is completely impractical. even though it requires an ever greater
amount of effort, patience. skill, or ingenuity. -&0 AG6~. ALEA, MIMICRY
and [I.l:-Jx. do nol have to stand separate from each other. but can be
combined as "numerous games are even based on their capacity to
associate .•111
In examining the children's play and game activities a difficulty
seems to arise in the interpretation ofCail!ois' term MEA. Caillels defines
ALJ~A fairly strictly in the first place:
in contrast to agon. all games that are
deSignated based on a decision independent of
the player. an outcome over which he has no
control. and in which winlling is the result of
fate rather than triumphing over an
adversary. 52
But later he cases this seemingly uncompromising category by
comparing It to Agon:
Nothing is more noteworthy in this regard than
the exact synunetry between the natures of 090n.
and aIea: parallel and complementary.
CailloJs. 13. CaJllols dcrlves thcse tcrms from the Greek and Latin languages:
"gOn. Uk. a~v: dice. Lal. a/ea: mLrn.Jcl)·. Lat. tlrs rnlmtca. and t1Jnx. Gk. IhIV'rOt;: paidla.
Gk. 0 lIail;. ;'IQlMl; (child], aal~llix; (easy]: game. sport. pasUme. Lat. ludus..1.
Crullols.7L
Crul!ols.17.
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Chnnce is represented ill the resistrwcc olTered
bv nature. the extent,,1 world. 01' the \\;11 of I!ll'
gods. to his strength. skill. 01' lmowledgc. 'nlC'
game seems like the \'cry image of life. yet all
imagina~'. ideaL ordered. separate. and limited
image. [t could llot be otherwise. since these arc
the immutable chamcteristics of play.
In ag6n. [he player relics directly all his will.
while In olea he renounces it.
The combination of alea and agOn !s a frec act of
will stemming from the satisfaction felt in
overcoming an arbitrarily conceived and
voluntary accepted obstacle.
We have just seen that alca and agOn. \ilte
mU1J.icnJ and ilinx can be readily combined.
However at the same time. \\itilin the mixture. it
is remarkable that one of the elements in the
compound is always active and creative and the
other passive and destrucuvc.1I3
[f dexterity characterized by AeON weakens in a child's pcrf.:.nnancc of n
particular task in a game it gives in to ALEA (chancel. This point nriscs in
a variety of games described below. but may be best exemplified in the
game of Balance. Slipping off the keel may be interpreted as <l failure or
dexterity as a result of an unrehearsed and more dJfncult tasl' in th~
game. The lack of dexterity increases the clement of eh~lnce and
detennines the final oUlcome of the player's perfonnancc which is seen
CaJUols. 75-76.
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b,v his/hef playmales in black and wllHe lcnns. as a preset condition
!lceds to be fulfilled or the pla,vcr is CUL
Whereas Culin's ta.xonomy. and that of the Roya, '\nthropological
Institute :J.fC not relevant to the following categorization of the play and
game aclivilies of the children of Southern Harbour. Caillois' definitions
arc applicable as they allow overlapping features in the different games
10 be considered. Most important for this study. however. arc the
categorization systems suggested by folklorists Brian Sulton-Smith. lona
nnd Peter Ople. and Jan Harold Brunvand. TIlese all consider children's
games exclusively. as opposed to adult ones.
BrUllvand only scratches the surface as he proposes three
different categories: Games of Physical Action. Games involving
manipulation of objects. and games of Mental Activity. More important
arc the detailed categories suggested by Brian Sutton-Smith and lona
nnd Peter Opic. TIIC Opics consider a regional and temporal corpus: the
games they collected over time in the British Isles with their historical
nntcccdcnts; Brian Sutton-Smith discusses historical evidence of the rise
nlld fall of the popularity of certain games and considers developmental
HS
psychologv in rr~ming hi!, C:ltegol'ization. TIle illnill principle of lJi~
cmcgOr17.ation IS strllclllrnl.1l4
Unfortunately children's play in rC'nllife is nOl so l';\$i1~' rcdlll'ed tt.I
cmcgories, TIle children I obscn'cd in Southern Harl)(}!ll- ;lre dcpe1ldelll
while playing on the d~'lamics that arc generated ill a session:
consequently the resulting flUidity of their moving in and Ollt of activilies
and their intC'rruptions make it difficult to dcarly fit :lll activit.v under a
particular heading. TIlC bleeding from aile to another c:ltcgor:-' is caused
where similar rules apply to dilTerent games, when pcrfonncd hy the
same peer group and where a change·over from one game to anothel'
occurs in a short time. III the follo\ving [ have grouped the pl'l.V and
game activities according to the suggestions of Brian Sullon,Slllith ami
lana and Peter Opie.
Jan Haroltl Brunvand. TIl(' !-;t1I,ly of l\m"rir:ao Folklllf": Ao Inlro,luc:lllll (New
York, W, W. Nonon & Comp.1ny. IO&i138'·;lijl): lona :Inlll'et!'r {Jpl':. '~hll'lro'Il''i (;"ml''i
In Street "rid Playground (OXlorct: OXlord IJni'ler'illy l>rl'ss. WmJj .>:vtI·X.'CVl: llr1an
Sutton-Smith. The folkgame~ ofChUllrr.n IAu'iIJn; University "t T(~XHS l'r'.·ss. HI?:.!I Pi·
221.
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Dialogue Games
Witcb in the WeUG5
Although it wns mentioned a few limes by children in the
community [only recorded Witch In the Well in onc instance. The game
grew out of a cOIlvcrsulion with two children and their mother in their
bacl~yard in the BOllom.
DMH: They seem to be making up slories over
there?
Mrs Gambin: That's what they're at. they're
always like that. they spend a lot vi time making
up stories. But you Imow most of the games
they play is the same old games we used to play.
DMH: What did you play'!
Mrs Gambill: Oh my God.... we played Red
Rover and. and Witch tn the Well ..
DMH: Witch in the Well?
Mrs Gambin: They're always talking about that.
'nils !tame h:.s heen recorded hy many collectors. runong them: lona "::Id Peter
(lillI', ;105·307. 'nlC OllIe!> list It among acting games under the title "Old Man in the
Wl'll:" In Uta Schier-OberdorlTer, Hex 1m Keller: Eln I1I>erllelertes KlpdersuJellm
11.,U!sclwo und l'nI!U~~henSnrachhl'relch a comlmativll study of this particular game,
it Is refimed to <IS ~Ghost in Ihe Welt:" Allee B. Gomme, Die TradUlonal Games of
~11l! Smtl;llld <llId Irl'I'Hld names It ~Ghost <It the WeU· I·+!)· t50 !I). Gomme also
prints a rh)'IOc with a similar lliaJogue Ivllich she lounrlln HalUweU's NurseD' Rhymes
15 HI): WtlUam Wells NCIV('Il. Gnrol'S IIml Sam'S of A!I!frlCilll Chil([rt>o !9031New York:
Dovl'r PuhllcaUons. 1~1631 223. Ii!>t:> it as "Ghost lil the Cellar" and refers to a wrslo::
from Lamlon as "Ghost in the Copper:" Smnuel Singer. "Deutsche Klndersple!e."
Z.'ltwhrtr! ,I.,s Vt'Tl'lns filr Volk.<;kpnde 13 (1903150·53. Usts and polnt~ out to
dlm'rcnces ht the dialogue from various EUTOp<'an versions of the game: l3r1an Sutton·
Smllit IOUlulll In New Zeal.lnd as "Ghost In the Garden," The F'olkgamesofChUdren.
·W: ~:(lItlt l"olVke Red ROVl'r Red ROVt.'r IToroillO: Doubleday Canada. 1988) 98-99.
]luhllshecl a ",rslon called 'Skunk In the Well: remembered by Ulurel Doucette from
Ill'r ch1hlhOOtIln Vellosta. (",atllteau County. gue1:l(·c.
~ltl
DMH: Do thc~-! r IIc\'cr saw nnyOl1C pla~' 111:H
nrOllnd here.
Mrs Gcunbin: I'm after forgetting, we IIsed to ..
Danelle.
Danelle: \-Vha·'.'
Mrs Gambill: Celli you plely Witch in the Wdl','
I'm forgelling,
Danelle: You gets the wilCh.
Mrs Gambin: You pick a witch,
Danette: And a mother and the ehildn:n.
Mrs Gambin: Rubv wll ~ do vou do'.'
RubY' You gelS lha[ and then yotl ask lor
bread and lI1ol:.isscs DanNIe: And thell. vou .. '
and you clasp your hands. and S:ly (llcn~'s a
witch in the well. tlmt jumps IIp:ll ,VOtl, It's
crazy.
Mrs 'Gambin: And Ihell if thev e<lteh them. Ih~lI
the witch take 'em or someth'illg,
DMH: So vou ask for bread and molasses'!
That's \Vh~t you're asking 1'01'.'
Mrs Gambin and Danelle: Yeah.
Danette: If the witch catches you, you gal to he
the witch.
DMH: How do you find out in the first place who
is going to be lhe witch'?
Mrs Gambin: You vote'!
Danette: Yeah, we vote. We do everything to
choose it from. Eenie meenie miney
bubblelugum .
DMH: What lVas thai'?
Mrs Gambin; You're talking 100 fast ".
Danelle: Bubble gum, bubble gum in a dish,
how many bubble gum do you \vish'!'o
Mrs Gambin: l1H~Y counl to each other wherever
they stop ,..
DMH: Va, va vou count il out.
Danette: If sa~v, she's fourteen, she goes one,
two, three. four. five, six, ~evcn, eight nine, ten,
cr. Roger D. Ahrahams ami Lols Rankin, ('oupt!m:·Oul Hhvmt·s: A PlI't!lJn;lry
(Austin: UnIVersity of Texas Press. t980) 4!8.
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e!C'ICIl, twelve. thirteen. fOllrtcen. nncc..... like
lh~1.
IDnncllC poillts willi her h;:md as if ~hc were counting out a circle of
pla~'lmllCsl
DMH: TIUH's called Witch in the Well.
i\lrs Gamhill: What other games you play'?
Onncttc: Hide and Go Seck. Bike riding.
HOliSC.11
Unforlunately the COllvcrS<llion steered tow<lrd other activities. but later.
after the mother bCC~lJnc busy again with painting her fence. the children
departed on a rounel of Witch in the Well.
111c game cntnlls ::l sequence of dialogue aJld actions hy three
c1mmclcrs. the mother. the witch. and the children.!S1I At the beginning
of tile game. one flnds the mother and her children in a homely situation
when olle of the children perks up and asks the mother \vhether they
can h<l\"C some bread and molasses. 111e mother asks the child~n to
show their hands to her. whereupon she claims that they are dln:y. She
denldnds that her children wash their hands: otherwise they will not
receive lhe rood they requested. 111e children walk to the well where they
T;\I",,·n,·l1mll·d 111,ty :i~'s~lon. 13 ,Jul~' 1987.
Opl~'. :105: for rolflllar<lU\'C purposes. th~ dla1og:u~ close5t to the one I rerorded
In SOllt1,..rn llarhour WilS colll!ctM hy the Oples in Swomsea. t Ivtlnessed the game on.ly
.In...·\·. sooll1l'r wrslons or till' !:lame m.."\y exist In Southern Harbour.
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find a witch hiding in the well. The well is usually represented by some
larger object which clearly marks a boundary line to a space at which
the children SLOp. The witch jumps up and scares the children.
MJchalla. th~ Witch. jumps up and scares Ruby. the child.
The children run back to the mother Calling out that there is a witch in
the well. The mother declares this to be nonsense and tells them that
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ltwy have rniSl;Jkcn what they thought to be a witch for a piece of
clotlling belonging to theil' f.\tiler. In several rounds of the game the
clliJdrcll choose suc.h ilems as their [<lIller's shirt. his Llnderwc(1r, Ilis old
pants. his old jingle Wnker?] pants. and Ilis underpants.59
After several repeats of this step in the ga.'1lc. somelimes initialed
by a request of the children, the mother finally accompanies the childre.n
to the well where she has a dialogue with the witch. asking her what she
is doing ;n the well. 111e dialogue comes to a pivotal point at which the
wHch threatens La brutally kill (he children and their mother.
II Is no! clear from lhe n..>cordlng whether one army lnlorman',s use the term
-JIngle' or Wjlnkl!r: The choice of the word "jlnker: however, TTh1.kes ~ellst! In the context
of th!~ game, DNF.. 278. describes jlnker as an unlucky fellow. TIle ~'erlJ "to Jlnk" means
tn I, f<lst i\ ~Ilell on someone. or 2, to play tricks or to frollc. cr. Dell' Malia Hohmann.
·'You're out, you're out': HO]Jscou:h in Harlow. Essex: Talking Folklore 7 (19891: 48,
111e vt"rb "to Jinx" someone Is used conunortly In the English li'lngu<lge In a slml1i'lr way.
For exampll'. on the way 10 the outdoor ~wtTt'.ming !>COlIn Bannerman f'U'k on one of
tlw few sunny days of tile summer of 1992. I ran Into a friend of mine, •.&Id I told her
Illat I wa~ on my way to go for a qUick swim In the pool. She envled me as she had to
~t'IY Indoor~ ami work rul day Illlhe drugstore across the street from my aparunellt.
Li\tt~r I!lM e\~nJng;"ls I wrJlt to the drugstore to purchase a lottrry ticket. I told her that
I Ili\d l11'cn uns\lccrssl"ul getting huo the pool as It was llUed with children. and that I
woul,ln't have been able to go s~\immlllg after all, whereupon she smiled at me and told
me 111m she had "jill.xed" me.
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Danette, the mother takes Ruby and Theresa. the children to the well.
The witch jumps out of the well and chases them. The mother and
children run back to the homebase which the children had established
at the beginning of the game.
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Michalla. the Witch. chases after the children.
The person caught by the witch while running from the well and the
homebase becomes the new witch in the next round of the game.
~lG
This game as played by Danetle. 111el"('sa. Rub~·. G:1..,·lc. ami F.:lhl.
combines a variet~· of clements such as:l. dialogue hased IIpon guessing.
followed by chasing another player.
[n Fo,,-")' Fo;..:y the childrcn search oul a 1·c1:l.ti\·cl~' limited play :1I"C:\.
very much as in Moth~r May ['1 or AIHg:ltors.61 11le actors ill the grlmc
are the mother. the children and the fox. 'nlC fox is an evil ellan:lt~tcl".
here in disguise as the devil with tile name of ~Knocl{sy rox.v.~
The mother. who stays at tile llomebase. assigns a differerlt COIOUf
to each of her children. The children arc mingling about while the fox
knocks at the door and is allowed in. Then the fox guesses a colour
which he thinks the mother has assigned to each one of 11er children.
Once the mOlher answers posllively. upon tile suggestion of a colour.
Knocksy F'oxy drops his disguise by chasing after Lhe child thaI tries to
Simon J. Bronner. Aml'rll'<1n Ch!h!rl'n'~ F,,!kJnn~ (J,juJc [{CJrk: AlIj.(tI.'.1 JI'lll~W.
1988) PLes 181: Gomme. Angel and D<.·vtJ 8 m. Mary ;1/1l! I [('flJr:rt Kn<lPII. OIl<' I~,l;llll
1'\1'0 PQlato: The Secret Educlll10n or Anll'r1ran Clllhln~ll tNcw York; Nonun ;11111 (),..
1976) Colored Bunnies. 251. The Opies. 'l8Jj·:,!!]O. dl~~c:ntm IIVlI J,(amcs ".J'lm~" aJllI
"Coloured Blrds~ which closely res('mhlc (h~ Southntl Ilarhllur w:rslon or I'Ill<Y VIl.'<y:
they give numerous accounts from other Wllcclions.
See page 160 for Mother May I'? ,lOl! J><lJ,:~ 1i'>5tbr i\IlJgalllrs.
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escape him. [f caught the child becomes allother ~dcvil" that will assist
Lhe fox in his quest for morc victims. [f tl1e child rcnchcs the homebase
herore being caught by the fox. it becomes immune and is callcd an
"..lUge!." 'nlC children demonstrate:
DMH: What do vou call that?
Danelle: Foxy Foxy
DMH: What is this?
Danelle: h's jusllike Colours.
DMH: What is Colours'!
Danette: Sec. if the fox. calls colours. [...! every
child receives a colour from the molher. And
they catches vou vou're a devil. if You're back
home. you're 'an angel. -
Michalla: l'm the fox.
Danettc: Okay,
ll1crcsa: I'm mother. I'm mother. rm the
mother.
Danelle: Okay give 'em colours.
Ruby; Don't give 'em double colours.
1111crcsa whispers the colours into the others' earsl
Danette: Yuk.
Theresa: Take it or leave It.
Danetle: Okay. I know. Alia come here, you
knocks on her back. You're ready?
Michalla: Va. Knock, knock. .
111crcsa: Who's there'?
Michalla: Knoc!isy. foxy.
111eresa: Come in. [... 1
Danette: Would you come on and guess the
colours'? Thev're ordinarY colours, like blue and
green, and biack, and orange. and red.
Michalla: Pink'?
Danette: Go catch 'em. [screams, giggle,
Michalla runs after Danette\
Michalla: Orange'?
TIlerCSil: No.
\lichalla: Greel!'.'
TIleresa: No.
Miehalla: Uhmm. \"eIlO\\".'
TIleresn: No. .
Michalla: Blue'.' (Rub\" runs. but reaches till'
llolllebase bclore beil;g caught by i\.licltallal
Ruby: Mother. I'm the mother. I wallts to Ilt' (lIe
mOlller.
Oanette: Come on. now. Let her he. she got to be
the fox. lTIle older ones depart all tile game]
Danelle: Give liS a colour. [whispering]
Theresa: What's 'lour COIOUl~?
Ruby: 5hhh. Sht~t lip. !whisperingj
9anene: Hurry up. would you'!
111eres..'\: Knock ltoocle
Rubv: Who's there?
Theresa: Knocksy. Fo:..'V.
Rubv: Come in. . -
TIleresa: How many colours do you have today!
Rubv: Three.
Theresa: Gold'? !spitsl
DMH: Why do you spit on the OOOlJ! {giggle]
Theres',}: TImt's when I spits.
DMH: Huh'?
Theresa: Just water.
DMH: Why do you do it?
Theresa: That's just part of the game.
DMH, Why?
Theresa: Foxy. Foxy is trying to kill everybody
and sluff. So he's sort of naugtlly.62
At the beginning of the transcript above. the children make
reference to the game Colours. I have not seen my informants perform
Colours. but from the children's reference to the game and its
Tape-recorded pJay :'>csslon 10.July L987.
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resemblance to Foxy Foxy it is most likely that it exists as a separate
item in their repertoire. It has been reported elsewhere in
Newfoundland.63
Classification: Witch in the Well and Foxy Foxy
111cse two games are characterized by a Cannulate exchange of
dialogue and action. [n Witch in the Well the mother departs on a
dialogue between herself and her children. followed by a dialogue
between the mother and the villain, which brings a round of the game to
its conclusion. The action in Witch in the Well is staged between the
mother and the children, and as the game progresses. between the
mother and the villain. In Foxy Foxy the mother only converses with the
villain, Whereupon the villa!n takes action. For example. in Foxy Foxy the
villain has to guess the right colour which has to be acknowledged by
UlC mother before the Fox sets off to chase the child with the assigned
markcr. Witch in the Well stages the chasing sequence in a more
predictable way. as the witeh emerges from the well only after th",
mother and her children have approached the well, and again departed
"A chU,lrcn'!j giUne In which each player Is aSSigned a colour." Illi.&. L10.
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on a set dialogue. The powers of Ihe \il1ain in both g<lllll'S are the same:
that is. to dr>tennine the oe:-.1. villain figure by cnlching GnothCI'
participant in the game.
Both games display strong characteristics of a chasing game as
the villain. the \vitch. or the devil in disguise as a r ":. chase after their
victims. The chasing. although being the filial action, IS only the result or
a particular solution articulated in the dinloguc and not the major
feature of the game which allows both games to be classified as ;:1lI
ACTING GA.\lE in the Opics' understanding. and as a DrAI.OGtJt; (,A~n: (B) in
Brtan Sutton-Smith's classification, who distinguishes between two
types: 1. A CENTRAL PERSON REPRESENTS A FEARSOME I'ERSON, AND 2. '11110:
CExrRAL PERSON REPRESENTS A.'l OLD WOMAi'l WHO [S TEAst;n llY (nllt:a
PLAYERS, Witch in the Well and Foxy Foxy belong to the first type.
[n Caillois' terms Witch in the Well and Foxy Foxy, as played by
the chlldren of Southem Harbour. exhibit mainly clements of MI~lICIlY.
based upon the staging of a scene that leads to a pivotal point in a
drama section at the end when thf~ villain reveals his identity. Elements
of chance surface in the latte: 'art of the gamcs when the villain chases
the victim(s) in order to pass on his role to the next player: N.EA is
lOi
therefore placed in the PAIDIJ\. range. whereas the MI:-.nCRY. the major
feature of the games has to be plnced in the Lt:DCS range, as the course
of action largely {Icpends on the n.xcd dialogue.
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Hopping Garnes
Hopscotch"
HopSCOlCh is a favourite among the chilcin.'n of Southern Harbour.
and lheir most frequently perfonned game. lllroughout the cOllllllunity
For discussion of another \'crslol\ of Hopscotch Sl'e my !"111t.'r "YIlU'Tt' 0111.
you're out': Hopscotch in Harlow. E!t5ex." Talkll1!1 folklnrc 7 I !!lH!lI: :I!l.:l". ,\11
Intl'resUng srudy of the seilsonalilnd geographic,,' Illstrl1mtlull in allUj.!t'tlu'r fi:.!1i
locations In the Netherla.nds !J'lscd upon flUe5llononlres lllstrlllllll'd lIy lilt'
VoIkskwl{(t'C£I{nml;ssle l'tln elc Kotll1lkUJke Almdt'llll£! l'un Wf'tl"".~ch(l/!IH_'11 tt'IIIIIS/I'rr/tllII
was undertaken by Jan de Vries. Untersuchungen nllt'r das thluf"pld: Khuh'rsplt'l .
Kullt<lQ?: (Helsinki: Suomalainen TIedeak<llemIOl. 1!J:i7). Othl'r [luhHcnllons that
discuss lIle game are, for example: Catllerim: HOlrrls Alnswort h. t ,mm's ;lml tnT!' 01
YOllO!! Americans (Bulfalo: 'Ole Clytie Press. 1983)8!HIJ. 141·14:l; H. Bilhll1glOli
Smith. "Hopscotch at Sloula." Folk·lore 5 [\1;l!J4): 340. Gylt's UTilnllrmh. F\1'rymall~
Book ofChUtlren's G1Iffic5lLondon: .J.M. Dent & Son~, 1!J1:l4) /iR.lin, \lifi·IIUi: Slmou./.
Bronner. 189·197. 364: Paul G. I3rewswr. "Chlltlr~II·~(ii1ffit'S and Hhyrn.,s."~
C Brown Collecl!oo ofNonh COlrollnC! FoJklure IDurham. N.C.: Duke UnIVl!r.-;lty I'n's.'>.
1952139·40: .n. Amer1ran Nons!nq~ (Norman: Unlvt:rslty of Okilihoma Pwss.
19531 107·\13: Lesl1e DaJken. Chlldrcn's Qilm~s TIWJughout ·nw YI'ilr lLondon:
Batslbrd. H149141·44: Nonnan Douglas. London Street GilffiCS (London: Chatto aud
Wlndus, 193L) 74: H.F. !'"ellberg, -l'l1c Game of Hopscotch as I'I<lyt'd In DI'nmark."
Folk·lore 6 (1895): 359·372: Edith F'owke, 122·1:l3: Amy St.ewilrt ~·ri11it~r.lli!!.:...Y!.:.
IA1ngsvne? (London: Routledge & Kegan Pilul. 1075\ H·4!J: A!lt:c n. (;ommt:.ll!.!l
TradlUonnI Garnes of England SCotland <lotl Ireland lltl94. IR!)H: I.omlun: "lllillOt:S ami
Hudson. 19841 VaLl 190. 223-227, Val.li 451: frederic V. Grul1fcll. Cfl.. Ci;U1WS of tl]l'
World· How to make them How to play Ihem 1J0w lhcy (";unc 10 Ill' INl'w York:
BalJantJne Books, 1975) 165-167: David Holbrook, ChUdn~t1's n;nm's IN.p.: (;o{)rt!on
Fraser, 1957) 71-74; Knapp. 138·l.jO; HUtlae. Murray. Mon' Th;ll: 50% . Wom'HI·s l.U':
In a Newfoundland Qutoort WOO - 1950 Memorial Unlwrsity nr Nl:wloulltllantl FolkltJfI~
and Language Publlcat!ons Monograph Ser. :.I (St. John's: 13n:akwat<'r fklliks. If17!JJ!i I:
WUllam Wells Newel1. t88: James T.R. Rltch/e, fiolden Clty (l~tUnllUrgh:Oliver & 1~lytl.
1965)96-109: Brian Sutton·Smlth, 187-189: Joseph Strull, 'nw Snorts ;rnt! 1'1I!)llm,'~ "r
the People of England: A New Edition Much Enlarged amI CnrrcHed by ./. Char!t'!l Cox
lLondon: Methuen & Company, 1903) 303: nora Thompson. Lark Hlsl~ In C.lOtlJ<*ml
(Hannondsworth: Penguin. L9731151; ,John Symollds Udal. Dorsetshln' t·olk·/nn'
IStephen Austin & Sons. 19221372·373: A.C.J VrankrlJker, ZI'!lschrlft t"Ur VnlkskurHh~
1 (1941): 42; lngeborg Weber·KeUcrrn'lnn. Ole Klnclhe!t !Frankfurt am Main: Insd·
Verlag, 19791255.259.
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tile children usc the ~airplaneM pattcm as illustrated in the figure below,
the only pattern I saw in Southern Harbour. 66
l1le game was usually played on the gravel on the roadside or In
the driveway of a house. In most cases the children did not mark
numbers inlO what they called the blocks. There was. however. an
agreement among the playing participants to I ;:>ad the blocks in
Murray. 51. proVldcs the folloW\n~ HopscOtch pattern. from her childhood In the
W40s, In EIUston. llona\1sta B.1Y.
~h
The children In Southern Uarbour dl· ~ not use the tenn "ooller" to mark the centra!
SQuare 111I0 which the stone Is to be uUUIVl\ at the beginning of the game. cr. ONE. 56.
Ritchie. Il;unl"ll ;l slmllar pattern "aeroplane bed: IUtchle, 104.
I(}I
sequence from left to righl. Other publicalions refer 10 the "block- as
division or square. 111e children of Sou[/lent harbour "Iways refcn'cd to
them as '"blocks.· In the [ollowing I have used the term rock for stOIlC :lS
the children of Southern Harbour fcrel'red to the stones they used to t<ms
Into the hopscotch pallcrn as ·rocks.~
The children wenl through two steps to dClcnninc who would he
the person to begin the grone. llley began by calling -Orsl,- ·second,-
"third," to decide who would be the nrsl person to throw a rock into the
first block. This player then had to skilfully toss the rock from a
previously marked line Into the firs', block without having the rodt sldd
beyond the boundaries of the IIrst block. TIle player was allowed to carry
on if the rock successfully landed In the nrst block. If nolo 51 he had to
get baek in line and walt to take another tum unUl the folloWing players
had fulftlled their task successfully or unsuccessfully. If all players
effe<:tively passed this hurdle. the actual game began.
The player hopped. (In one leg. over lhe first hlock. In which 'It
thal time all the rocks were resting. Into the secane block. and from
there into the third and fourth block until 51 he rcuchcd the end of the
pattern where the player Jumped out of the pattern. turned around and
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returned to the second block. picked Us/her rock from the first block.
jumped o\'er it and out of the panern. 111en the same player tossed
!lis I her rock InlO the second block and procecderl in the same way as in
the fil-sl round. 111e playcl' continued until s/he was out. Thus. the point
of the game Is to <l.void making a mista!((' by stepping Onla a boundary
line between the blocIts. by being unable to throw the rock into the next
consecutive block. by jumping h:to a block that was ~owned" by another
player. or by accidentally picking up the rock of a fellow participant.
The children did not bring with them any special rocks that they
Itept for the purpose of playing hopscotch. Instead they picltcd them
from the playing site each lime they engaged in a game. The rocks,
usually a piece of slate. arc easily confused by the participants.
especially when the game is played on the gravel from which they were
chosen. as they can only be distinguished by their shape and perhaps
their size rather tha.. their colour. A genem! rule which was accepted In
all Hopscotch sessions was that a play~r had to hop with the same foot
throughout his/her lurn; changing feet during one's turn is seen as an
attempt to cheat and Is unacceptable to the other participants.
\D{j
The childrcn refcrred lO lhc block Illat lldd a rock lhrowlI I)y a
pl:lyer as being ·owned" by that player. TIle pl"ycr thell wnits 1I111i1 it is
his/her turn again and begins his/her ncxt IIlI'll <ltlbe blocl~ wllc\'c .s/hc
in the previous rounJ made:l mislake. When a panicip,lllllmcl
succcssfully mastered the enUre pattern. sllle would Ihell hegillllisllll'I'
"hopsies: nlC hopsies arc a more difficult tnsk to fulfil. l llle· Maric
explains:
Annc·Marie: PrellY soon. Sheldon. you're gOllll" he at
your lJopsics. And hopsics nrc <!i1ncull.
It is a frog·like jumping with two feel over the pUllern whereby the pla.vcr
stretches his hands forward to touch lhe grolllld in the bloclt slhe i~
supposed to jump into. 111e hopsies arc followed by lhrowing the rock
backwards over the shoulder. Thc other players arc lhell nol ::tHawed to
slep into the block where his/her rock has landed. 111e player marks lhc
block 5/ he has come to own with his / he\- initial. Only thc owner of lhe
block is allowed to hop into the designated bloclc as Sheldon and Antle·
Marie explain In the follo\ving transcrlpl from a game of hopSCOlch.
Sheldon: Thrown me rock.
DMH: Now, he has to throw it backwards'!
Anne-Marie: He's throwing hack his rock. and
which ever one he gels.
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DMH: Baclnvards.
Anlle- Marie: Va. and whatever block he gets.
you can't step on it.
Sheldon: Now. when vou .
Anlle·Maric: So when- your rock is up here. you
gOlla go like this and stretch up. gel your rock,
and You're lIot allowed to touch his block. and
gel );our rock.
Sheldon: And when vou comes down, you're nc:t
allowed to hop on n;at block.
DMH: Irs vours then. isn't it'?
Sheldon: Yeah. that's mine to keep.
DMH: So. alright. that's why you put the ·S~ in
there.
Sheldon: Va. you put your name.66
Qne further condit i('l1 in some of the Hopscotch sessions was to
mastcr the pattern three times in a row with the same foot. before the
olher fool could be used. and before a successful player could move on
to the hopsics.
In Hilda Chaulk Murray's e~l..perlenct:= Hopscotch was a "girls-onlyH
gamc.81 1l1is was not the case in Southern Harbour. The game was
equally enjoyed by girls and boys playing togeLher. I did. however. never
see boys play Hopscotch by themselves: there were usually girls
Tape-recorded play sesslon"J.7 June [987.
M\lITay.51.
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involved. especially among the eight to ten year old children. Older girls.
between the ages of twelve and fourteen played the game by themselves.
A Hopscotch session in front of the school [n Southern Harbour.
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Kick the RockMl
I did not see my informants play this game frequently. This game
uses a similar pattern to that used in a Girls Girls game (discussed
below). Nine fields are drawn in a three by three fashion Into the gravel
or onlo the pavement.tllI
finieh
,
• 3
8 5 2
1 , 1
start
After the first player has been selected In the same way as for
starting a game of Hopscotch the player places a rock oUlSide the first
field of the pattern and while hopping on one foot kicks the rock with the
same (ool into the first field. S/he carnes on following J. serpentine route
The children $OmcUmcs referred to the game as Kick the Block. de Vries. 38.
proVltles the smne pattern as one of the examples of patternll (or Hopscotcllin the
Netherlilnds.
The chl1d~n ndlller bothered (0 mark the blocks with numbers. nor did they
ci\llihe blocM by numl>ers. 1added the numben here for the better understanding or
Ihedlng <Un.
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through the pattern. ulIlil the goal. the end of the pattcm, is reached.
Again. as in a game of Hopscotch. the player has to 1ll,1Imgc tile pnHcnt
on the same fool with which s/he began.
If Doe block is already ~owncd~ by another participnnt tile currcnt
player has to hop across the owned bloc I;;:, and at the same time l'icl;;: the
rock into the subsequent blocl;;: without touching any of the bOllndary
lines between the blod;;:s. If the player makes a mistal;;:c cHileI' by ];;:;cking
the rock into the wrong block. by touching a boundary linc between the
blocks. or by losing hlsfher balance and touching tbe grollnd with the
other foot. s/he has to wait until it is his/her turn again to piel;;: up on
the block where sthe made the mistake. The first player to mnkc it
through all nine blocks wins.
III
Girls Girls10
Girls Cids. played mainly by 'welve to thlneen year old girls, does
not JUSl require physical dexterity but is a combination of both the
ability to hop across and to call oul words.
DMH: What sort of games do you play?
Gayle: Okay. noor hockey. badminton. basket ball. soccer,
and rO<.'\d hockey. ice hockey. [various children] no. we plays
road hockey in the summer, we pla)'s soft ball up on the
field. basket ball. baseball, dodge ball .
Jimmy: What's dodge ball?
Gayle: ".. soft ball, basket ball, frisbee. skipping. hopscotch.
girls girls.
DMH:Whars girls gll'"is?
Cayle: You goes. girls girls girls. something like hopscotch ..
OMH: Show me how you do that.
Gayle: I show )'ou.
Wanda-Lee: Make a small one.
Gayle: You put a ·C~ there for girls. a ~B· for boys. -F- for
fruiLS, then you goes: Jeffrey. Jeffrey. Roland. Roland
[Iaughterj. apples. apples. peal'"S. peal'"S. plum. plum. (the
descriptions ends. laughterl.71
The player has to hop through the pattern without making a
mistakc in the same way as In a Hopscotch game. At the same time.
howevel'", and In the same rhythm as s/he hops. the player has to call
,\ rather l'lnhorme \'er:llon of the game called ~Nlne Squares~ from North Bay.
OntariO Is lIt'scl1hed U)' Edith fowke. 114.
Tape·recorded 1nlervtew. 30 June 1987.
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out the namcs of girls (G). boys (8). fruits WI. \'cgctabks IV). placcllamcs
(PI that may include cities. provincl?s. ~Hates. countries or other
geographical occurrences. the days of the \~eek (DI. and colours tel. 11le
(Ols in the pattern below stand for a neutml block where nothing has to
be said.
D home
-
start
rn a game session. the game itself varies to some extent. In the
first round the player calls out the names and terms twice as Indicated
by my infonnant. The second round becomes more difficult. as lhe
player does not repeat the same name or term twice in a row. but
changes to two different names or words. For example. if the playcr has
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reached the IF} block. s/he calls out ~applc. orange." instead of just
"apple. apple" as in the first round.
TIle children hop across the pattern in the same fashion as a game
of hopSCOlCh. They have to master the pattern one leg first. and then on
the other. Unlike Hopscotch no rock is used in the game and the player
docs not pick up again at a block where 51 he made a mistake. [ostead.
s/hc has to go back to the beginning and start over when it Is his/her
turn again. Two kinds of mistakes can be made: first. the player may
louch a boundary line wilh his fool. and secondly. the player may not
provide an adequate word in the block on which s/he is currently
hopping,
CJasslflcatJon: Hopscotch. Girls Girls. and Kick the Rock
These three games can be placed under one major heading, ror
their similarities as Hopping Games, Their realUres. however. are
somewhat dirrerent and need to be distinguIshed in tenns or a
classification. All three games allow the person who masters the pattern
with the least mistakes to be the winner, which also indicates that the
11·1
competition in the games is based on exercising the plrtyers· sldlls anel
their display.
Hopscotch. Girls Girls. and Kick the Rock demonstrate three major
features: competition, the display of physical dexterity. and dements 01"
chance. In addition, the game of Girls Girls is characterized b.v cxercisillg
verbal skills as the players have to pronounce a spccific word evcry lime
they hop. while in Kick the Rock the element of chance is increased by
having to kick the rock while hopping through the pattern.
Competition is displayed by the need to master the pattern with
the least mistakes. Mistakes are made by ch:.mging to a differellt foot 10
hop on, or stepping on a boundary line between the blocl<s, or stepping
into a block that already contains the rock of another player. In Girls
Girls the po»ibility for making a mistake is amplified by not being able
to pronounce a word. such as a name for a vegetable or a fruiL In Kick
the Rock the element of chance expands as the player may kicl< lhe rock
past the boundary lines of a blC'~k.
The element of chance is introduced at the beginning of the games.
when the participants determine the first player by throwing the rock
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into the first block of the pattern. The rock is only allowed to land in the
first block. !lot in another, and not on the marked boundaries between
the blocks. If the surface of the play area is smooth. for example the
paved area in fronl of the school in Southern Harbour, it may skip
further than intended by the player as it bounces off the pavement. The
rock does not skip much further on a rougher sunace like the gravel on
the side of the road. TIlUS. the element of chance decreases In such
arcas.
All three games can be classified in Caillels' tenns as a
combination of Ac6N and ALEA. In the way the games arc played. as rules
are exercised fairly strictly. they are placed in the Luous range. Brian
Sutton-Smith clearly identifies Hopscotch as a HOPPli\'G GAME IK·53).72
He does not provide any reference to Girls Girls nor Kick the Rock. The.
Opies do not include any of the three In their colkction, n0r a game
category in which the participants have to hop or jump. Hopscotch, Girls
Girls and Kick the Rock. however. can be placed under their category of
RACING GAMES as they define one of the subcategories as "races In which
the progress of those taking part is dependent 00 theil' lulfllliog a
Sulton·Smlth. 187.
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condition or possessing a particul.:lT qu::tlific::tliol\.~731lle T.:lCing Cle1llelll
is part of the competition among the players as everyone strivcs to be the
first to master the pattern,
Seeking Games
Hide and Seek74
Hide and Seek was played on numerous occasions by boltl !'>CXCS
between the ages of six to thirteen. TIle community alTers a great V::lriCly
of objects for hiding in or behind. such as boats. stacks of lobster traps.
other fishing gear. stages. piles of wood. oildnuns. ears and the beds of
pick. up trucks; plus. there were a variety of hiding places alTered by
Ople. 187. The Oples provide only a fcw rcmarks tl) Hop!>l'olch In 'lwlr
Intr::.<luctJon to ChUdren's Games In Street amll'laygrollull IVlLh refl'rence to aAe .L!«)uI's
and some hJstol1cal evidence 01 the game.
Brewster. frank C. Brown Collectlog 37·39; Brewster, 42-40: Uronner. 17fj·17H;
Fowke. 44: Fraser. 25; Comme. 2It·213(IJ; Bessie Jones and Bess I.nIDiLt lIaw\~s, fu.tu
~ (New York; Harper and Row. [9721 18:l, 184; Newell. [GO; OpIC. 155-154; Knucl
Rasmussen Intellectual Culture of the Iglullk Eskimos. Report of the fU'th Thule
Expedltlon. [921·1924 VaLli No.1 IKol>enhavn: Gyldcdllalske Boghandcl. Nrmllsk
Forlag, 1932) f}ErA'meq~ HldNmd·seek 245: RitchIe. 54·59 I'roY111es clJ,(ht versions
under different names. Sutton·Smith, 7(j·77. 263-264. 512. !j3L
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nature, such as bushes, tuckamore. 7$ rocks, and small cliffs in certain
parts of the community. Depending on the loeation of Hide and Seek, the
children used a number of "secret" paths. which had proven to be
effective \vays to sncal{ back to the homcbase In a game without being
seen loa early by the seeker.
TIle game usually begins by counting-oul in order to detennine the
first seeker. TIle seeker then turns his back toward the others against an
objecl. such as a boat, a truck. or the wan of a stage or a house and
counts to onc hundred. The place at which the seeker counts also
represents the "'omebase in the game. It has to be reached by the hiding
players without being caught or seen by the seeker.
While counting to one hundred. the seeker counts the last ten to
twenty numbers out loud. or calls out the tens so that the hiding
partkipants know that they soon have to be invisible. Once the seeker
reaches a hundred. s/he calls out the formula "Ready or not. you gonna
be caught.~ turns around qUickly and begins the search. Thirteen year
old Karen-Anne demonstrates dUring a game of Hide and Seek:
11le~. 586·587. 763. defines It as "(al a small stunted evergreen tree with
gnarled :>preadlng root.s. fOrming dosely matted ground-cover on the barrens; (hI
collt>cLlvely. 101' :>tunled vegetaLlon: scrub."
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I<:lren-Anne: I only got another thirty to count,
[long pause] eighty one. eighty two. eighty three.
[pausel eighty four. eighty fivC'. [pause]. eighty
six. eighty eight. eighl~·llinc. ni!lNy [long
pause]. a hundred. ready or not you gOllllrl be
caught. 78
The seeker then looks around for the hiding pln.\,natcs. Ollce in :1
while a participant hides very close Lo the homcbasc in order to rcnch it
before being discovered or caught by the secker. Knowing this s/he 1001<5
for them in the vicinity of the homcbasc. 111(' seeker then continues to
search in the larger surroundings of the hOlllcbase. Every few lllOlllCtlls
s I he win tum 4uickly La spy a player that could reach the homebase
before being caught or seen.
Standing at a distance from the playing mnge. I could see liome or
the participants peeking out rrom behind their shelter to sec which aren
the seeker was currently scanning and. when the opportuniLy arose.
racing to the homebase and calling the formula ~horne~ to be imlilullc.
The final rush to the base is usually accompanied hy dramatic. nl1d loud
screams. Colin Whtffen explained the two versions on a later occasion
when I met him on the road without his playmates:
Tape·recorded play sessIon 29 ,June 1f.l87.
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DMH: How do vou do it'?
Colin: You don:t know'?
DMH: Well. I do. but I want to know how you do
it.
Colin: Play It in the daytime. we used to play in
the night time, or up in the woods somewhere.
One person'lI hide. like seek. right. just cover
their face against. uh. something. count to a
hundred. The rest'll go hide. A designated area'l1
be home. nod uh. the per ... , the seeker'lI go out,
and try to find the people. If he see someone.
they just say. uh. uh. I caught ye runnin', or (
caught yeo Barbara or whatever. right. and
uhmm. that'll be it. '[be person gotta fun home.
without, uh. that the seekc(s seen him. And
when they get home they gona say ~Home free!"
DMH: Oh, ( see.
Colin: l1lcre's another way. they plays it. too.
Uh, the seeker got to get home. if they saw
Freddy or someone, the seeker's got to run
home, lauch home and say, ~One two three on
Freddy!" And Freddy's out. That's another way
they can play it,
DMH: Oh, ya.
Colin: Uhmm, the next seeker is the last person
to gct home, No ." the last person to get caught
.. , Is the seeker. And that's the way that one
works,77
[n the final stages of the game the children of Southern Harbour used
two variations.
T:'Ipe·recorded Inten1ew. to July 1987.
1'20
Hide and Seek (A)
Once the seeker has found the player the seel,er tags the pla~'er by
touching him/her. This is never an easy tusk for the secl,,:r as tile
player tries to run away rts quickly as possible to reaeh the home base
before being touched by the seeker.
Hide and Seek (B)
A second variation was usually played by the ",hove ten yertf old
children. Once the seckel' sees a player running to the l10lllcbase SIlIC
must run to the homebase. If s/he gets there first sIll!' calls 0111 the
name of the ::>ther player. thus catching him/her out. But if thc player
reaches the homebase before the seeker, s/he is safe.
When the other participants discover that the seeker Is currently
chasing or raCing someone else to the base, they rush to the hase
themselves In order to be safe. Having noticed the sudden rush or the
other players to the base. the seeker often leaves the cmrcnl plnyer sf he
has been chasing. and chases after the one furthest away from the has(:,
as the easiest to catch. The one who is caught last becomes the Hew
seeker in a new round of the game. Once in a while a seeker docs not
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catch anyone before they all reach the base which means sthe has to be
the seeker again.
In Hide and Seck the children always remain within a reasonable
distance from the homebase, approximately fifty metres. when they seek
out places to hide. It is expected that they hide first. and then intcnd to
race back to the base. despite being seen and perhaps caught by the
seeker in the elTorl. [0 ooe inCident I witnessed how lhis rule was
~nforccd by Karen-Anne and Viola when the two girls put Kenny in his
place for wanting to hide too far away from the base:
[{"'noy: You gena give up sometime.
Karen-Anne: No! What do you mean. I gana give
up?
Kenny: Like. you gotta give up when you can't
find me. '
Karen-Anne: Va. but I won't give up if you stays
in the one place.
Kenny: I'm plannin' on.
Karen-Anne: Oh Cine. get lost!
Viola: Eh, you're not allowed in a place really
really far away.
({enny: NO.78
TIle children, once engaged In Hide and Seek. usually played
several rounds of the game. The rounds were rather short. Often the
Tape-recorded play session. 1 July 1987.
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seeker counted very fast so that the other players were unable to find the
best places to hide in such a short time span. Plus. the key :Htr:\ction to
the game was not the ability to lind a place to hide and not be
discovered. but rather the thrill of being discovered after a shon while,
and then hn\-;ng to race back to the base without being caugllt.10
Spotlight (AJso
I was curious to see the children perfonn this gamc as It had heen
mentioned to me by some teenage girls at an earlier occasion in Lhc
Bottom area of the corrununily. To my surprise I observed twO complctely
different games under the same name. 111e first Spotlight (AI desc.'ibed
below is an after dark version which closely resembles Hide and Seek.
The second Spotlight (8) resembles a game of Mother May 1'r'1
When I played the game wilh my Illaymatcs In Germany. Vimllr.tln: as Wf~ wenl,
once In a whUe. we played a practical Joke espeCially on a new cWld that 1,:1tl Just
moved to our square. We either htd In places far aW<lY and did nOl return to Ihe hase If
the new c!li1d turnecl out to he the seeker. or C\'en worsc. once Ihe new chUd htd, we HlI
disappeared .1nd lel him "hide."
Ople, 154.
cr. Hide and Seek p<lge ! 16. 120 and Mother May I'? pllge 100 of thIs thcslli.
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One evening I was walking to the convenience store in Best's Cove.
In the dark I saw one boy. Jamie. who lived in the same area in the
community. searching with a flashlight around two houses. and under
the oil tanks on the outside of the buildings. I assumed that he was
looking for his dog. because when i had met him with some of his friends
earlier in the day, he had carried a Iiltle puppy in his anns and being
generally admired by the other children for his newacquisltlon. i
addressed him from a distance. and wondered whether he needed help.
He. however. only gestured to me to be quiet.
Soon after. I saw another boy emerging from behind an old oil
drum in one of the yards and running toward the corner of one of the
houses. soon followed by two other.:. coming from different directions.
eaeh of them shouting "home" once they reached and touched the corner
ot the house. Jamie again went to search around with his flashlight.
Another player emergea from behind a car that was parked in front of
one of the houses and ran to the corner of the other house. Before he
could reach the comer Jamie caught him with the light beam of his
flashlight and he became the new seeker. Another player. who must have
observed the scene from his hiding place suddenly appeared seemingly
out of nowhere while Jamie followed the first with his flashlight. The
L2-l-
participants in this game were edL boys betwecn elevcn and thirtecn
years of age. I have not seen any girls playing this game.
111is game of spotlight begins with the selection of the seeker. TIle
first seeker is usually the one who owns the l1ashlight. which is thcn
passed on to the next seeker. the one who was caught first by the seeker
in the previous round af the game. TIle seeker caunts audibly to one
hundred. announces that he is coming. and scts aut far his search far
the other players in the dark. The other participants have to run to the
homebase detennined at the outset. tOl1ch the base and make their
arrival known by calling out "home.~They usually hang around the
hamebase until one round of the game has finished. or they sneak away
from the hamebase to hide again when the seeker Is not laoking. Oncc a
participant has been hit by the light beam the seeker exclaims ~callght"
or 'gotcha~ to reinforce his achievement.
Classification: Hide and Seek (A and B) and Spotlight (Al
The two versions of Hide and Seek (AI and {Bl. and Spotlight (A)
can be dealt with together for a classIfication. All three games display
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features that are vcry much alike. The only difference is made by the
children themselves as they name an after·dark version of Hide and Seek
MSpoWght" to make a clear distinction between the different versions of
the same game for themselves.
NI three versions have in common that members of a playgroup
hide to be found by one selected member of the group. They also entail a
strong racing clement as once a player has been discovered by the
sccl{cr s/he has to fun to the homebase in order to be free. and so not to
become the next seeker. The differences arc minor and lie in the
participants' choice of hiding places. which in the daytime poses more
diITiculty than in the after-dark version. In the dark the players can more
easily both find places to hide and sn('ak back to the base. In the dark.
then. the seeker finds him/herself in a disadvantaged position spotting
his/her counterparts in the game. but has an advantage In the daylight.
when the hiding players are at a disadvantage. The children in Southern
Harbour do not present the game in these tenus and there seemed to be
no preference between the two games. Since roles are fluid (everyone has
about the same chance of being the seeker). the differences are irrelevant
to the players.
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The games are clearly identified by lhe Opics as Hide-and-Seck.
and fall inlo their category of SEEKING CA.'IES. where thcy nre
subcategorized as CA.'IES IN WHICH APl.tWER TRIES TO n:-iO 01'-1~:I{S.Wllo
OBTAI~ SAFETY BY RE~1A.l)ili'lGOUT OF SIGHT OR BY G\,.lt1NG U,\CK TO 1'111':
STARTING PLACE wHh the further subcategory of a DISSI:'oIU..\H NUMUER OF
PL.A.YERS HIDING Ai'iD SEEKll';G. The Opics also point out that the grunc Is
played in its basic version. here Hide and Seek (Al. by smaller children in
which the children just hide until they are found by thc sccl{cr, and thal
the version that involves racing back to the homebasc is preferred by
ulder players,82 In the case of the Southern Harbour children. I
detected that the racing version of the game occurred more frequently
lhan the simple hiding version without racing back to the base. No
version of the game was linked to a particular age group. and I did not
see the game played by smaller children.
Brian Sutton·Smith does not categorize Hide and Seek as a racing
game in the Opie fashion. but places it as a CHASING CA:'IE: CATEGOI~Y E
(E-21. The games under this heading are characterized by a competitive
Oplc.153-154.
><::0.
"".
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nalL:rC as a central-person game in which one player is in competition
willl all the others.83
Bolh. the Opics' and Sutton·SmUh's categorizations are valid. the
difference being. however, that the Opics see the racing elements as a
major feature. and Sutton-Smith prefers the chasing elements in the
game. Despite the different placements. competition arises In Hide and
Seek IS) and in Spollighl (AI because of the racing element. In Hide and
Seek (Al the element of chance is emphaSized as the hiding person waits
in his/her hideout until found by the seeker. Call1ois' classification
enables me to compromise between the Opics and Sutton-Smith, and
place all Hide and Seek (8) and Spotlight (AI under both Ac6N and ALEA.
given the fact that the seeker and players compete by racing back to the
base, and therefore taking the chance of reaching the base or not in
time. Hide and Seek (A) can be clearly placed under ALE..., as a hiding
player chances whether s/he will be discovered by the seeker. In tenns
of PAlOlA and LUDUS, aU three ver~ions of the game are to be found in the
PAIDIA range, as the elements point to a less reg~_d.ted conduct of the
grone.
Sulton· Smith. 57-77.
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Chasing Games
Tag"
Tag in Southern Hu.bour was the most sponlO.nColisly stancd
game and the most commonly played game before school by almost
everyone present with the exception of the Level I to III pupils. in the
morning and after the midday break before classes resumed in lhe
afternoon. This hints at the fact that this was not necessarily a peer
group oriented activity as were most of the others which I obsclved in
the community. The school grounds represented common play area for
all children in school. Here the children engaged mainly in a fonn of tag.
which they called Last Touch.
Brewster. 63·67: Brewster. Frank C. Brown Collection. 73-74; ~tewllrtCulln.
'Street Games of Boys In Brooklyn. N.Y.: .Journal or i\mertcan folklore 3 nan\): :n~­
223. descr1bes six dllferent versions; Wood Tag. French Tag. Fence Tag. ~quat Tag.
Cross Tag, LaSt Tag: Douglas. 76·77: Fowke. 20: fraser, 25. 93: Gomm~. 'nck :oW I fill.
ng 293 (lll, Touch 304 WI: Knapp, 52. Newell. 15B: Oplc. 62. 64·75: Rasmu.~~cn.
a 'makUaujuam£q: 'Touch" 245: Ritchie, 50-54, hrlclly descrlhes twenty lour versions:
Sutton·Smlth. 76, 263·264. 434. 532.
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Last TOllCbSI!>
A game of Last Touch begins with one child spontaneously
touching another, who understands this gesture and irrunediately tries to
pass it on to someone else. whereas the fonner tagger runs away in
order to avoid being lagged again. The game goes on until the children
are given the signal to enter the school by one of the teachers opening
the door. A child does not carry the "last touch~ until the next round of
the game.
[n front of the school on a schoolday the game of Last Touch
turned ouL flot only to have just one tagger all the time. but a number of
tuggers that went around tagging a few children. This usual1y caused
quite a corrunolion among the children, and within minutes a majority of
the children were engaged in Last Touch. each of them running after
each other In the attempt to tag another."
Ople. 77-78. A game under the same name IS described by Ritchle. 29. Other
names such are "Last Nip." and "last WhJstle."
1observed the same phenomenon among tour TO duneen year old Iglullngmtut
cllildren when I visIted the conununityor Igloolik. N\VI'. In the faIl aM winter of
1991/199'l. Igloollk chUdren play Last lbuch at almost any possible occasion as soon
as they lonn a group In the school. or at the weekly square dances at the community
hall. and outdoors on the frozen ocean close to the !>each.
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Frozen Tai'
Frozen Tag represents the other version of Tag which I observed In
Southem Harbour. The tagger chases his playm.."1tes. again In a fairly
constricted space. between two houses, !n a yard or in a larger grnvcl
section on the side of the road. The child that has been tagged ~rrccl.cs.~
in the position s/he has been touched by the tagger. and remains iulile
same position until another player. who has not been tagged. touches
the -frozen- player thereby releasing him/her.
In some versions of Frozen Tag rules were exercised strictly which
did not allow any movement by the -frozen- person. In versions by other
groups of children. the lagged person was allowed to put him·/herself
inlo a morc comfortable position while being -fro7..en." These more Ia-"
rules also allowed two -frozen" players. who were posilJoncd close
enough to reach over to the next. to release each other by touching. as
long as they remained with one body part. in most cases one fool, in the
same spot in which they were tagged before. If seen by the lagger, and if
not too far away from the two "frozen" players, the tagger usually
remained close by to be able to "freeze" the just released pcr:oon anew. A
Bronner. 179: fowke, 20; Fraser, 35-37; Ople 110: SUlton-Smith. 473.
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round of the game ended wHh the last person being tagged who then
became the new lagger in the next roullrt of the game.
Classification: Last Toucb and Frozen Tag as a version of Tag
Tag
The Opies and Sutton-Smith agree in filing Tag under CHASING
C"Mf.S. which are defined by the Opics as GAMES IN WHICH A PLAYER TRIES
TO TOUCH o'rnERS WHO ARE RUNNING FREELY IN A PRESCRIBED AREA. Caillols'
choice to place Tag under MIMICRY in the PAIDIA range. as one of the few
children's games he alludes to in his study. may be challenged. Caillels
places Tag in a table showing the classification of games in order to give
an overview of his categories.511 Later in his work, he refers to Tag as an
example in his argument in which he shows how a sociology may derive
from play.
In the game of tag beneath the childish
innocel;ce and activity. Is the terrifying choice of
a propitiatory victim. Chosen by decree of
destiny. before being selected by the sonorous
and hollow syllables of counting-out rhymes. the
victim could (at least in theory) rid himself of the
CaUlol!S.36.
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defilement by passing it through touch to
someone whom he had 'Jvertaken in the racc.SG
In the quotation Caillois describes Tag as a -mce. - but does 1I0t place the
game in the right category in the table. and he does lIot rcfcr to the game
in any other context. In my observation of the children of Southcm
Harbour. Tag carries strong elements of competition. as the playing
children race around In order to avoid being lagged by the chaser. plus It
eanies elements of chance as the chlld running lOO close to the chaser
may be pursued by him/her and therefore may getlnggcd and thus
selected as the next chaser. Tag therefore can be placed as a
combination of AG()N and ALE/\.
Last Touch
Last Touch. as a version of tag. is characterized by the agilily of
the players: the person chasing after the others. and the others trying to
escape the chaser. The verbal interaction among the players is reduced
to a minimum. There Is no calling out when someone has reached the
Catllols. 59-60.
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homcbasc. such as in Hide and Seek. and there is no real dialogue. or
disr.'lssion of rules. though the game is usually accompanied by the
screams of UlC participants. The children communicate in a nonverbal
manner, however. by switching roles qUickly once they are touched by
another. Once a player is touched by the chaser. an instant role-
switching takes place: the person then knows that s/he has become the
new chaser.
The Opics provide a convenient subcategory for games with a
PROLWgMTION Of CI-L\SERS In which they consider that the chaser has to
galher morc chasers in order to assist him/her. Brian Sutton-Smith
offers C£N'ffiAL PERSON- and TEM1-CHASING GAMES. Last Touch in Southern
Harbour certainly begins as a central-person game by having one tagger,
but continues, as a. result of the chaser's action of spontaneously
(ouching several people who then react accordingly to become taggers
themselves. One may argue [hat the acceleration from one tagger to
many can be classified, in Sutton-Smith's tenns, as TEA.'l·CHN:;[NG GA.-VIE
and interpret the taggers as one team and the untagged players as
another. At th~ I'"p.ginning of the game there is one tagger, and later there
are IT':UlY tuggers. Thus, one may add another subcategory to Sutton·
Smith's classification and call it a "multi-person-chasing game," A<; in
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Tag. mentioned above. Last Touch can be clnssil'ied under AGl)ill and
ALEA. but it also carries strong elements of [UNX. especially once llKlII.\'
taggers hunt for other players which causes a great hulJalmloo. Since
Last Touch does not display pure vertigo. £IS the players ::'Irc quite
conscious of their taking actions in the commotion they arc involved ilL
the game may be located halfway on the range between PAIDlA and
LL!DUS.
Frozen Tag
As a version of Tng, Frozen Tag displays the snme clements 01
competition and chance. The element of chance. however, seerns to be
more prevalent than the competitive notion of the game as it can be
argued that being "frozen" by the tagger does not seem to be as
important as being freed from a spot by another player in order (0
receive another chance to reach the homebase. The player trying to
release the "frozen" playmate often risks being lagged hlm·/herself while
trying to free the other and thereby increases the clement of chance.
Frozen Tag can therefore be categorized in Caillais' system as AI.~:A and
AG6N. tn tenns of PAlO1A and LUDUS. Frozen Tag may be placed in the
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range between the twO poles with a tendency toward Lt'ol:s, as the game
is charactcri7.cd by the rule of being able - not being "frozen~ - to move
toward the homebase.
TIle Opies report a similar game, french Touch. where the tagged
player has to hold his/her hand in the spot where s/he was tagged
under their subcategory of THE TOUCH HAI.'1~'G A NOXIOUS EFFECT. Frozen
Tag has a "noxious effect" on the player as s/he is not able to move from
the spot where sl he has been tagged. The same game was described to
roc under the name of Doctor Tag by a teenager In the community. but I
have never seen it being played by my infonnants. Brian Sutton·Smith
does not give a sUbcategory. but in his terms Frozen Tag fits in his
category of a CENiRAL. PERSON CHASING GAME. He then describes the above
mentioned F'rench Tag or Do' .g as a game in which ~the He's tag
represents a dangerous power. ~eo
Sutton-Smith 78·79.
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Chasing-Racing Games
World is played by boys and girls aged tcn to thirteen. TIle
children draw a rough circle onto the pav~ment or into tile gr.:vcl. TIle
pattern contains three to six segments o[ cqual size which nrc given
names of countries, clUes. or other placenames, Each participant selects
his/her own segment and names ltto his/her own liking, llle
stiekthrower is selected before the game by calling ·sliel<thrower." In the
same way they called ·flrst." "second.- etc. before starting another game.
Once the stiekthrower is selected in this manner, the other children coil
out the placenames, for e:<a..mple Newfoundland, Southern Harbour, and
Gennany (the latter choice was almost certainly triggered by my
presence),
The stlckthrower stands at a fair distance, apprOXimately two to
five metres. from the pattern at a marked line. The other children stand
in their ·country" In the pattern. The stickthrower calls the name of a
The only parallel to this game I round is In t'owke, 68·69. where tt i~ f.llUeO
"Territories.· Members of the older generaUOn In the Southern Harhour ff·ferreo to the
game as 'war:
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country. city. or other placcname that is represented in the pattern. The
player whose ~country· is called runs as fast as s/he can from the
paHern to step on the stick that has just dropped on the ground at some
distance from the pattern. At the same time. after having flung the stick,
the stickthrower runs as far as possible from his position in another
direction. Once the owner of the ·country" has stepped on the stick. stile
calls out ·SlOp" whereupon the stlckthrower immediately stops his/her
movement. TIle owner of the "country" then picks up the stick and casts
it at the slickthrower with the aim to hit himl her. If hit. the stickthrower
takeS his/her position in the land of the person who has just cast the
slick at him/her. The former owner of the "country" becomes the new
stickthrower. If the owner of the land misses the .stickthrower, the
slickthrower marks a slice out of the player's "country" and identifies it
with his/her initial. The size of the slice is detennined by the
stickthrower and depends on his/her judgement as to how far the owner
of the ~country" was able to gee away when his placename was called.
TIle children explain:
DMH: How do you do that?
Anne·Marie: :':eeds a stick. The stickthrower he
does ... say, he's supposed to say Cennany.
Well, then you gotta run. and step on the stick
and say stop.
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DMH: Okay.
Anne·Mnl'ie: 111Cll \'OU throw it rl{ him. and sees
if it hits \<1. well. then you're the stic!Hhrowcr.
Sheldon:- .\nd don't hit'too hard.
Anne·Marie: See. if Sheldon is the stickthrowcr.
he goes over there. and he's supposed to c.1I1
Gennany. then you galla rUIl. and step on the
stick. say stop ..
Sheldon: Just look say if I called Gennanv
[Sheldon throws the Slick to demonslralcl~ vou
gatta go step on the stick .. .
DMH: And say stop ..
Anne-Marie: Yeah.
Sheldon: Then I gets to SLOp. and thell you pick
up the stick and throw It. but throw it easy ..
Anne-Marie: And ifll hits .va, then you become
the stickthrower ..
Sheldon: Just listen. if you drop .... if you
misses me, then I gets a piece of your land.
Dennis: And you can ask. If you can walk on
somebody else's land '"
Anne-Marie: Va. and you can ask before
anybody throws iCIr.I
Once a stlckthrower has conquered a ~country" by marking so
much space in the player's country that the player cannot remain in his
country. the stlckthrower becomes the final owner of that country.
whereas the loser is out and this also marks the end of the game.
Tape-recorded play sessIon 29 June 1987.
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A ~rld pau~m ror four pla}-ets.
TIle children have a general interest to keep the game going. therefore
the slices of land are moderate. because if too much land is laken the
game would soan come to an end, and perhaps provide less satisfaction
in tenns of making a constructive contribution to the peergroup. The
child: ~n re-identify with a new ~country·once they give up their role of
lIle stickthrower and take over from the former owner of the land.
Adapting to a "new ownership" of a ·country" the child as the former
Slickthrower learns to test hisfher social skill 10 switch between the
offensive role as a stickthrower to a rather defensive role as the new
owner of the ~country.H
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A game of world In front of the school in Southern Harbour.
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Classification: World
TIle main features of the game are racing from a particular site.
catching. and throwing an object. TIle sticklhrower runs away from the
pattern as far as possible: L11c further away. the less chance of being hit
when the object is thrown at him/her. The other pla~..er. whose "country"
has becn called. runs in an opposite direction in order to catch the stick
with his/her fool. The Slick has usually landed on the ground by the
lime the player reaches it.
Physical skills in this game arc displayed in two ways: the fast
racing from the play pattern for both players currently in competition.
and the ability to successfully hit the other player with the object. These
two elements seem to be equally represented in the game. as the racing
from the pattern detennines the distance the object has to be thrown.
The game fits into the Opies' classification system under the
heading of RACING GAMES, and in their subcategories it may be grouped
under two headings: GAMES IN WHICH ONLY '!WO COlllPETITORS RUN AGAINST
EACH OTHER AT A TIME, ONE OF TIiE:\1 GENERALLY BEING INSTRUlIU:i'iTAI.. IN ntE
SEI.EC1l0N OF THE Q11iER, and GAMES IN WHICH TIiE PLAYERS START RUNNINQ
FROM DlffEREi\, PI.ACES.oo A1lhough strictly spe::\l<.ing. the t\\'o
competitors in World do not me::\~ure lheir rncing sltills by running
against each other in a parallel manner. they are meillg from dllferent
places aiming to secure a section ill the pattern. while the stieltlhl'Owcr
wants to gain new territory and the other is defending his/her grounds.
Brian Sutton-Smith offers his category of Gt\:'tIES O~· SKILl, ill which
World fits: although Sutton·Smith does not name such a game. or olle of
a similar nature. the game may be placed in this category under the two
subheadings of RU:O<NING G/y\IES alld THROWING Gt\:'tlES.- In Caillois'
terms. the game displays the features of AeON as the participants arc
racing to meet their goal. and ALEA, the elemellt of chance wilen tlying \0
hit the other player with the stick. Though Caillois places racing in tile
non·regulated way of playing under PAIDIA. I would place World closer to
the LUDUS range since the game features tight rules to which the
participants have to adhere.
Ople. 195·206.207·211.
Sutton·Smith. 152. L63. 196.
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Ball Tag (Dodge Ball)9&
TIle children form two equal sized groups. A variety of group
combinations apply. either boys against girls. or children from onc cove
against children from another cove in the corrununity, or mixed groups of
boys and girls from either part of the community. depending on who is
present. The children. however, stated that they prefer a game of boys
against girls.
On one occasion I reached the children while a game was already
in progress in Whiffen's Cove. where the children played the game most
frequently. The children helped me to understand the rules:
DMH: Can you explain this to me? (fow are the
rules?
Usa: You gOl t~ hit under the head [that is not
the head). If YOU hits the head ..
Nicole: First at the beginning [you throws sluff
together] okay?
DMH: Va.
Nicole: And then you gona try to hit ·em. but
you can't hit 'em In the head. because if you hits
them In the head. it's not counted. But you
usually has three chances. but see we are ... it's
I was not aware that this game actually represents a \"(!rsion of Dodge Ball. until
Illc!lcr1ucd It to Cynthia Boyd. a fellow folklorist who played It as a child In Stanstead.
gul!hcc. and In Newport. Yennont. where she used to go to school when she was
helwcen 9 and 13 years old. See also Sutton·SmJth. 207.
boys against girls. We got twenty chances and
they go.. three chances. but it's sllpposccllO be
even, like score. and whoever wins does ..
Rodnev: \Ve wins.
Nicole:' Sure
Rodney: We won five games.
Nicole: Ya. ya.
DMH: So you just COUllt.
Nicole: Va.
Dale: Va. For us to hit them. they only gives us
three,
Nicole: We gets twenty.
DMH: So, if vou hit (hem twice. no three limes.
you \von the"game'!
Dale: No, we gona hit them twenty times.
DMH: 1\ventv times?
Dale: Va. because they're girls. CUl. they're girls.
we're better than them, see.
Rodney: But if. we're pinyin' right. each on each
other, tl\is Is how you plays. then each one of us
\vould have three chances. and once you're hit
three times, then you're out.
DMH: Oh, ya.
Rodney: Unless they hit you in the head. then ye
atn'tout.
Dale: We has some others (rulesl.
DMH: What are these? [children gigglel
Lisa: If they loses. then .. , (gigglel.
Rodney: No. if we wins, we gets a chance to bit
one of them on the arse with the ball.
{great roaring laughter]
Dale: Do you want us to demonstrate?
DMH: Sure.
jfully orchestrated screams and laughter by the childrenl
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Nicole: But then we gets to hit one of yeo
(The children run after Nicole. catch her. pull her down in to the grass
and oounce the ball on her bottom. I"
Dale bounces the ball on Nicole's bottom. Rodney makes sure that she can't escape.
Tape-recorded. play session 7 July 1987.
1·16
TIle two groups crowd together sOl11ewhere 011 the field, which Is
marked by t\~U fences. n pathway to a house. and a row of mclts with
some tuekamore.
The person who currently holds the ball begins by throwing the
ball at a player of the opposite leam. Any member of either [cam C::tll rUII
for the ball. and whoever gets it throws it at a member of the opposite
group. Once a player Is hit by the ball. the opposite group lIlcmben;
chase the player who tries to run away within the boundaries of the
defined playground. When they catch him/her they pull him/her 10 tile
ground and tum him/her to lie on their belly. A team mcmher of lhe
opposite group smacks the ball onto the player's bottom. 'niis is
accompanied with a lot of screaming and laughter.
The player who then has just lost one of his/her three "lives" t[!ltCS
the ball and pursues the members of the opposite team. 111e player is
out onee s/he has lost his/her three -lives.- During the game the girls
frequently fonn a circle by putting their arms around each other's
shoulders which looks like a football players' huddle. It remains unclear.
however, whether the girls in their huddle actually worked out a
strategy. ::..lthough it seemed that the girls singled out a partlcular boy
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after their consultations as a target to hit with the ball. The boys did not
discuss nor apply such possible strategies.
The Ball Tag Players.
I·IS
Classification: Ball Tag
In my understanding of the game as pcrfomlcd by the childrell of
Southern Harbour, Ball Tag is a mixture of lIwee differenl l'elnlcd gnmes:
Ball Tag, Three Lives. and Dodge Ball, The Opies group them under
CHAStlXG CA\lES in their subcategory of TOUCH COillVEYED l1Y SIIO::'l1'IVn: 0(-
HAND as "BaH He," "1l1ree Lives,~ and ~Klngy,MTIley wrile:
In 'Ball He' the ball becomeR an extension of the
chaser: he may run wilh it. throw it when he
likes at whom he likes (or dlsllkes), and if he
hits someone that person becomes the chaser:
but if he misses he has the wearisome tasl( of
fetching the ball himself while the olhers run off
to the other end of the playground,
In 'Three Lives', which is a more civilized gamc
than 'Ball He' and played principally In
Scotland, no player is appointed chaser. and it
is as if the ball itself was 'her. Whoever is
nearest the ball throws It at someone else, and
whoever is hit by the ball below the thigh loses a
'life',
'Kingy' is a ball game in which those who arc not He
have the ball hurled at them, without means of
retaliation, and against ever-increasing odds, nn
clement chat obviously appeals to the national
character. Anyone who is hit by the ball straightaway
joins the He in trying to hit the rest of the players.1I7
Ople, 74·75, 95-96, 99.
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Brian SUllon-Smith lists Ball Tag which is the equivalent of Ball
He ill lhe Opics' collection as a GA.\IE OF :;K1LL under the subheading of
RC:'{:';IXli GA:o.1E~. which gives the game a more athletic touch. compared
to llle Opics' illlcrprctaLion who emphasize the feature of the baH being
the extension of the player in lhe game. Although not suggested by Brian
SUlton-SmUh the game may be filed in his classification ClL-\sI:-"G GA.\IES
.15 n n:"UI-CfIJ\S/;>;G -..: \)'IE as (1)(' game's features include two teams
playing against each other. in which one team chases the other in the
allcmpl to lag its members.
'nlC game as played by the children in Southern Harbour does not
quite fit either of the catcgorizatiop.s suggested above. In the application
of Caillois' classil1cation. the game generates competition among the
players of the dilTerent tcams. The game. accompanied with a lot of
screams and laughter by the cllildrf'n, also __ ,'ries moments of vertigo.
particularly when a member of the opposite team is caught and
pummelled with the baH on his I her bottom. Aeo:-< and II.lNX are therefore
lhe appropriate niches for the game with AeoN being the stronger feature
of the two, BaH Tag is a game with fairly strict rules with a notion of a
sportive ClCUVity and may be placed halfway in the range between PA1DlA
and Lt'nn;.
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Ct\tching Games
Monkey in the MiddleOll
Monkey in the Middle was another game frequently pbyed by the
children in the community between the ages of seven La thineen. 111e
game was played by girls and boys. but not by boys :lIone. It requires at
least three players. I have seen it played in SOllthern Harbour with tllrcc
to eight jJarticipants. The children used a ball. lIU Two players stand
with one or marc other players between them. with perhaps onc to one
and a half metres of spaec between the individual players. 'n1C two
players on the outside throw the ball back and forth to eneh oLher. while
the other(s) attempt to catch it. If a player catches the ball without
dropping it on the ground. the ball thrower exchanges his/her place with
the one who caught the ball. If played \vilh more than onc "moilkey in
the middle" and a player il. the middle catches the baiL but aCCidentally
A version possibly related Is printed In Fowke. 1:4. umkr th'~ h'~illlln~ 'J)I)dge
BalI.- The -Monkey's" role is somewhat reversed as slhe "dodges" the ImU. Sl:h!,~r·
Oberdorffer. Trotzbal/. 77.
A fellow lolklore student ilt Memorial University. Cynthia l3oyfi. told me !hal sh,~
used to play Monkey In the Middle wi.h only three people. hut u~lng e!thr.r a hall or a
frtslJee.
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drops it. the other "monkeys" urc entitled to it. Whoever last holds the
ball exchanges places with the outside player who threw the ball.
TIle tWO players on the outside employ various techniques to pass
the ball to each other. TIley threw over the otherlsl in the middle. past
their side. or bounced the ball beside their feet. especially when the
othcr(s) did not expect such a move. The ball. was never thrown too
high. or too far to the side. but always within reach of the other(s) in the
middle.
When I observed the game on many occasions. I noted that the
clllldren always used a play area thal had some distinct markings on the
ground. such as the edge of the pavement adjacent to the gravel on the
roadside, or wUh a [l;.nce between them and the other players as shown
in the picture below.
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Monkey in the Middle
Nevertheless. I never saw the children deliberately mark boundary
Hnes precisely with an object or draw a line with a piece of slate onto the
pavement or into the gravel as they would have in the hopping games. I
never saw the (\\TO players in the outside position try to snatch the ball
from the other(s) in the middle while it was thrown. once the ball was
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clearly bound to land within the inside space of lhe -imaginary"
boundary lines. The monkcy(sl in the middle also did not attempt to
snag the b..'lll from those positioned on the outside once the ball bounced
beyond their inside space.
Classification: Monkey in the Middle
Monkey in the Middle is characterized by tWO major features: it is
a game In which lhe participants compete with one another by
displaying their ability to catch a ball. or another suitable object \viLhout
letting the player in the middle. the -monkey.· calch it. In addition. the
ball has to be 1hra\'''''. in a manner that the -monkey" would ... : ~bl~ to
snatch it before the opposite player. standing behind the -monkey· in
his/her role to catch lhe ball. is able to catch it. From most of my
observations. the children compete to become a player on the outside
rnthcr th..n the monkey.
If a lo\v odd number or players - ror ex<'1JT1plc three - are playing
with each other, encll player competes with the other two to take up a
position on the outside. The level or competition shirts if there are more
than three players involved in the gamc. It shifts from an il1dividual·
oriented competition to a team·orielllcd compClilion as the playcrs in
pairs have a tcndency to t'lltc sides with players who are ill (he same
position in (he game. TItuS the "monkeys in the middle" want to gel
themselves into the position of the outside players: (hey try to malte Slll'C
that the ball is caught by either one of tlICl. . which then allows lhc
"monkey~who caught the ball to taltc the oLitsiclf' pOSition. TIle mOllltcy
remaining in (he middle then attempts to catch the ball beforc thc ottlcr
"monkey~as s/he belongs to the Olhcr "team." Liltcwisc. the (cam
member on the outside throws the ball Into a favourablc spol for his/her
team member to have easy access to the ball. and if caught cnablcs
him/her to jOin the other in the outside position.
If a higher even numbcr of players. such as .six or ciglll. play
Monkey in the Middle. the children have a tendency to compete in
teams. in pairs of monkeys against each other. whcreos 0 higher odd
number of players causes the children again to competc on an imljvidunl
leveL
The Opies do not include ball games. tlor gamcs with an objcC" <\s
an example for the display of physical skills under Ct\Tt:JlI~GCA:'o1f:S. But
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if one allows the object - here a ball - to be interpreted as an extension
of the player then onc might group this game so. In Suuon-Sm. ;'s
c1assil1calion the game classifies as "niROWlXC GA.\IE: under CAMES OF'
SKilL (KI. In u~nns of Caillois' classification system the game can clearly
be identified as Ac6;\', as ilS major feature is that of competition between
individuals or leams. In the way the game Is played it can be
charnctcrized as Ludus. as it is played within a fixed frame of rules.
Alllgators lOO
This game has many parallel features to what I played in my own
childhood. Ochs uorm. Berg. and to a game called Colours.t°1 The
children of Southem Harbour play this game on a ground that has easily
distingUishable boundaries on all four sides like a fence. a parked car. or
the edge of the road. One person becomes the first ~Alligator~by calling
out, or by counting out. The Alligator remains in the middle of the play
arca. whereas the other participants go to one end of the ground.
ct'. OJlle "Colours.~ 80. \91-192.
See my descnptlon In 100tnOie 110 ~ge \65 for OChs l'Onn Berg. and footnote
100 llage 155 lor Colour~.
h
o
m
.
alligator
- 0
- 0
- 0
- 0
- 0
-0
-0
IG6
,'Ie children have the task of reaching the other end of the ground.
representing "home," without bcing caught by the AlligalOr. 'nley arc
only allowed to move forward: the Alligator can move in nil c1ir('{:tiolls.
The Alligator chooses a colour which s/he can detect on the clothes of
one or more of the other participants. TIle person(s) who bear(5) the
colour runs toward "home" trying not to be caught by thc Aillgator. If
caugh'. uefore reaching "home" that person becomes the new
Alligator. l02
Brewster. Wolf Over the Rllige 53. Pom Porn PuUaway 7fi; Bronner. Porn I~lm
180. from my own chlldhood In fulda. Germany I rl'memher pl;lylng lhe f.!,une In llw
winter on the Ice of a pond. We called It .'X:IWYll7.er Mmul. whll'h Ir,ln!il;lleli ilS "hlal:k
man." We chose to determine the first SChltYlr.wn Malin hy racing from om, (,mlllf Ihl,
pond to the other. and whoever was last hecame lhe .o;cllww7.e Mmln. 'llle .~dlll'm'l.f"
Mann and the other players wel"C positioned on the 0IIIXl!illc sides ')1' lhl: 1")011. '1111'
scllul(ll'7e Mann then called out; "WeI" 11m AlljJSt l'Onll .~dlltYIl7.t!llMWl/l'l" IWI10'S ;lfraul
of the black man?] whereupon the crowd on the olher ~Ide. In ,I chorus. ;]n~w"rl't1;
"Nlemandl" (NobodY!1 The schw(m~e Monti then rcpllcd; ·Ulld U'f.'I'!Il f!r klJ/Ilml'f" lAnd 1I
he's comlng'?]. and the others responded; "[)will kornmt erlullri"IWdl. then he c<Jm(~sn·
At the same Ume they start moVing toward the other side of lhe pond against Ihe pal h
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It !';ccms that there are several of such games which are alike. The
DpiCS list two games under their sections "Chasing Games" and ftRacing
Games· under the name of "Colours.· As a chasing game. "Colours"
applies the opposite conditions. The Opies note:
Whoever is appointed chaser names a colour
that will give immunity while he is chasing: and
those players who are not wearing the colour.
and cannot see anv of it. have no alternative but
lO keep running .. '103
or 'he .~dlit'(l"l(,"lMUrlrlt's. Whoever was tagged by the SC/Ill.'(lrzen Marui llecl:11le an
addlrIOllal.'>Clul'tlrzer M(mn and had to join the other Ln the next round ofthe gaL~.
:~~~~~~~~~e~~~r~~~~ l;~~;~::::~~~.keso~~e~~~~;~~~~c~:st~~~~:~t~~~:
on many occ<lslons It Involved everybody who was on the Ice at the time of the game.
adult or child. Since we usually used the entire Ice area for the game. nobody h.ld a
I'lmncc to escape. A person skating ahout In the mhldle of our playing area !the enure
pondl was touched hy the sf'/ulYlrzen Mawl or the sdllvnrzen Mawlem, amI therefore
had no choice hut to join the game, Being on skates on the ice. of course, the game Ivas
11 very last one. With relt-rence to&lllntrzer Marui cr. Ople 130·\31. The game was also
l'ollecled In two versions hy Rasmussen among the Inuit of IgloolJk as wllAnl}u1tll: the
wolf game~ 244 ·245 which clearly resemhles sdlwmzer Mrom. and IH10JA'miXl which
conunucs as OIIlAnl]AlTUl: ~Ihe IVaiI' game~ 246, Although the game Scltlvmzer Mann or
;lIly rl'latl'<l version lhereof Is not menl10ned by Mac E. Samek, the complier and editor
provides ,I numlJl'r of children's p:ames coUected among the German·Americans In the
P<>nns)1van.la rl'glons, set' Mac E. Barrick, Gt'rm<lij·,\merit:(\11 Folklore (Utue Rock:
Au~ust House. 10871 124-138.
Ople. ~o: d. Fowke *Flshy Fisher." 38·39.
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In "Alligators" multlple or single players who bc,:u <l. parlieulnr colour nrc
being chased by the Alligator, 111e other game similar to "Alligators~ ill
Southern Harbour is a "Racing Came" ill the Opies:
The child in front calls out a colour, and those
who have it 'on their bodv or on their clothes'
take a step forward,l04 .
Classification: Alligators
Alligators fits into the category OfCATCHlNG GAMI-;S in the Opies'
classification system, although it is characterized by many features of a
chasing game. The Opies distinguish between the two by saying that
the runners' chief object is usually to reach a
designated place, or accomplish a particular
mission, rather than keep out of the chascr's
reach. IOlI
The players' aim to reach the homebase seems to be the foremost goal
for the participants, although the Alligator's aim is lo catch one or more
persolls in order to determine the next catcher which makes this a
Ople. t92.
Opte, 124,
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CllAS1XG CAm: in the Opics' definition, TIle Alligator'S movements are not
restricted as s/he is allowed to move in all directions, whereas the other
players only move in one direcUon. H is therefore easier for 'it' to
intercept the otller players rather than chasing Diter them if they were to
run freely. Brian Sutton-Smith does not malte such fine distinctions as
the Gpics do lvilhin CH,\oING CA."IES, and the game as played in Southern
Harbour has to be categorized under his broad category of CHASI:'OG
tI",<n;s. My own tendency. however. because of the close resemblance in
its features to n version of Tag. would be to group the game under
CATt.:IIIXG G,\.\tr;~ based on the Opics' definition.
Alligators is a game characterized by chance and competition. It
seems to be a game that is highly organized. compared to others I
observed In the community. The element of chance in this game is even
higher compared to. for example. Frozen Tag. The selection of a colour
on tlle players' clothes as a criterion of being the subject of the pursuit.
is a decision made mndomly by the "Alligator." TIle chance of being
chased by the "Alligator" increases if fewer players are involved who bear
the same coloured clothes: it decreases for the individual player. if more
players wear the same coloured clothes. Competition arises belweeh
playrrs who carry the same colour on their clothes as they have (0
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compete wHh their counterparts while meing to the hOlllcbasc. 11lliS. it
places the game in Caillois' terms under A{;(l;'V nnd Al.~,\. ,md by itS
tighter restriclions all the movements of pktyCl·S. pills the selection
criterion of which players are to be chased. it moves closer 10 the Ltilln.
end of the mnge.
Racing Games
Mother May 17100
Mother May 17 requires more than two players. 111e children ill
Southern Harbour played it with three to five parLicipants at V;:lriOllS
occasions. A mother is selected, by calling -['m the mOlher. - Danelle and
Ruby explain:
DMH: And thcn~'s another game. too, what is
that ... Mother May I? Can you remember?
Danette and Ruby: Va. ya.
OHM: Okay. how do you do tlmL?
Danelle: Well. you get down there ... someone is
the mother.
Lelah Allison. "Chlldren's '""',ames In Egypt: Buyinl! th'! Wlnel•• :,1. Hlf:l1anl
Dorson (Chicago: Univer~lty of Chicago Prcss. IUfi4J :l7 1·372. lJrcw~wr. Step. If;4:
Bronner. 181- L82: Fowke. 55·56: Ople. L87· L!:IO. Knapp. 5a. SUllon·SmHh. IiH·(;!J. 212.
In the version he collectctt the players and not the mother rC(luc!>t to t;lkc a r:t·rtaln IYI"!
of step. Douglas. 1..90£100 Strrct Games mcntlons thc game. hut .Ioe!> not give II
description, 21.
l6l
DMH: Who is the mother?
Ruby: 1 be.
Others: Uhh!
{Mrs Gambin. the mother of the children. present at the time. helps aULI
Mrs Gambin: And they tell them to do certain...
Danette: And if they states. well then. and if I
catches them sneaking up try to catch me. well
then they get second times around.
{In the following the children depart on a game of Mother May 111
Mother May I?
IG:l
As in the game of Spotlight (61 the eliildn'l\ detennille a SI);lCl' to
play III with two boundaries. sueh as tile w::tll ora hOllse, Ihe curb of the
road, or a fence. TIle person who is Ute designated mother stands
opposite l.:,/her friends in the game. All the others have lineclup hesiele
each other. The mother turns around facing in the stune direclioll as the
other players. Then she orders a person to mal<c a step in a parlkubr
fashion, such as one giant step, or two big steps. fivc baby Slep~, a
bunny hop ct celem. and turns around, 'nlC only person who is allowed
to move at that moment is the one who has bccn addressed by tllc
mother, If the addresser. person forgets to respond to the mothcr by
saying ~MotherMay I'?~ then the person has to go baek to tile beginning.
Similarly, any person who is caught mOving in anv manner while tile
mother is facing them. and caught mal<ing a movement of any I<illd. thaL
person. too, has to return to the beginning, Once the mother 1m... turned
her back toward the players any player is allowed to move fonvurd.
However, ifeaught in the process by the mother, as the mOlher can tUl'll
around to face the other players at flny time. tlml player has La go b::tcl<
to th.: beginning, and start over o.gain. If a person is able La sneak lip La
the mother and touch her without being caught. then Lhat perSall
becomes the new mother in the game.
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[ana and Peter Opic"s account of the game shows extremely close
l'cscmblancc to what' collected in Southern Harbour. They also describe
a large variety of different steps from various regions in the British Isles.
that arc applied hy 'it' 1'01' the advancement of the players. 101
Spotlight (Bl lOS
I collected the daytime version of Spotlight (8) from a different
group of children in the Bottom area from those who perfonned Witch in
tlte Well for me. The version of SpOtlight they performed resembled a
game of Mother May I? and had nothing to do with Hide and Seek. My
informants explain:
111ercsa: AlIa we're playing another game.
Michalla: Wha'?
Opte.187·190.
Brewster. Red Ught. :J5. makes rl'ference to Ot::flS ron Berg as a versIon of the
~,Ulll' ~'rom Switzerland. see footnote 110 on page 165 for a description of the game as it
\\',1" plilp.·t1 ill my own chJldhooti. I3ronllcr. Red Light 182: Fowke. Red l(glll Green
IJl!hl 54-55. Knap\l. 53. TIle allIes rt"corded It under "Peep behind the Curtain" 192.
ami ,13 "Red LIght" in versions from various places In England and from Edmonton.
,\lIlt'nil. TIley milke further reterence 10 Odls OOITII Berg. der Hose Uluft liber das Feid
Ithl! r<1bblt rum; across the !le1111, and Kt'iclle-Zlmmer-Kablnett Ikltchen-room·toHet) as
lIalnl'S lor lhe grune ill Auslria. and quote It as Dns zwel drel-sQuer Hering [one two
Ihn'l'-]Iickicd Ill'rrhllli as a \'erslon from BerUn. Gennany from Reinhard Peesch's
c-oJlt>cllon Pas Brfllner KindC'fsnlc\ cler C',pgenwiU't (Berlin: Deutsche AkademJe der
Wlssrnst-haJll'n. W5i) :.tl. Sulton,Smith relers to the game as "Creepmg Up [061." 69-
70_
lll,l
Rub.\': Spotlight'?
TI1cresa: Spotligh ... ol{a,\',
DMH: How do you play it, '01erCS<1'.'
111cresa: YOli go on and all until somebody says
... when you says green light yOll go. And yOIl
says red. so you WOll't catch lip \0 thelll, Ami
you touch and then you're gonna be lhe
spotlight.
Gayle interrupts: No we're not pla~illg t!lett. let's
play colours'"
Theresa: So. like, the person has to COUlIt to tCll,
And he turns around and the other person's
movin', \A'hile they. got to count to ten, YOli
gotta move when you turn the back to thelll,
Right.
DMH: Ya?
[The children demonstrate one round of the game fol' lIIe,]
111cresa: So. Rubv saw me that timc, ;l"d [ had
to be there, .
Ruby: But that's not the real way you plays it. If
.. , when ... you gotta go back, but there arc lJot
enough people here to play with, the other
person would be there all day at it. IOU
(n this game of Spotlight (B) the children line up beside cadi other
at a previously defined marker, such as a pathway leadillg Into a house
or yard, or the wall of a house. The 'it' turns his/her hack to the otller
participants, shouts "green light ri and quietly counts to ten. Meanwhile
the other players move toward 'it', the rispotlighl. ri until tile 'It' <;110ULS
"red light" indicating that 311 movemclH toward 'il' has to come to a halt.
Tape·recorded play session, :} ,July lH87,
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'It' turns around quickly. and any participant caught mOVing has to
return to the beginning line. Once 'it' is rcached. by one of the players
while his or her back is turned while counting to ten. s/he becomes the
new SpOllighl. The chIldren engage In a game of Spotlight with little
dialogue. except the odd. "[ saw you, go back.~l1O
Clas"ification: Mother May 11 and Spotlight (8)1It
These two games can be placed under RACli'\G GA..'IES in the Opies'
understanding. Both games arc a very organized Conn of race. compared
Bronner. 182: Brewster. 35-36. names this game *Red Ught" and poInts to a
~wts" version called Delts l'Onll Berg. This game was known under the same name Dells
11m IJerg In my hometown area In Fulda. Germ.,'my. The exchange oflhe preposition
from l'Oml to wills tlue to the regional dialect in this area. In the English language both
German preposilions IUIVe the same meaning. In German It Indicates a location and
(herelore a Dath-e case Is requIred. DcllS IJ(Jr7n, am Berg translales as ·Ox in fron( of a
mountain or hill: The game was played w1.th more than eight pc ·lle. The more
]larUclpants we had as children. the more 01' a challenge it was lor the OChs to rliscover
a moving parliclp;lnt. We played the game uetwt'cn Ihe walls of twO houses. anrl the
Odls had to stunt! olle to two metres in front of the wall. In our "ecsian of the !lame the
Odl~ had to be I"lssed hy .,ud the wall had 10 he fOllcllerllJ('lore the OdlS Ivas atde to
catch the one participant trytng to reach the wall In order to become the new Dells. If
the Orlls had caught the participant. 51 he hac' to move 1:k1.ck to the other wall and Start
owr. "ll1e role of the OellS lVas a prestigious poSition. as one had to be either very last
10 rt'ach lhe walllJdore gelting caught hy Ihe DellS. or had to have heen very good at
stamllng complelt'ly t"rozen once the DeliS had turned around. Having been caught
movin!! hy Ilie Orlls would hm'e mmle one feel ashalll{"d as one had to pass I))' ali the
ollll'rs to go hack to the herlnnlng line.
St't' paAt" !GO for Mother may 17 ami 163. 165 for a description.
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to any other fonn of raeing or funning from one place to nllother. '11
Mother May I':' the children's movements arc COlilrolled by.\. cl'lIlrnl
figure. the mother. who allows them to lake a cert:lin alllount or qU;llily
of steps. before they reach her. tag her. und exchange the role lor
another round of the game. Mother May I'? clearly represenl,<; Ihe more
elaborated fonn of the game compared to Spotligllt IB). In Spotlight IBI
the movements forward toward the ~Spotlighl~arc only controlled by:l
time factor. between the announcement of ~grccl\ Iiglll~ whcn lhe
children move forward and "red light" when they havc \0 stop llclbre their
movements are detected by the leader of the game. 'nle playel' ill Mother
May I':' on the other hand, has to adhere to a specifie question nnd
answering scheme before a step forward is granted.
In Mother May I? the movements of the other plnyers arc tightly
controlled by the authority i:1 the game, the molher figure, which led
Brian Sutton-Smith to place this game under Lt:t\.UEH (;I\.\H:S in his
categories. Spotlight IB) can be considered a simplified version 01" Molllr:r
May 11 as it offers the same features: a gn .up of children racing, ill ~Iow
motion. toward another person in order to seck the cxchallge of a central
leading figure,
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nJ(~ clements of chance in both games are cqu::llly represented in
Mother May I? and Spotlight (8). as the children take the risk of being
detected by the leader figure whik they attempt to gain ground in their
approach toward the leader when the leader who is facing the other
direction. suddenly turns around. Although. in Spotlight (B), the leader
counts to tcn while not facing the other players. one may assume that
the childl'cn approaching the leader, count along in order to better
estimate the lime frame in order to sneak up on the leader and therefore
decrease the chances of being detected moving toward the leader. This
is. however, not the case. as the element of chance in being detected is
increased by the leader as sthe changes his/her speed of cou;lting to
len.
The competitive factor Is somewhat different in both versions.
Competilion exists in both games as the players race to be the first to
reach the leader figure, which in Spotlight IS) depends solely on the
amount of srACe covered in the leader's direction, The competition
among the players in Mother May I. however. can be more controlled by
the leader as the leader detemlines the type of steps to be taken, Once a
player in the approach to the leader h::td been grantell.. for example. a
-giant step" forward. perhaps placing hlml her In front of the others. the
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leader would ther.. not grant another major step fonvard to 11I;1[ pla.H'!"
but would tame the playcl" by just allowing a "baby step,"
The children applied a lactic to counteract the leader's decision all
the quality of steps when they felt treated unequally by the lC'nder. or
when they were granted only minor steps forward once the IC~l(lcr had
detected that they had moved further ahead of the others during the
time in which 51 he [need the other direction. or by the granting of a
certain type <1f step as a [ann of favour lor a pal"ticular plu)'tllmc. It wns
noted by an infonnant of Brian Sutton-Smith that "A person wllo favours
is only allowed to favour 0I1ce.,,\12 Although this phenomenon wns not
articulated by my infonnanls. I observed the children pm(;l!~"i~ the
t.lCtiC. The player who felt disadvantaged then did not move forward or
only covered a very small amount of ground to still remain behind the
others. This gave the leader the impression that the player had not
moved forward as much as the others. and for the reason of fairness
allowed the disadvantaged player to catch up with the others. 1l1US, the
application of these tactics offered the children another stage for their
compelition,
Sutton·Smith. 69,
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In summary. Mother May I? and Spollighl (BI qualify as Ac6;>1 and
AU;A in Caillois' terms. TIle element of having a le::ader ngure creates a
certain power posilion fOT the mother or the spotlight. a notion of
MIMICHY may therefore be Oldded. The game progresses according to the
way the rules arc administered by the leader ngure. Thus. I lend to place
both games in the range closer to Ll'Ol:S and nway from PAiDIA. Between
the two. Mother May I'! ranges closer to LtJDl:S than Spollight (81. as the
progression of the playel".!~. based on the decision making of the leader
figure is much more controlled than in Spotlight (8).
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Play Activities
TIle play activities discussed below occurred ks~ frequelltly ill
Southcm Harbour, and generally seemed to be less Mructllrcd by llgul'C$
of speech and movements. These games allowed for lllorc creativity ;1lld
were much more nexible with regard to their rules.
Jack's Pond Provincial Park
One Sunday afternoon in July I was invited by the children 10 join
them at the Jack's Pond Provincial Park for swimming. TIle parl( is
situated halfway between Arnold's Cove and Southel'll HndlOur and is
accessible in two ways from the community. One way to gel there is to
drive via the Trans Canada Highway. The other is to walk along the road
approximately three quarters of the way to the highway and then follow <I
pathway through the woods to the parle
TIle children had mentioned the park many til[\es before. and that
they would go there "all the time." which of course made me quile
curious as I wanted to see what kinds of activily they would take up ill a
context different from their regular play areas in the community.
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One Saturday evening a group of neighbouring children came to
visit me at the my hosts' place La ask me to go swimming \Vilh them the
follOWing day at Jack's Pond. llley were happy when [agreed. and they
promised to meet me the next day so that Lhey could show me the way.
11le children met me as they had promised and we \valked along
the road. Another two groups of children (rom different areas in the
community were ahead of us. and many families in cars passed liS
hC1.ldcd 10 the same destination. We followed the road until we passed
the new cemetery where we walked off the road o.,to the pathway
through the woods. The pathway seemed to be well travelled. The
children slopped once in a while to pick wild strawberries along the
p,lI[ '~', and to my surprise when wc arrived at the. [d. I round that
most <., the parent gcneration and their very young children had grouped
themselves in a way that replicmed their neighbourhoods in the
community. J had observed almost the same grouping on an earlier
occusion at the bingo hall.
Most or the children were engaged in some acLivity in the water or
close to it on the gravel beach. whereas the parents were perched up
higher on the grassy area above the beach. I was able to dJscover only
17'2
one game which I had seen the children perfonll in till' community
before. The children played Last Touch in the walcr ::Ind Oll the heach
without referring to any homebase. m TIlis was the only gal11e aCllvily [
observed. The children were mainly occupied with chasing. splnshing,
and pushing each other around in the water, Some of the boys cngnged
in what resembled a game of Cowboys and Indians. TIlerc was 110
grouping as such. but rather a 'wild shoaling' of anybody that llloved ill
the water, After being 'shot' lhe victim thell fell into the water with .1
twilch of his body. Some of the girls tended to less 'violent' activities by
busying themselves with supervising their younger siblings ill the water
or on the beach.
Another group of children prepared a plastic bag filled with grave'l
from the beach. In the shallow parts. they threw il in Ihe water and dove
after It to retrieve it from the bottom of the pond, Some children dove
toward each other in the attempt to meet each other under the surface.
while others raced from the beach into the water until they fell over in
the water. llolo
See "last Touch." page 129,
t'owke descr1l}Cs a game of·Jaws," and "l>larr.o 1'010' as ;lfIH]ltf~1 Vf:l""iI'lllS "fT;lg
played In swimming pools 33-34, "Marco Polo" Is also (f~[)(jn'~d hy Brlmm:r. 17H. KW'JlI'
52. Neither of these games was ohservcd In Southern Ilarbour.
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A classification in the sense of the Opics. Sutton-Smith. and
Colllois in this case would not be fruitful to draw any conclusions.
because of the wide variety of snippets of activities exercised by the
children on the beach and in the waler. Last Touch has been discussed
hcron~. the Cowboy and Indians ·shooting~a... tivity may well placed
under Pretending.lmitative Cames. and the diving after the plastic bags
full of grnvcl carries competitive elements which would place this aCtivity
as AGON in the PAJDIA range In Call1ols'system.
I found it more interesting to see the community's divisions
rcllccled in the parle. The children on the beach grouped themselves in
lheir usual playgroups. but in the water! noticed the boundaries
became obsolete: every child engaged in one of the water activities with
whoever was close by. which was very much like that before school when
the children engaged in rounds of Last Touch.
The beach is laid out half-moon shaped. which makes it easily
surveyed by those present. Not only the children. but also their parents
grouped lhemse(ves by lheir neighbourhoods in the conununity. It
seemed that the living and socialising structure of the community had
been transplanted to the beaeh at Jack's Pond \vilh the only difference
17-1
bcing that e\'cl'yone was simultaneously \;siblc to the other, whel"eas in
the conunullity. bcc",usc of various physical fc::\lures. only tile doser
vicinity of an area CQuid bc monitored. llws. it perhaps llt:.lltes the grollJl
identity even more evident than in tile C01l1l11lltlity itself.
Balance
This game was invented by fOlll" of my infomlOnts, Anl\('·Marie. her
brother Dennis. Sheldon and his brother Kenny who lived ill the vicinily
of my hosts' place. The upside down boat serves as the children's llI<ljor
play object. TIle ~hree partiCipants in this case rnal{e it their tasl{ nr~t 10
balance on the keel of the boat, walking forward and thell bnclnvard. A"
a second. more difficult task the children hop along on the I{ecl on one
leg, then on the other. again going forward and then backward. At the
end of each round at the stern of the boat each participant jump" into
the gravel onto the beach past a line scratched with a stic!{ or their feet
into the ground.
Each participant is carcfully monitored by lhe others LO sec if the
current player makes a mistake, such as getting oul, of balance und
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touching the hull of the boat with their fOOL while walking or hopping
forward or backward. or touching the keel or the hull with their other
foot while hopping along.
Dennis hops forward on one leg across the keel of the boat.
Anne· Marte walks backwards across the keel of the boat.
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The Una! moment in a round of Balance: Anne·Marte jumps of the boat.
After having jumped off the boat the participants continue to walk.
run, or sometimes return to their starting position at the bow of the
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O\'f:rtumed hoal. lllis. however. was not :1 condition for successfully
compleling a round of the game. If the participant made a mistake while
moving across the keel of the boat or by not jumping beyond the line in
the gra\"cllhc particip.'lllt had to ocgin another round until it was
ll.1wlcsslyacconlplishcd.
Classification: Balance
B::tlancc. the activity invented by the peer group who perfonned it
across the road from my host's place. using the upside down boat.
shows strong clements of competition and chance based on the dexterity
displayed by the participants. The Opics do not pro"ide a suitable
calcgori7...'1.tion for this kind of activity: Brian Sutton·Smith being more
general in his catcgorizaC1ons leaves room under GA.\tES OF SKILL (KI. in
which the aclivily nts into two subcalegories: HOPPIXC GA.\IES and
JI:)!PING G'\"lt:S. SUllon-SmUh applies HOPPI~GG,\.'IES to Hopscotch.
Skipping and (he like.
Bnlance can be placed In lhis sllbcalegory. because balancing over
the keel of the upside down boat requires similar skills by the player as
I,!)
s/he attempts to m..,,\ster the course \\ilhout slipl'illgolf the WhOlllH!;lry.·
linew which defincs the space rl\-ailablc to I Ill' p':l~~r 10 IIIQYC ill. St~'ppill,t.!
outside the edges of the keel. thus rcpr('sclliing making a mistakl". wuuld
cause the player to await a new round of Ihe aCIi\it~· '1I1lil il is hisl ,,~",.
turn again. For example. such a mistake is trc;tled silllil;lrl~' 10 lilt' wa.\· il
is in a game of HopSCOlCh. although in n rC\'CI1:lN;! St"l\sC as till" pla.n"r
has to perfonn his nctioll on thc "boundary linc" without slippill~ otT (11110
the hull. whereas in Hopscotch the player 1lI11SIIlotlOIICl1 Ille houl1d:lry
between the blC'c!(s. 111e gmne turns into a JI i,\II'I.W; C,\.\IE as at llw ('IHI
of the course when the player jumps oIT the stcrn of lhe hoal Ollto \11 ...
gravel s/he is required to pass a marked line.
Elements of compclit ion and chance as ill Caillois c1assiriC<ltioll
system are the major reatur~ in the aelivHy ,ll1d therefore :ldllliL B;llal1ct~
as a combination of ACON and AU:A. ACtiN is cv;denccd hy tile displ:lyof
the individual participant's dexterity. A miStake would cause the
participant to let all the olher pla.vers take their turn bcforr. sl hc cllul<!
continue, and therefore allow the others to move ahead toward the lnore
difficult tasks In the course of lhe activily. 111e notion or AU:A is justified
by the high possibility for the player of slipping off the l1arrow kc(~l. in
particular In the later phases of the activity when the course has to he
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pcrfonncd by walking. ,-,od in particular, hopping on one leg backwards.
which also adds a tol1ch of verllga to the game. Conditions and rules
thal arc self sel and cOlllfollcd by the players allow Balance to be placed
in the Lt:OI:S range ofCaillois' system.
Pretending·Imitating Games
Hospital l15
TIle scene was set in my host's neighbouring garden. The yard.
surrounded by a fence. reaches from the road about fifty metres to the
house thal is set back to a luc!<amore covered ridge. Adjacent to the
house is a shack where fishing gear is kept and which also serves as a
workshop for the owner. Of course. it also serves us a space the children
llse for their play.
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The pauent's record.
Danette. Ruby. Gaile and MichaJla involved themselves playing
Hospital. Danette. the oldest of the four children assumed the role of the
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hcadnursc. while the others acted in the roles of other nurses.
sometimes laking on a double role as a doctor.
TIle children started off their play by performing tasks which onc
would find in a day to day routine on the ward of a hospital. The nurses
walked ofT to check the temperature of patients. assigning rooms to new
palicms. calling up patients to come to the hospital for check-ups and
administrallon of drugs. and advising them of recrealional activities
such as swimming.
The nurses quite frequently returned to the headnurse to report on
lhcir dulies. greeted by the nurse with a formulaic ~who are you working
on" and after listening to the nurse's report gave some advice to how to
lreat the patient next. The headnurse also arranged for the shift work. as
she discussed her employees' \Wrking schedules with her nurses. The
children used the entire yard for their play. Including the workshop.
which served as one of the wards. and the front stairs of the house
which rcpresenled the headnursc's quarters.
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Danette. the head nurse. glves instructions to Ruby. one of the staff nurses.
Toward the end of their Hospital session the children departed
from their daily routine at the hospital and created a suspense action. A
group of false doctors attempted to get into the hospital and give the
patients harmful pills. The children did not enact the roles of the false
doctors: they were simply an off.stage threat. The children. however.
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switched their roles from nurses to undercover policemen dressed as
nurses.
A meeting allhe head nurse Quaner.
The hospital session was the longest I observed and recorded. It
took about forty five minutes until the children's play came to a halt as
they were called in by Lheir mother for supper. The hospllal session was
IH5
nlso the most difficult for me to observe and record;ts the action tool{
place in the Inrg~ space of the yard. I saw the dlildrl'lI perform hospital
only once: they also LOld me thaI tl1('.\· do nO( play it H'l".\· oflclI.
Classification: Hospital
111e children pretend to be charactcrs ill a Sl.:l'lIl' thl'.\" sct
themselves. My informants re·cnact their lJo~;pital pia.\" '."cry much ill the
way it can be seen on television on "Gcner.:ll Hospital.· Olll" of tile daily
broadcast soap·operas. The children do not adapt to particular names of
as provided in the tv-series. but imitate the hierarchy as prOVided from
lele...1slon. One may also argue that their role-playing originates in thelr
own experier.ces. as two of the informants have been 10 the nearhy
hospital in Clarenville visiling relatives, and therefore relleet this in the
ehildren's game. With a visit to the hospital ill reality. tile children would
only see their relative, but not come to grips with the :l.ctllnlllil~r<Hchy:l.s
it is displayed to them in the tv-show. ·ntus. the pretending game 01
hospital can clearly be identified as a direct re-enaeLmcnt of the soap·
opera. which come to llght particularly when tile children assume that
1$6
f:llse doctors arc causing ham} to the palients in their imaginary
hospital.
Undoubtedly this game with all itS maltt'- believe fealufes identifies
as a Plu:n:il:nlo\;G GI\.\IE in the Gpic classification system and under
1:-:I'-Olo.II\L GA\lc~ (el in SultOll·Smilh's system. [n Caillois' system
Hospital as a form of MJ:\IlCRY is placed in the PAlOfJ\ range as no set
(lialogucs ([(?tellnille the course of lhe children's play.
WresUemania
\TIl is activily occurred sporadically. and mainly among boys when
110t engaged in any olher game. although I have observed girls join in
Ollce the boys we(e already wrestling on the ground. 111e girls clarify:
DMH: Do you play wrestling at all'?
Lincla: No.
DMH: SomCllling for the boys ... do you pl~y
wrestling?
Bradley: We rampsc,1I8
.!2!:ili.-\17: "to romp or Wft'M!l'o"
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A ~lmot~ of wrestlers.
While mingling about one boy with a grunt attempts to pull
another to the ground by either slamming inlO him or coming up from
behind. With no delay the [",'0 boys are wrestling on the ground. and in
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1I10S[ cases they nrc joined by oLhers. so that olle some[im~s sees three
to four hoys tiglH in a knO! with anns. legs and heads slicking out in the
IIIOSI acrobatic positions.
Other bystanding children walch the ongOing acthity from a safe
distance and cheer the ones wrestling on the ground. TIle wrestling boys
do 1101 viSihly imitate any of the wrestling matches thcy see on video or
all a cable lcJc"ision station. ,-,Ithough once in a while I saw litem trying
to IlOld their counterpart in a hcacllodc::. Once one of tbe boys considers
l1imself n wioner or the other on the boltom succumbs. the winner lets
him go and makes an honorary rOlmd posing with his anns up in the air
showing off his muscles among the others. a behaviour which he clearly
imitates from the media. At other occasions the children referred to the
activily as ~Kung Fu~ or "Rampling.~
Classification: WresUemania
Wresllemanla as an acUvity is not to be confused \vith wrestling as
nn athletic diSCipline. Instead of imitating a type of sport. the children of
Southern Harbour re-enacted a series of videos called "\Vrestlemania~
that had just hit "Leollarcl"s.'· olle of tlw IOl'al \ideo olllh'\!:'o ill lilt'
community. At a latcr date Tim Conway of "ideo Ille. ill Sl. ,Jlllllt"s, lold
Inc more about the vidcos 0\'('1" tlw 1'110111.':
Tim C01l\vav: 'nlC\, l'il'st camc out ill 198~}, ;111([
\'ou ha\'C' al)otlt O~\C Tllo\'ie ('\'cr\' veal'.
bMH:: Who produces the111, cotlld .\'Oll 1001, il
up, do you 11:I.\"C one ill the store'"
Tim COllwav: TIu,'\'re made llv CoIOt>St'UllI Video,
they belong to the Worlel Wrc'stlil1g FctleraUolI.
DMH: Is it rcal \\Tcstling':'
Tim Conway: No, it's prerc!Jf',lrscc! shows for lilt'
audience's llenene When it l"irst came .mt ill
eighty five ... it peaked three or fOllr .vears a~o,
and Hulk Hogan, was the Inost popular guy, ;llld
he developed:" following, He had a l"igllre good
for whole professional wrestling, ,vou I,IHJW he
was a big fat guy who used to worl, in a Ilallit 11\
Florida, [ guess he l"igured he could lllnke more
monev that wnv, He wasn't veN athletic. lIlorf"
like a- body bulider kinda guy, The WWF" [World
Wrestiing Federationl got ir.to bodyhuildel' gu.vs,
weightlifters, gymnasts. nnd lesser known
athletes, But a lot of athletic worl;: goc~ il1to il.
to do what they do, There's a lot of wrcstling
fans on the go, lot of guys. even kids follow til is
stuff fairly religiously. It is more of a commercirll
entity than ever. TIley have lUYlch cans, had;:
!Jacks, figures .. , irs marltCled very well, live
action cartoons, It's like good guys bad guys,
black and while stuff, so lIlelodrmnaLic and
replaces the cowboy <lud indians stull.
Wrestling fans would get worlted lit) about the
real matches .. , It's now broadcast hv satellite,
all over North America. Here in thc stadium thev
have a big screen set up, yOll pay somcthing IiltC
S 20 and see it. that happened in the Inst thr~c
years.
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A<:; pn~viollsly mentioned. it was an ..Iclivit}" that occurred sporadically.
.-;sp':Ci"lly omong boys. as interludes between other play or gnrne
activities.
With reference La various athletic events in his definition of
MnllcltY, Caillols rCm<lr]iS that:
Great spons ('\.'ellls are nevertheless "pecia]
occasions for ntimicry. but it must be recalled
that tile simulation is now transferred from the
pnrticipants to the !J.udicnce. It is not the
allllclCS who mimic. but the spectators.
In a word. these nrc dramas whose "icissitudes
keep the public breathless. and lcad to
denouements which exa.ll some and depress
others. ll7
In the same context Call1nis men lions that among olhers. wrestling
llIo:l.tchcs arc one of the activilies whose nature is that of Acoi':. In the
case of Southern Harbour. it is ckar that the children are not imitating
actual wrestling matches. but the characters they know from the ..ideos.
TIIC children display these competitive elements by showing off their
strength in front of the others when wrestling on the grass. The children
Caillois. :l:.!.
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are. however, conscious about the imitative nature of their performance
which became evident in particular when some of the younger and
weaker boys challenged older or stronger boys. The stronger ones then
wrestled less vehemently. and let the weaker ones go once asked to do so
by the ones below them or by other children watching.
Justin poses after he won the wrestling match.
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Still. the "willtler" lived tllJ to his c.:-tlibre by posing in front of the others
ill the tv-fashion. as one of my infonnants. Justin. demonstrates in the
phologmph ahove.
In Caillois' tenTIS the activity fits into his categories of Mr~IJCRYand
Ael):-I. and its agilalive and rather tumulluous nature allows it to be
placed in tile PAIUlA range. Brian Sulton-Smith does not have a category
that c1cnrly fits the aCtivity. however his category of TEAStXG ACTtvtTI (H).
would accept Wresllemania. as he includes phySical tricks and the
children's playful expression of their feelings of aggression, which is
evident in lhis actlvity.lIS TIle Opies provide EXERTING GA.\IES. which is
a suitable category for Wrestlemania as they define il as "Games in
which tile qualities of most account are physical strength and stamina."
Wrestlcmania also fits their category of PR~TE:'-iO[NGGA.\IES. as the
children make-believe that they are wrestlers as learned from watching
the above mentioned video series,
::iutlon·Smlth. 122.
The Play and Game Activities and Commwlity Vnlues
TIlere W;l,S no direct c\idencc about COlTlllll111ity \':lllles from tllt'
coments of the play and game activities or the children. but lmo,\' dr:lw
some conclusions from the procedures applied by the children while
plnying,
[n my attempt to understand the transmissiOll of Imowledge I h;we
distinguished between horizontal and verUcalllleans of Ir:111Slllissioll,
The conveyance between adult and child is understood as vertical.
whereas the transfer of knowledge among children is considered 10 be
horizontal in nature, F'urther dislinction may bc made amollg Ihe
children with reference to the dissemination of games. Once a child lms
mastered a particular game sthe will most likely pass it on to ",nother
playmate by integrating the other child Into thc process of a game as
evidenced in the transcript of F'oxy Foxy on page 97. 221.
While a child teaches another. his/her own knowledge is
reinforced and acknowledged. The playmate who is at the receiving end
learns by the demonstration of the game and the assistance of his/her
friends while being involved in the game. S/hc learns lhal there are
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particular rules to a{lhcrc to. that thl:re is a pnrticular set of phrases to
he r('citcd. which will cause a ccno.in action or movement to be
performed in order to successfully reach the denouement of the game
Including particular values. which are laid out in the structure of lhe
g:unc. If a child that is playing with his/her playmates cloes not accept
the!;c indiemors and rules of conduct to forward the aclian. the child is
usually corrected by hisl her other playmates. 111e correction may occur
in tile foml of protest by the others. as in Balance on page 17·~.
In addition. a game provides its own mechanisms to correct
another player. for example. in a game of Hopscotch. which is governed
hy rules that are strictly monitored by the other children. Any
misconduct, or attcmpt at chealing. or just a plain simple mistake
requircs the player to stop and pick up at the point where sl he has le~t
olT in the previous round of the game. Any competitiveness stays \vithin
the realms of fairness. no one is completely out done. neither is there
an:\ foul play. which is considered to be unacceptable. and if it occurs it
Is immediately correetcd by the other participants. lhis also represents a
learning process for the children as they can test alllong each other the
rules of conduct that are common and accepted in their community.
HJS
Similar rules of conduct ~rC' applicable ill the m:ll'rOnlSIlI uf tllL'
community the child is raised ill. In as IlIllch ;"IS rlltl's rcpreselll the
highest fonn of conduct in;"l game. they ;"\r(' ill as tIHu.:1I the hi!-(llL'st form
of conduct if it comes to community \·;"Illll'S. In ;"I game till' child teSts
and challenges the rules to explore thc limits or a v;:llllC' systclIl preva1t'1l1
in the community. represented by his/her pla.\111'llCS.
This also allows for a certain amount of cn:~li\"it.\'whiclt became
cvident when I observed the same group of childrCl\ playing Hopscotch
and Balance. Balance was an entirely new game that had developed out
of a pure act of an impro~ised activity as l\....O of Illy inJonn<tnls fmll.:ied 10
balance along the keel of the upside down boat. Once they werc jolncd
by two others. the activity received a morc competitive colouring LImn it
had among just the two playing before. Also there seems LO have been a
need to give the activity a more regulated frame. 111is was then
exercised. to my great surprise. by applying lhe rules of Hopscotch to
their new game. This example shows that a preconceived 1l00ion (lj" IlOW
to go about a new game is largely a mailer of an already cstahlished
perception among the chlldren: it docs. however. leave enough room for
creativity to enter and lO invent a new game within the framework of::tn
already existing system.
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1l1is syslem of an established perception with societal rules to
adhere La ccrtain conventions as described and applied in particular
conlc;'Cts, cspecially moral obligations, and olher family and COITUnLtnlty
vnJucs may be illustrated below.
established perception
family/
communi ty values
values experienced
by playing wi th others
.................. , , .
same peer group . different group
111C play/game conte:\.1. frame provides leeway for alteralion.
t\lthough it entails all established values, it allows for challenges of the
given rules and values. TIle reinforcement of societal rules by the play
pnrticipants may then derive from experiences within the same play
group or filter in from experiences of participants from other play
groups.
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,-\5 rul C'Xo.1.mple: any game that required a p:1lterJ\ Sl.:ratcl\el! illlo
the gravel on the roadside. such as Hopscotch. Girls Girls. World, or
Kick the Rock, was frequcntly red"<!\\'1\ by the childrCll to ensure tllat tilt'
bounclary lines were visibk: at Gil times. By doing so the c1lildl'l:lI \\'l'1"e
able to eliminate any possible doubl thal wOtlld 111:1kc a pla.\·l~r's step
questionable as to him/her having made a 1l1b;t"I{c. 'nll1S, it fUlll:tioll('d
as a fonn of social control to avoid cheating during a pla.\'er·~
perfonnance in a game setting. thereby ill n slIbtle w".v rdnlon'illj..( 1lie
value of fair play among the participants.
The microcosm of the pecr group may therefore be interpreled as a
parallel to the macrocosm of the COHllllUlIiLy. My "rguHlclil is :-;uppOrlt'd
by the fact that in most incidents I found my inloflllants mll1f'rcd 10 a
particular peer group, mainly that of their immediate neighhollrs wl1ich
was not as much a maHer of convenience for the children who, in
addition, are often bonded by their family relations. hut ratllcr because
they call be seel, as interest groups that prefer to bc cngaged ill"
particular activity, and who therefore also share the same currellt
repertoire of pLay and game activities. A parallel may he drawn Lo Lhc
grouping of the adults during the Bingo game in the gym of the local
school: they reproduced their neighbourhoods in the community by the
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tables they chose to sit al. The children behaved in OJ. similar way when
playing together. This. however. does nOt mean that these peer grouping
pallcms arc absolute. as seen for example in the Jack's Pond Park
nctivitics or in lhe BailIng sessions in Whiffcn's Cove which included a
number of children from other parts of the community.
Community Identity and the Children's Play and Game Activities
'£1le fact that I was perceived as a researcher who was interested In
the sports activities of the children. and not in their everyday play and
game activities may be seen as an indication that children's play is
cmically generally not considered as a reflection of their own culture by
the adults in Southern Harbour. The focus o[identity seems to circle
nround their Oshing cuhure per se rather than seeing the children"s
cullure as a parl thereof. The reason why the adult generation does not
perceive children's playas part or their identity Is due to the fact that the
children's activities do not ovenly reflect links to life in the corrununity.
'nlC children play Hopscotch, Witch in the Well. Hospital and other
games bUl ratller name lhem themselves by their contents. When (
participated and observed the children playing the children did not play
anything that seemed to be a particular eXI.ll"t'ssion of their fi~llillg
culture. for ex..,mplc pla~ing:u being a fishcl1nan. One l1\ight h;1\'('
expected that lhe cllildren would name the game or Spotlight [HI. for
example. as "Lighthouse." but that was lIOt the casco ·nw onl~' lin I, I
eQuId find to the foodways in SoulllCrll Harbour. :llld this 111:1'· well hi'
prOjected onto other outport communities ill Newfoundland. also Ul.Xllrs
in the game of Witch in the Well when the children ask thdr mother for
bread und molasses.
Today's non-link. however. may be reversed laLer ill today·s
children·s lives, once they become adults. and perll;lps h;lvc moved
elsewhere. Their identity as children in the community is preseutly tal,ell
for granted and unconsidered by them: however. once grown ill ngc nnt!
experience their childhood ernie subculture will he looked at by
themselves from an etie point of view. Most likely tlley will return to it,
perhaps at parties, reunions and the like but their aUitu<k", ;lml
reminiscences \Viii be filtered by their fanner identity as children.
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Chapter Four· PERFORMANCE
11lc fo1!owing _hapttr concerns the major aspects of the
pcrfommncc of the children's play and game activities as recorded in
Southern Harbour. It \vill describe a theoretical framework to show many
cicmellls of intcraction. 'Ole accompanying proposed model Is an attempt
to ('Ilcompass the main features of the dymunics of various play and
game activities as they were recorded in Southern Harbour. 111~ model is
lhell applied to an actual play and game siluation as perfonned by the
children in the community.
In 1957 William Hugh Jansen pointed out lhal ~there is the need
for lIotes about the conditions of the actual performance." and that
the very existence of a piece of verbal folklore,
however insignificant. implies an auditor.
frequently a group of auditors. and. of course.
some persall or occasionally persons to "do" that
piece of folklore for that aUd!ence. llD
WIlUam Hugh ,JanSCl}. ·ClassU·y1ng Pertbrmance In the Study of Verbal Folklore."
In W. Ed~n Ricnmoml. ed. S{ucH~s In Folklore In Honor of DtMlngulshed Service
l'rolj'!\.';Of Stith 'nlomuson lBloominglon: ImlJana University Press. 1957) 110. 112.
'2()\
i\1:my other folklorists after Janstll. who opclIcclthc doors rOi' a
perfonnance centred npproneh ill folklore. dwell on \'crl)<11 :lrt as
perfonnance in the "major" genres: Ilnrn:nivl' <.llld SOll~. Ril'hard 13:llllllan
defines pClfonnance thus:
F'undamentally. performance as a mode of
spol(cn verbal communication consists ill thc
assumption of responsibilitv to the nudietlcl' for
a display of communicntive' cOlTlpctencc.l~n
All of these studies consider performances of adults rather than
children. and they consider variolls aspects of COllllllllllicnliol1 and
relationships between the perfonncr anclthc audience as lilCy bCCUlllC
explicit in the perfonnancc context. Recognising pel'fOnn<lllCe <IS tile core
element to make folklore operational. Roger D. Abrahams ]'clllnrks:
F'or folklore to work effcclivcly in a pcrfonnance
there must therefore be a consonance betwecn
the situation that has arisen. the item that is
called forth. aod the enactment. TIle pcrfomlcr
must recognize the situation when it arises.
Rlchartl Bauman. Vt'rtnl/\rt <I:> l'erlormOln(:e Wro:>JI..:ct [l<:lghl:>: W<lwl:1ll11
Press. (977) II. See Dan Den'Amos and Kenneth S. (;otdMCIIl. "lis.~
Pt"rlonnance and Communication loen HHilft: Mouton. 1!J751 anrllUcharr\ JlaUlnan.
Story performance and event: ConteXl.uilJ SturHes of oral nmT:JtIVl·ICaml>r[t1w·:
Cambridge University Press. t98fi].
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know the :Jpproprlatc trod!tions, and be able to
perform clfcclivc!y..Just as in ~ny personal
illicraclion. the enactment must evidence
understanding of the decorum involved in the
social system in which bOlh perfonner and
pcrfonnnncc exist. 121
With reference to song. an ex.'1mple in the Newfoundland conte.-."t
:10.5 been made [)y Casey. Rosenberg nnd Wareham in which they deal
witll the performer"s abilities to cnter a perfonnance to a specific
audiellce. 122 And again the authors consider an adult actor and an
adult ;:\lIdicncc in a unidirectional petfonnance. The singer. narrator or
aclor pcrfonns his/her piece for an audience that responds in a more or
less Inactive way. commcmlng on the performance or reacting to It but
without an active participation in the action, and thereby providing an
indirect control of the perfonnanec, The performer notes the audience's
response which sl he will feed back into a future staging of a particular
piece, TIle future perfonnance per se indicates the major difference from
a children's play and gamc performance in which the audience's
response feeds back into the present ongoing event, Brian Sutton·Smith
lwgt'r D. I\llr<lh<lnls. "TIle Comple.,< R('lations ol'5imple Ponns."~2:2 (June
lnmll: lUl,.
{;l'orge J. Ca~cy. Neil V. Rosenberg. and Wilfred W. Warehrun, " Repertoire
('al\'I,'OtiZillion ami P('rl'onner·i\utllence Relationships: Some Newlbundland Folksong
E....ampll's.· Elhnoffius!{"ol0I!Y 16 [1972)397·403.
recognises the impon:mce of a perfol1nance ;lppro<lch \\;thill Itis
interests in r1e\'clopmcntnl pS~'eho[ogY:
111C theory of playas pcrjonHW1Ct' is a IIH'or~'
which says that play is not l'vcr Silllp[~' "'Cllitar~..
actioll. but "lways a performance beton' re:1I or
imagined others. 11te player maY be l.lOth
director and player on [lis own stage. as lie is in
solita!!"' play. Hc may bc audit'nce 1'01' 501lle
other. TIle mother may be player. director and
audience for her baby who is tlte COllnter pb~·er.
But in all cases. thinking il\ qUG..:Iralogic I('nns
Ilelps tiS to highliglH the acllLt! :Iud implicit
characteristics of the play pltellOlllclloll. 123
He discusses the perfonncr·speetalor. or what he also tenns Ihe aelor
and counter-actor interaction. and the switching or roles thaI lnkes pl'H.:1.'
in a play cvent. He does relate his discussion by <lnd large 10
developmental issues, in particular to the communication IJctwcell a
mother and her infant. 11tis has also been recognised by .le'llI Briggs
who focusses largely an the playful dralllalizatioll betwecl! :.\{Iulls am[
Brian Sutton·Smith expl<lins playas one of Ihe many '''~[JTf'~~jVl~ IiJnn~ <i~ ,I
·l/ua(1raIO(Jue.~ Involving at least lour prot,otnllca! pafl!'ls: IIll' l.!r"ul' "I' lu,IMrlu<I! IliaL
stages (or creates) the event. as actors 'lOd Cr)-OII"Wfl;: th;ot ~rtJU[J Ihal ....~:r~(v,'" this
communication (the audience); and lhe groul' lIwt, IIlrr'c.rs rhe r;lr.'~ or '·onllll{"l.,> rht·
symphony (d!rectorsl. 13r1an SULlno·Smith. -F.plloL(uc: Play ns I't:r!llrmanl:"," ['lay anti
!£i!!:..I1l.ng. ed. Brian Sutton·Smlth (New Yurk: (}anH~r l'rt:~~. I~J7~Jl :l!J7.:l!Jfl.
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childrcn among I hc Inuit. 12411lC diagram below shows the dynamics of
a gcneral llllidircclion:ll pcrfonnancc.
•-.-. proqrB881on of perforunce Itime) 0--0--'
Flow or :lctlon In a gt.'n~ral <ltlull perfonnance.
nlis conc~pl. relating lo an adult perfonnance as shown in the diagran1
above. is different from that of children's play perfonnance. In the
children's play perfonnance the items are passed on horizontally from
child to child, ntis provides a platfonn for an immediate exchange of
,Jean L. !lliggs. "111e CrraHon of VaJul' in Canadian Inuit Socletr."~
s..K'ial Srlcllcl' ,Iournill:o...'\.1 No.:\ (1!l7fl): 392·-40'2: Asp('cts of Inuit Value Socialization.
Mercury St'nes. Canadian EthnoIOl:!\' Service Pi'tper NO.56 IOttawa: National Museum of
Man. 197m 17·-4 I: "U\1ng DnngerouslY: TIle Contradictory Foundations of Value In
Ca:..lllianIIlUil ~clt.'ty:PoHtics and HIstory in [j,lml Soclelie:\. eds. Eleanor l.eacnck
,jmll{jrharct i..L'1.' (Cambridge: Cambridge Un.JwrsityPress, 1982) 109·131: "Playwork as
,1 Tool In the SoclalizatJon of :lnlnult ChJld," Arctic Medical Research 49 (19901: 34·38.
"E.\lll,'cllng tIl(' Unl'xpected: C.m:ullall Inuit Tt'<linlng lor an E.\llelimenta! Llfestyle:
L..!..!.1illi HJ::I ll£JHll: '25£1·'287.
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knowledgc in fonn of a \'crbnl responsc or mO\'t'lIlClll. Dn\;!! \Vill~I(l\\,
points toward th(' W:l~' lUlowlcctge is tr:l.Ilsmitted .un(1n,~ childrt'lI:
As a general rule oral tradition ;"utlong childrell
is transmined both horiZOlltallv and wrticall\',
from the older children to the ,~'OllllgCr. "nl! '
throughout the child's 0\\'1 peer grollp,l2~
Winslow docs not invesLigate both ronns of translllissiull furth"l',
but points to the fact that most of the lore is learned from I1lClllbL'rS of
the same peer, and age group, nlf~re is no doullt tllaL children ~lltaill
their knowledge by vertical and horizollLal transmission, 'nIl' (liIfen'11Cf'
between the two levels of transmission usuolly relatcs to tile
transmission between members of different generations, In the childrell's
play and game perfonnance contexts I observed in SOIlLhcm Hnrbollr,
the now of infonnation was primarily horizontal. nowing he tween amI
among members of a peer group of similar ages.
111e children arr~ tllerefore not performing for another group oj
commenting bystanders and onlookers. but lor their own pecr group.
David Winslow, "An IntroductIon to Oral Tr<lfl(Uon ;lmf)fl~ (;lnltlr"n," K"y<;I<1l1"
folklore Quanerly XI: 1 [l9GGt 48,
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which means they hecome audience themselves while playing together.
"nlC diagram below shows how various clements in a play session
cO/meel with each other during the progression of a play perfonnance.
!'_~ f••""", 10<0 mr.o' ,ufomoo.1-",
~o--l 0'''", 1-0 -
1
.
. .
I OX:h'O" ., <0'" I ~o
I "'U~hnce ~;~ input (action) l-.J
0--0-. progre"n1on of perfonlll.nee (tiJlle) .--0--0
1'1011' of acliOll in children'Ji play and game pertormance.
When chHrlrcn play an audience exists but the audience exercises
COlltrol directly on Ute oULcome of the performance by being actively and
reciprocally Involved in the play performance. Dealing wilh the different
range level of interaction between penonncr and audience Roger D.
Abrahams notes:
In a game like ~Hlde and Seek" the actors would
direct their perfonnances to each other, but in
folk play they coordinate their actions for an
ensemble effect. which is directed to the
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spcct<Uors \-;e\\;ng from llll'ir l"t'1110\'cc!
f}Ositions,\~6
TIle children's play pcrfonnallce is olilnidirectioll,,1 "5 Of.lposl'd t(1
tllC unidirectional notion of thc adult perfOnlKlIKt'. '111C ilwohTlIIt'lll by
nil panics consists of the observation of tile olllt';- pla~,nalt's, all(1 th~'
application of\"erbal fonnulae and formulaic 1lI0W'11lCnlS.
I begin with the role of the actor, whi(']l ;1\ most instances 11lC:1ll.-;
acting in a kC~Tole for the child. A child while pl.:t~;l1g with hi5l1lcr
pla~mates finds him-/herself in a l(e~'Tole. for example tile rolc of the
mother in Witch in th~ \\/ell, or the role of lhc fox in Foxy Foxv_ 'nIl'
keyTOle docs not mean a rcprescnlallon ora !cacling figurc in a particular
game, but rather represents a key fllllclion ill <l particu!<lr momenl of tile
game. The keyrole is pert"onned as a step 10 further thc act ion of the
game, and to give the other players lhe neccssary cues to [lcl in their
roles in the game, Once the keyrole has bcell perfol1J1cd lhe aclor
exchanges his/her l<eyrole with nnother player from the audience whit:ll
is represented by another participant in the game. 'nlC l<eyrole <'ector's
action delivers a particular output which is recognise(1 by tile otilci'
player(sl which Signals to Ihem their turn. TIleir reaction is to take
Abraham~, 116.
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acUon which provides a responsive input in furthering the pctformance.
111(' current pcrfonnuncc ilsclf then fUilclions "s a feedback for the
participants which tells them to adapt and move to the next step in the
game. which newly distributes the roles of actor and audience in the
ongoing evelll for the progression of lhe perlonnancc. Bauman notes
thallhc player is accountable to the audience:
Pcrfonnancc involves on the part of the
pcrfonncr no assumption of accountability to ::\0
audience for the \Va.... in which corrununication is
carried out. above aOnd beyond its r('[creminl
cOlllent. I'Z7 .
11lc aCCDUnlo.bililY ill lhe children"s game performance derives from every
step in the game that is equally necessary to further the action. It is not
only linked to the above mentioned l(cyrole but to the action perfonned
by response to a certain step in the game.
TIlcrc are many potcntial interruptions to the llow of perfonnance.
1llCy may be vcrbal. as in a player's lISC of a wrong phrase, spoken or
shouted at lhe wrong moment applied within the sequence of the game:
UaUffi.1l1,11.
:.!09
or the participating pln.\"Cr may not ~'c[ lJ~l\"C 1l1:1s1rred the llt'IX·ss:ll·.V
steps thnt arc required in fonn of 1ll0\'elllents nnd r(,~('li()JlS 10 lhe ;WlOr"s
output: or there may be an nllelTlpt to,) cheal. 111(' clcmellt of dlcatillg is
brought into games which have a competitive lIalurc such as Hopsl:ott'h.
Mother May I? or activities invcnLed by thc child~'cn such as 8'11;1lll't'.
Acting or dialogue games do not display fcatures thal make;l participallt
want to cheat. Nevertheless. a possiblc cOl11petili\'Clll'SS mn.\' arise frOIll
the display of linguistiC compctcllCC.'~2a [II thc childrcn's g3111C
performance COnlext thc linguistic compClcnce llIay well bc il11Crpn:Lcd
generally as communicative compelence. L20 TIlis competence allows
the children to be part of the game. l1ltls. it docs nol only have the sole
purpose of display of communicative abilities. but is an indicaLor LO lile
other players which is examined and judged during the play pCrf01111011C('
and if necessary corrected to lead the ~IlCW insiderfl into HIe game. which
represents a learning process for the ~new insiderM whose ullimnlc goal is
Barhara Kirshent>latt·Glmhlett <lml Mary ~;llU"lws discuss l'hillln'II'~ ~P""dl
play with re(erence to rh}'me~. homonyms. [lhon()loL!Jl;<lUrllcl"rmlllf~diIInlll~lIHI'·s.
longue twisters etc. Mary Sanches. <lmt Uarl)am KJrsh(:nhl;Itt·(~(mLJIt~tl."1;lllhln~n·....
Traditional Speech Play ancl Child L.'ngu;\~~: sp"""h I'I;w. {'fl. BaclJar;] Kir..lwlllll;llt·
Gtmhlett IPhiladelphia: UniversIty of l'ennsylv;lllLii Press. 1~J7fjl li:i·l Ill.
Bauman. II.
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10 be pUrl of future play pcrfonnances of a particular game among
his/her pccrs.l:JO
In the nr~l instance it seemed to be a difficult task to find a
rc.... scdublc [annal in which to present the following analysis. After
looking at various pcrfonnance analyses by other folklorists. I decided to
follow the fOlmat used hy Barre Toclken.1::11111C [ollowing play session
lIlay serve <IS an example to show the dynamics of a play perfonnance by
a grollp of my infonnants. The session generated three games: Tag, F'oxy
Foxy, and Witch in the Well. The analysis will focus on Tag and Foxy
roxy.132
Tb.e Context
I was on my usual day to day excursions strolling along the road
ill the communily of Southern Harbour one morning hoping to chance
TIle tl'rm "new Insldt>r" Is (I!scll.~se(l uy Barre Toelken. ·Zum BcgriJT der
l't'rlonnanz 1m (lymmlsdwil Kol\t(';\1: ocr Volk!:iuherllefenmg: Zellschl1ft fllr
V'llk.~kllllllt·77:1 II!lBII: 37·5ll.
cr. 13.l!T(, T(H'lkClI. 11", D\'t1amirs of Folklorf". IBoston: Houghton Mullin. 19791
9:\·10:.1.
T;'pe'[('I'orocfl play session 10 July 1987,
:.111
upon playing groups of children. I passed along h~' the hOllse llf UlI(' of
the teachers of the loe:!! school when [ heard sollie children's :lcthity in
the back of the house which was not \;siblc from thl' ruad. WhC'1l I
walked to the b..'\ck of the house [ saw four gids engaged in a galiK' of
Tag in the b..,ckyard. 11le b..,ck yard, slightly larger than the lloorpl:1lI of
the house. was surrounded by a fence about nvc (eet high. 'nll: cllildrl'l\
did not notice me at the first installce untit I grcClec! Mrs G:!lIlbin. OllIe
mother of two of the childrell. Onllette and Miclmlln, was at the tUlle
painting the fencc, and after the obligatory how-are·yolls and COllllI\ClIts
on the beautiful weather that day in July, Mrs C~lUbill ami I dcp;lrtcd
on a conversation on children's games while I kept an eye on the
children's activities In the background. The children disappeared alice ill
a while to the front of the housc briefly while engaged in their g,lllle of
Tag. but remained for mosl of the lime in the backyard. I found it a hit
awkward having to talk to Mrs Cambin across the fence, so I asked
pennission to come into the yard and tape record the children's
activities, Mrs Cambln did not mind. The childrcn noticcd mc when I
came around the fence, but were not concerned furlher with Illy
presence as they kept playing.
The Game
DMH: When you wcrc young. did
.\"Ou pl'ly Tiddlcys'!
Mrs G:unbin: You put a stick
ncrOS$ two rocks. aod hit the
slick \\;th nnother stick. aod the
persons you're playing against. if
lhcy're catch ._, then they won.
We used to play that. [laughs]
lllcresa: Sometimes we plays
b::lseb::lll. sOl1lcUmes we plays
b:\scball or basl,et ball.
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I begin a more focllssed
conversation with Mrs Gambin
as the chlldren have gone oIT
toward the front of the house.
TIley do return almost
irruncdlalelyand mingle about.
At this time they do not engage
in a particular activity but listen
In on my conversation \vith Mrs
Cambin. They look interested in
their mother's talk about Tiddley.
TIle youngest of the children.
TIlcresa, picks up on my
convers:ltlon with her mother
ancl names a few ball games_
Danelle: [ I1l'V('I" IH'ard of that
before.
Mrs Gambill: No you ciOlfi pla~'
lhat.
DMH: So. where do yOll learn all
that Tag and Hide and Seck.
where do you learn il'.'
Danene: Uh, by playing with
other people.
Theresa: And we plays
basketball.
While D;\lll'ltl' pa.\illj:! closl'r
allCllliOll 10 Ihl' adllils'
COl1\"l::I'~alioll rl'SllOilds.
Danette joios llle. wllHe Mrs
G;:llnhin busks l\l:rsdl" lminting
the fCllcc. H:l\'illg lhl' 1:1PC'
rC'Corder rUl1llil1g. I signal 10 Mrs
G;:unllin IIml 1 wish to focus 011
thc childrcn. At this momcnt Ihe
childrcn depart all a game of
Tag. I obsclvc thelll for a shan
while. and begin to qucstion
them as I draw doser to thelll.
Daneue, the oldest among her
peers, nnswers lIIC in n sr:rious
LOUC straiglnl"orwanlly. She t!r:lf:S
not seem to he intimidated by my
Ruby: I'm trlggcr,
D:mcttc: Okay then,
RlltJY: One, two, thrcc. get orr my
father's apple tree, or else YNl're
aLit. Onc, two, lhree.
Ruby: Caught. {giggle I
Ruby: Now, you waits here, up
here.
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interrogation <lnd my pointing
thc microphone in her direction.
Ruby suddcnly announces that
she is the tagger, TIle children
mingle about in close proximity
to the tagger. which has just
been delennined by calling out.
Instead of instanLly chasing after
her playmates. Ruby chooses to
count out. as if in Hide and
Seek. It is the only time I hear
my infonnants counting, before
they depart on the chasing.
Ruby catches Michalla at lhe
homebase.
Ruby and Mlchalla argue about
the borderline of the homebase.
:\'lIehalla: Nu: no you wails here,
Ruby: Up here,
Mlchalla: Olmy,
111errsa: No you golta come over
here,
Ruby: You're not allowed to do
that.
Mrs Gambin: Shh! Don't argue,
'11:-,
wllkh lht',\' did nOl ('It':lrl~' lIt,nlll'
before the game. '[1le hOlllC'basl'
wl1kh gr,-llIls lilt' plnyl'r
l111IllUnil,\' from being .a~l'd is
defined b,\' a small area 11111'11'1'
the swings with 110 grass grnwillg
on it: the onl,Y slH;ll spot ill tht'
back~·nrd.
Mrs Gambin OycdlCars lhe
children's argumellt <:Ind
altempts lo calmthcllI down,
n,C children stop for" 1l101llClll
and turn Lownrd MI's Gambin,
\Vhcthcr Mrs Gambill's react iOIl
is lriggered by my prcsCllcC', or iI
she Lries to leach the dJilr.lrcll "-
proper behaviour in fronl of a
stranger remains unelenr. '/11e
children are not concerncu willi
DMH: Wll0t is this 1I0W what arc
you doing now'!
Dancllc: Fro7.en Tag.
Rnby: !L"s ,1nother [<indo
One, two, three, get off my
father's apple [slows down) tree,
or else [speeds upl you're oul.
One, two, three, [giggle1
DMH: So whal's the difference
between Frozen Tag and the
other one'.'
Ruby: When you're frozen, \-all
gauD. stay where you arc, And
yOll can't go home, And
sOlllebody's gOlla come out from
home and catch you,
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their mother',; interference and
continue their game,
! ta!<e this interruption in the
children's activity to question
Lhem about their game.
Ruby COlllinucs La counl. my
interrogation does not seem to
disturb the now or the ongoing
game at this moment.
Despite my second questioning,
the children keep playing. but
also respond, and e:<plain how a
tagged person is freed again by
another.
While the game pauses for a few
moments. and MichaUa monitors
D.... nette: And you son of galla
crawl under your legs.
ll1eresa: One lWO lhree. ripple
lfee. (tollches Danette. giggles]
DMH: Oh ~'a, thal's right. ya.
Ruby: Under'? [pause] Michalla,
Caught. Okay.
Ruby: Va. I'm home. Michalla.
I'm home.
Miehalla: Okay, I'm lhe lagger.
Danelte: [screams]
:.!17
Danel It,'." ;l1Id r~l11J.\'·S
cxp1:ln<1liolls. ·!lle..'· ....a. Ila'
5111....11I.:'5l ill tl\l' grOllp. pr:H·tis,'s
her F'rozcll T;lg: sl;.ills by
n:pe;1ting Ibe OPl'llill~ rll~·lllillJ.,!;
fOllllula. i)efore tlto.: t:lggp r sd~
out to eateh 1110.: ollwrs. TII('l1 "it"
rUllS O\'er lO D:1l1ClIC amI ,;\""<;
her.
'nit' children demons Ir~Hl' which
leads them straiglll hack illiO
their game. Ruby all lOp III
Danette get.... carried tuw;u'r!tIH'
horneb.,sc \luder Ihe <;wirl~<;. Iml
suddellly decides to iump oil" :llill
rUll for l1ome. whpn~ ,>11(: ,L('·I ....
caught hy Micllalla.
Ruby the new tagger ,>I:;,rdll'"
out Michalla lJ(::<l,
Ruhy: Okay. oka.v I'm c;)ugill.
D;"\IICllC; Under me. AlIa. under
l11e. Under.
I~llhy: Caught!
Danette; Under me leg.
Ruhy: She wasn't under your leg.
Daneue; 01,0.y.
Dnneuc: Alia you're free. Get
going guys. you get caught again.
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Michalla crawls under Danelle's
legs almost in time to be safe.
The ambiguity of the situation
eauscs the children to instantly
discuss (he problem, which
Ruby. the tagger, sees as an
attempt to cheat by the other
two. TIle dislurbance occurs
hecause Michalla mixes up two
different types of games: Frozen
Tag, III which the tagged person
can be released by another. and
a Hide and Seek in which the
person spolled by lhe chaser
runs for the homcbase.
Meanwhile Danelle frees
Michalla. (screams, movement,
running. giggle!
Ruby: I caught you.
Michalla: No. you dldn't catch
Danelte: How many times did
you get caught'!
1\'lichalla: Three.
Oaneue: Okay. Alia is the tagger.
Ruby: Alia. you're the best
tagger.
Mlchalla: Caught ya.
OaneUe: No.
Michalla: I caught ya. I ..1
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Ruby. l,"lIrn':llIly dlasing ;tlk,'
·nH':resa. Illoni(ors O:l.lIetl(' ;"\11I1
i\liehalla. but inst;lluly shoots
back toward i\Iidl:1ll:1 and tags
her.
'111(' childrcn ('mp/o.v a rule lllal
has lIot surfaced before: '-' pl:l.wr
in this game of Tag has three
lives beforc s/he hecomes lhe
new lagger.
Ruby claps her hands aud slll~s
this pllrnsc.
Onncttc; No lilaCs ::l.nothcr gamc.
Colours. Foxy Foxy. Foxy Foxy.
okay.
Ruby: Okny.
Onncllc: Okay.
1llcrcsn: Mothcr.
Huby: Motllcr.
Dancllc: Okay. who's gonna be
the fox?
lllcrcsa: I will.
Dancttc: Okay.
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Michalla mist::l.kes features of
Colours and Foxy Foxy.
At this instance. the children
dcpan on a new game: Foxy
FoX}'. which develops out of this
version of Tag.
Thc children again use their
fashion of calling out to
determine the role distribution.
The children ::l.re very cooperative
in dividing the roles among each
other.
[At this point I had to exchange
the tape in the tape· recorder.
therefore a few moments of the
interacllon arc missing in the
transcript.1
DMH: What clo you call that'.'
Danelle: Fa",y Foxy
DMH: Whal is this?
Danelle: Ifs juSt like Colours.
DMH: What is Colours'?
Danette: See. if the fox. calls
colours, I... J every child receives
a colour from the mother, And
they catches you you're a devil, if
you're back home. you're an
angel.
Michalla: I'm the fox.
Danette: Okay.
Theresa: I'm mother. I'm molher.
I'm the mother.
Danelte: Okay give 'em colours,
Ruby: Don't give 'em double
colours.
Danette: Yuk.
Theresa: Take it or leave it.
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I <lsli: the children to l'xplnin tll~'
game they nrc just about to play.
DanClle cxplnills.
TIlcresa whispers the colo1ll's
inlo the olhers' cars.
OnnCllC: Okay. J know. AIJ::l come
here, you knocks on her back.
You're rcady:'
MlehaJla: Yn, I(nock. knock.
TIlercsa: Who's thcre?
MIctlalla: Knocksy. foxy.
TIlcresa: Comc In. 1.. ,1
Dancllc: Would 'you come on and
gucss the colours'? They'rc
ordinary colours. like blue and
green. and black. and orange.
and red.
Michalla: Pink?
Dnnette: Go catch 'em. Iscreams.
glgglesl
Mlehalla: Orange'!
TIlcrcsa: No.
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Michalla employs some linguistic
play by assimilating the role of
the fox. and the sound of
knocking.
Michalla runs after Danette.
Michalla: Green'?
Theresa: No.
Michalla: UhlTun, ycllo\\~?
111eresa: No.
Michalla: Blue?
Ruby: Mother. rill the mother. I
wanlS to be the mother.
Rub~· rUliS. hilt r("aches tIll'
IlOlncbasc before heillp; caught hy
Micllalln.
TIle older ones dcpnrt Oll llle
Danettc: Come on. now. Let her game.
be, she got to be the fox.
Danette: Give us a colour.
Theresa: What's your colour?
Ruby: Shhh. Shut up.
Danette: Hurry up. would you?
Theresa: Knock. knock.
Ruby: Who's there?
Theresa: Knocksy. foxy.
Ruby: Come in.
Theresa: How many colours do
you have today?
Ruby: Three.
'nlcrcsa: Gold'! (spitS]
OMH: Why do you spit on thc
Iloo!"?
1l1crcsa: 'nlat's whcn J spits,
OMH: Huh'?
TIlcrcsa: Just water,
OMH: Why do you do it'?
1l1crcsn: That's just part of thc
gamc.
OMH: Why'!
111crcsa: Foxy Foxy is trying to
kill cvcrybody and stuff. So he's
sort of naughty.
'nlcresa: Alia. let's play Witch in
the Well.
Michalla: Okay!
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[ was curious to know the
meaning of the spitting incident.
Theresa explains.
The mention of the evil figure
triggers a round of Witch in the
Well.
-.115
The Perfonnance
When looking at a perfonnancc C\'Cllt such as thc fllll: above. nile
has to consider adjustments thal are made b~f thc nctol"S to fit the
evenrs environmcnt. A play performancc Cl\\1mlllllelll lIlay include
simply physical features such as the surface of tile play nrc:!. objet:ts
such as fences. wails. or trees LO name just ro. fcw.•Ute\ moreover [he
presence of other people. who may have an Intlucl1ce Oil the ehildrcll·s
play performance. for example olher chUdrcn. who do not belong to llll'
group of "insiders" of a peer group or adults.
My first impression of the children was that they ignored my
presence completely. as they seemed to be so decply engaged in their
game of Tag (at that time the children already knew me from previous
play sessions I attended)_ The fact that they perked lip when I talked to
their mather about her childhood games made me realize that children.
even If It seems that they arc completcly nbsorbcd by their activity still
remain very conscious about their immediate cnvironmellt. I cOon thus
not clearly state whether the children monitored my moving about with
the tape recorder and taking photographs. but ot leasL they wcrc not
preoccupied with the recording devices as in early stagcs of my
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ficldworlc Therefore it is nlso safe to say that they did not perform the
game for me, just because of my presence and interrogation. Their being
already carried away playing Tag when I reached the scene certainly
supported this circumstance. I was just another feature of the place of
thc event added after the activity was already well under way. Perhaps
the presence of the mother in the background painting the fence. and
being in their own backyard made them feel less concerned and
therefore better able to concentrate on their game. In addition. I did not
llave the impression that the children's choice of games was influenced
by my presence. 111e only interruptions occurred when I asked the
children specific questions about their current activity and when their
mother. Mrs Gambin. intervened when she disapproved of Ruby and
Michalla discussing the borderlines of the homebase. Moreover. I assert
that the children included my presence as an inactive insider as part of
their perfonnance. (At this point I should perhaps remind the reader of
my position of being an honorary child in their activities. which [ have
discussed in the fieldwork section). Although I did not pnrticularly
engage with them in their aclivity. as I had, for example. in a game of
Bnlancc with Anne- Marie. Sheldon. Dennis and Kenny. the children's
comments. which they easily accommodated to the flow of their play,
showed thnt my interrogation did not interrupt them.
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In the course of their game the childrcn dealt wilh various
moments that slowed down thelr pcrfonmmcc. 11lis is. howcvcr. pan 01
the nonnal output action of the actor who in a game. rind b.\' lhc
exchange of roles with other players. crc:l.Ics an inpul nCliOli whiclt
makes up the perfonnance. The children did not COUllt out [0 de[erminc
the first key actor in their play. Cnlling out the role of the tagger ill the
tag section or the mother in thc Foxy Fo",-!, ~cctlOll of the pIny session
indicates that being 'it' is a somewhat prestigious role. I derive this
conclusion from the fact that the calling out of roles appears at an
unexpected moment. Detecting this moment displays tbe competcllcc 01
the player in knowing the various clements in a play petfonnancc. III the
case when Ruby announces that she is the tagger the children had
already begun a game of tag. They were in what could perhaps be terllled
a standby mode when Danelle answers my questions. Here I wOlild liltc
to add that DaneUe. being the oldest and tallest of the four children.
may be seen as a leading ngure. She also struck me as lhe most
knowledgeable among her peers when ;shc responded to my questions. II
is furthermore interesting to note that after Ruby's assumption of the
role of tagger the children mingle about in close proximity to the [agger.
taking a high ris!'. of being tagged. This is an indication of the willingness
of the participants to reciprocate their roles, which is an importanl
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clement for the Oow of the perfonnance. A similar seem: occurs when I
am listening to Danelle"s explanations on foxy foxy. and Michalla
suddenly announces that she is the fox. In both situations Danette's
leading position in the group is evidenced by her taking on the
responsibility of an interpreter who explains the ongoing events to me
while simultaneously continuing to play and monitoring the role
distribution among the other children.
A second aspect that surfaces with reference to the now of the play
pcrfonnancc is the argument between Danettc and Ruby discussing the
borderlines of the homebase and being rightfully tagged. The discussion
Is the result of a misunderstanding of a physical feature in the playarea.
A possible agreement of the lWO children. unfortunately. is interrupted
by Mrs Gambin, Nevertheless, drawing on my observations from other
similar situations in the children's play perfonnances. I suspect that the
children v.rould have come to a solulion in order to maintain the flow of
their play.
Mlchalla's action of crawling under Danetle's legs is an example of
a movement as an input reaction of a player. Michalla is responding to
the key actor in the scene. Ruby. the tagger who is chasing after her.
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Michalla's input of ~ceklng refuge under Danetle's legs causes ::\1\
ambiguity among the children. 11tis is triggered by a lIIi:'HIIl of two
different games: a version of frozen Tag. and Hide ,Uld Seck. III this
version of Frozen Tag. which I !lever obS('r\'ed as a gallic in the
corrununity. the tagged person gains immllnily by crnwling under a
previously tagged person. who also. by this acOol1, \Viii regain hisflll.'I' life
in the game. In Hide 3nd Seek lhe player spolled by the chasel' nllls for
the homebase which \Vould have been the expected rnOVel1lClll as all
input action in the flow of this round of Tag. TIIC problcm i$ resolved by
Ruby shifting her focus lo chase aftcr 11u:'resa for a momcllt.
nevertheless while sUIl monitoring the two others. Dancuc and Miehalla
are free again to be tagged by Ruby after their action and thereby fecd
back into the flow of the play peJfoflTl3.nee.
A last example. a Situation that occurs in Foxy foxy. stands
without an ambiguous element. Miehalla. the fox. qucstions ·nlcrcS3. the
mother, about the colours of her children, After failing to guess the right
colour assigned to one of the children. Michalla Ilnally guesscs the right
colour, Being the current key actor in the seene the exchange of roles
happens when the right colour is called. Ruby runs toward lhe
homebase to avoid being caught by the fox. Ruby's response is her Input
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nction to run. Her action feeds straight back into the now of the
pcrfolTTlancc o.s Michalla chases after Ruby. however unsuccessfully. as
Ruby reaches the homcbase before being tagged.
When J questioned Danette as to from whom they learned the
gaInes of Tag and Hide and Seek, Danette palmed to the fact that the
children actually learn their activities from each other. which clearly
points to a horizontal fonn of transmission among children. but also that
they arc aware of the means of transmission.
1l1crcsa's naming of a few ball games during the conversation I
had with Mrs Gambin, and her repetition of the opening rhyming
Jamul/ae points to the child's role of a "new insider." In this context (
would like to draw all Erich Frorrun's concept of the Mhaving" and the
~bcing" modcs. l33 Theresa displays her competence in two ways. [n the
first instance while listening to my conversation with Mrs Gambin, she
repeatedly names 3 variety of ball games. This dearly shows that she
has become familiar with the general play and game actiVities pool
prescnt among the children of the community. Secondly. Theresa
cr. Erich Fromm. To Have or To Be? (New York: Harper & Row. 1976).
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gains her competence by rehenrsing tllc \'arious steps of a galllc while
the game is played by her slightly older pla~11lates,who will also coach
her, once sh4;" is involved in a game thnt is new to hcr. r\t this stage ill
Iter attempt to acquire thc charactcristic skills tllnt nrc needed in a
particular game, 111ercsa has the competence to be p:ln of the game
performance, Without the othcrs' assistance she llIay not ~'et he :lble to
comprehend the entire now of the pcrfolluance of the galilc which entails
the proper exchange of roles and the appropriale OUlput alld input
actions required, She will be competent. howcver, once the other!':> sec 110
more need to assisl her.
Linguistic play in the fonn of an echoic word play occurs ill
Mlchalla's assimilation of the name ~foxy~ and the verb ~lo Imock" which
can be interpreted as an attempt to combine lwoJomlulae in the game:
the required knocking to gain the mother's attention in lhe irnagin<lry
house and the identincntion of the fox as a character in lhe gallle, whose
questioning for the right colour will cause the game to be carried l"unher
to the next step: chasing the person thal has been ~upplicd alld
identified by the mother at the outset of lhe game,
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Above I h<1vc expl<1ined and analyzed the clements that show the
intrinsic now or pcrfonnance within a children·s play session. From my
observation or the chUdren·s activities in Southern Harbour I also saw
more general paucrns or nO\V that surfaced betwttn clearly separable
play and gnme activities. which are shown In a diagram below.
the pl.y oacti·... itie. pool
(&ctive and P&881v. rep.rtolrel
Th~ flow ofel~enlS between play and game aClMtI~s.
Play Activities Pool
Earlier on I mentioned the play activities pool. Il is an element that
represents lhe entire omnipresent pool of play and game activities. It
cOllsists of:\11 game and play activitit::i currently present In the repertoire
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of the children. as well as gnme and play 3Clhilics which llIny not be
current among the children, but which arc p;;trl of lhe or:\l tr.:tdition of
the conununity's children.
Because certnin game and play activities arc not currelltly found
in an active mode within the repertoire of the p{'er~ dues oot IllC;l11 that
these acti"ities have no potential to become part of all ::l.ctive CUl'rent
repertoire again. TIleY arc stored in a passi\'e mode from which they m"y
be drawn at any given time by the children. l34 They can either b"
triggered subconsciously by a certain combination of play clements
during the children's activities or consciously by remembering them.
Such a situation arises in the above discussed play session of
Danette. Ruby, Michalla and Theresa when Michalla crawls under
Danette's legs ttiereby drawing on her knowledge of F'rozen Tag and Hide
and Seek. The knowledge of these two games and their similar fealures
allows Michalla to fall back on these games and apply their rules from
the activities pool as it represents a common base of knowledge for all of
cr, Cart W. von Sydow, "On the Spread of Tradition: S<!ler.tetl Papers nil
Folklore Puhlished on Ihe Oceflslon of his 70th Birthday. cr!. [..auJiTS I:lodkcr
lK0benhavn: Rosenkllde og Bagger. (948)12.13, Kenneth S. GoldsteIn. ·On Ihe
AppUcaUon of Active and Inactive TradItions to the Study of HC[Jen()ry."~
Per.;oectlyes in Folklore, eds. Am~rtco Paredes and RIchard Oauman IAuMJn: 1Jrt1~rslly
of Texas Press. 19721 62·67,
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the participating children. The knowledge of both Frozen Tag and Hide
and Seck also functions in the disallO\ving of Michalla's action. as the
other participants remember and apply the rules of the game actually in
progress. thereby incidentally preserving the distinctiveness of each
game.
TIle play activities pool not only encompasses the entire play and
game repertoire passive or aclive in the chiidren'S oral tradition but also
bears an established perceptiOn of rules and conventions as exercised in
the broader adult corrununity context. which I have discussed in Chapter
lluce,I3tI
A new idea for a game or play activity may be introduced by a
participant. TIle idea is processed by the other participants and results
in a feedback that will detennine which activity to choose. The decision
making on which activity to choose is addlUonally dependent on various
current external conditions which include the basic physical set up.
such as the conunon gathering place. the surface and surrounding of the
space where the children are gathered. pIus the availability of objects
that have a potential to be Incorporated in their activities. For example. if
cr. pp. 193. 198.
:.!:J5
the children meN between stnges. n pile of lobster traps nnd the fishing
gear may be recognised by the children as potential o:ljects to depnrt
from on a game of Hide and Seek. 01' in the game ofWilCh ill the Well
where a ladder left in the back yard of the hOllse SCl"\'CS as a dh;dillg line
behind which the witch dwclIs and awaits the children sem to felch
water from the well for their mother.
Impromptu Phase
This element represents a free noaling stand-by position tlml
remains the linking element among all game ancl play activities. It call he
considered a base from which the children depart on their aclivities. It is
characterized as prelude and postlude before and rifler a play or game
activity as well as an interlude between different activities, or may
equally take the fonn of an intennittent stage when a play or gmne
activity comes to a halt for some unforeseen reason.
In the above Tag and Foxy Foxy scene the impromptu phas~
appears at various stages throughout the session. At the heginning. for
example, when I talk to Mrs Gambin about her chlldhood games, at that
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point the children had alrc.o.dy engaged in rt game of Tag. The session
again moves to the impromptu phase briefly when MichaUa mixes
features of a game of Colours With the current F'oxy Foxy and again at
the cnd of the transcript above when the children depart on a game of
Witch in the Well.
Generally. whenever I approached the children wHh the question
whm Lhey were doing, tllelr frequent response ~nothlng" indicated that
my presellce shined their activity to the impromptu phase. temporarily.
from which they were l;ltCI" able to resume lheir current activity. This
was usually expressed by the children using the lenn ·okay" or "alrighC
when I asked them to carry on and not to \Vorry about my presence. On
some other occasions the children departed on a new activity. especially
when my interrogation triggered a different activity, or when I asked
them specific questions about their games. This was then indicated by
lillie phrases such as '"\Vc'lI show you~ or ~You don't know that?~ which
hinted at their surpnse that a particular game or a play activity was
unknown to mc. or that I only vaguely knew what it was all about.
The dUrotlOll of the impromptu phase may be for only a few
moments, or linger 011 ns a prolonged stage without being a play or game
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aClh.·ity. as \\ill be defined subscq\lCl"\tI~" Since tile impromptu plmse is
also characterized by a gradunl blending in and out of an :letllal pl:\y or
game acti\ity. one has to clearly define lhe borderlincs where or when all
impromptu phase turns into a play or gamc acti\ity.
Game
Game in the conte.xt of this study may he deJ1ncd as an activity
that Is characterized by previously laid out rules of conduct that
determine the current performance of the participants ill fonn of
movement and ngures of speech. 11lcre is only a little nex.iIJility to alter
the rules during the ongoing gamc activlty.l36 If onc interprets game ill
contrast to play. game evolves as a more structured and clear·cut form
of an activity where the borderlines betwcen the impromptu plJa!>c and
game can be clearly detected.
Game is also characterizcd as an activity thc outcomc of which it
is possible to predict. as a certain goal is to be reached by an individual
participant against other participants. or by a group of participants
Cf. my paper "Hopscotch in Harlow."
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ngainsl another group. The game will end after certain .sequences of
movements. ngurcs of speech. scoring of points. conquering of territory.
01" a combinalion thereof has happened.
Play
Play is also cllUructcrized by a set of rules. TIley are, however. in
C01llrast to game. less predefined at the start of an activity. or within it,
nnd lcnve ample or even unlimited room for flexibility. alteration, and
especially ad hoc improvisation in as much as the play situation calls
for. 'nlcre is no defined goal to be reached. The imprOvisational talents
and creativity as pcrfonned by the participants. the influence and
strategies applied by individual or teamed group members and their
status (for example. Danelte in the above discussed play seSSion), ~lave a
much strongcr directional influence during a play session. In contrast.
onc may argue that in a game context the participants share rather
l'qual positions during the course of action. whereas in a play activity
COIHexl lhe individual participanls nre more Iil<ely engaged in
compclitlol1 deriving from their display of creativity and Intuition as
opposed to game activities characterized by predefined rules.
As in game sessions. cerl:lin I1gur('s of speech arC' oflen neCI'SSiU'~'
contributions to the play perfonnancc of the pru'tiC'ip:llltS: hut these 100
can be freely altered by them. TIley r\re not pl'edcl1l1t'd as for l'X.llllplc ill
acting games (roleplay) such ;]5 "Witch in the Well" or WFoxy Fox\':~ the.\'
do, however. rely on the participant's own ~oci()litlglli5licabilities. or
what Brian Sulton-Smith tenned ~TlcgotialiollalC011lpClellccs."I~7
Play. by tile lack of a ccrt;]in goal. allows for ::\ sorter horderline
between lhe impromptu phnse nnd itself. wherens grune bCing more
governed by rules is easier separable from the impromptu phase. I Ilave
derived this distinction enlirely from my observations or the playing
children in Southern Harbour: obviously it may have application to
children's play and game activities elsewhere.
Brtan Sutton,Smith. ~Eln ~()Zlolin~t1!stl~(;hl'rl\n~llT. "l.um V.'rstihllils von
SplelhancUungen. HandlunL'en 'l1ll'orle intl,'rl!jSjllplin·lr. f~fl. llans lJ,:nk IM(illl.:JlI'n:
Wilhelm Fink Verlag. 1977J 238·250. Within the fmme of D<:! Ilyml,'s' sor.lo!lnl.!ulstlr;
approach. Brtan Sutton-Sm1th rllscusses lhe Sflclolingulstle ilhllltlcs wilh r,'rf'r'~nl:'~ I"
various developmental stages of the rh.llo. lIe ,U!illn.qulshcs )WIIVCl'll !flur form.'I. "Sl'ld
l.wt~chen Mutter und Saugllng" tplay tletween mOlh...r ;lI1d lnlllllti. ·Spltlmlt sid] OIJll.'ln"
lsolltat)' playl. see Viney. In Chapter Two page :l:l. 'Splt:! des i\ushandl.'llls· In"l(lIti;llln/ol
playl. and "Spiel von Grup]Jen Glelehalt.rtger" t]llay of groups of('hJldr':n of lhe same
agel·
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CONCLUSION
When [ first set out to study children's games in Southern
Harbour, a number of thoughts went through my head as to how to
approach the children in order to collect their play and game activities.
[n previOus fieldwork situations with children in St. John's and in
t::ngland. [ had lUlown my infonnams before [ researched their activities.
as they were the children of friends of mine. [n Southern Harbour I knew
ollly two children. Wanda·Lee and Gayle Besl. who [ had met on an
C:irlief occasion when visiting the community. and with whom I kept
conlact after my initial visit (Q the community. After I decided to
research the children's play and gaxne activities in Southern Harbour. I
hoped thal the sisters would introduce me to their playmates. and
thereby provide access to the children's play and game repertoire.
In the back of my mind I carried a variety of theories on how to
a[Jproach my infonnants. These theories dealt in most cases with adult
il\dividual~as infonnants rather than with children or groups. I quickly
realized that [ was not able to set up dates for interviews and play
sessions as I had done before with adult infonnams, and i knew I had to
[l[Jpt'oach thc children whenever the occasion arose, My attempt to
:.MI
approach a cllHd. Viney. in solitnry play \\'ns llllsucccssflll. Vinc.\· fdt
intimidated by my presence and lntcrrogntion. which sllo\\'l'{I 111L' (lint I
was on the wrong track in my appronch. TIll' Ollly \\'::l~' 10 Imeal, the
barrier between me as an adult and thc children as informants was 10
reduce my adult presence ns much as pOSSible.
As the first slep. I had lO express my imerc<;l in Ille children's
activity \vithout giving them the idea thal tlley wOllld be supervised or
spicd upon by me as the adult. which could have made Ihelll l"cel less
comfortable in my presence while going about their play. In particular. [
wanted to observe their games \vi':IOUt having the childrell fcelthal tllcy
had to \vithhold information from me jusl because' was an adult.
The theoretical background that discusses ficldwork with childn:n
is very lean and no comprehensive work has yet been published to tackle
the problems that may arise when doing fieldwork \vith children as
informants. As discussed in Chapter Two the most important stralegy
was to make the children comfortable with my presence. which meanL
reducing what I have termed the psychological slope to a minimum.
Throughout my fieldwork I realized that addressing the children as full
human beings was the most successful mClhod. Addressing them lhal
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way made lhe children fcd that they could deal with me on much the
same le\tel as they would have with their own ~crs. Initially I
approached the children by asking them what kind of games they
played. 111(' children usually listed a number of games. some of which I
had known before from collections such as the Opics. Brewster. Gomme.
Newell and others. Remembering games from my own childhood. also
helped me to relate to their infonnalion and aslt them demiled questions
pCl'luining to parllculal' gnmcs.
Since I was not only interested in the play and games as items.
but in the actual process of how the children play their games. I needed
to be close to the children while they pcrfonned their games. This was
:lchlcved all my part and thal of the children. J benefited greatly from
being a stronger in the community and somewhat exotic·looking. Plus. I
was lIot going about the typical adult male occupations that the children
were used to in Southern Harbour and their general cultural
surroundings. This triggered an interest in me by the children which was
c\idcllccd by their questlons about my background. In particular the fact
that I came from a different country outside of the North American
geographical context. Gcnnany. made (he children ask me a number of
questions about my background and my country. The children asked me
'2·1:1
frequently why I came La Southern Harbour. whereupon I told tlll'm tll:1I
I knew Wanda·Lee and her sister Gnyle. and that t!ley were llIy friends.
Nevertheless. the most impof\n!lt aspect of my conversations with the
children. especially at the beginlling of my fieldwork. was to tell tl1em
\....henever possible thm I was interested in Illc/ll and thc gUllll'S tile!)
played. and that I wanted to write a book about it for which 1 Ileccled
their help to learn the games they pla:vcd. As a result, in llKl.lIy situations
the children asked me to participate in their games. (n Cl1::lpter Two I
have given an ex..'lJ1lple when the childrcn teach me how to play Balance.
My parllcipation in a game was not always appropriate, because (
was not competent to participate in game such (\s F'oxy roxy. or Wildt ill
the Well. which are based on particular dialogues and movemcllts which
were unknown to me. My position as the participant observer w::!s hascd
upon the children·s trust. It led to being grantcd the status of (\11
"honorary child" by the children. TItis liccnce given by the children
allowed me to monitor their play and game acLivilies in as much as if (
had been part of the core perfonnance in the activIties. nlll~. whal I
intended to show In my fieldwork approach proved to be succes!;rul.
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TIle gumes [ohserv'~d in the community in the summer of 1987
urc described and discusscd in Chapter TIlrce. I applied lana and Peter
Opie·s. Rogcr Caillois' and Brian Sutton Smith's classification systems to
my findings. 1hoped. by do:ng so. to be able to derive a strong statement
;)s to the lIature of the community: in other words. I expected the
commullity's cullul'e to hc renected in the children's games. In
rctrospect I rcalizc that much more broader data is needed encompass
such a question. especially since the community of Southern Harbour
lias become the home of many families that do not originally stem from
the communit.v but moved to Southern Harbour under the resettlement
programme in the 1950s and 1960s. The data would have to not only
cover the current childrcn's games but also the reminiscences of the
adult generation and their play and game activities from their childhood.
and perhaps also the play and game activities of future generations of
playing children in order to draw further assumptions about the
conununity. Perhaps I may conclude from my observations of the
children of Southern Harbour that there is no close fit between the
I1shing culture and the children's play and game activities despite my
atlempt to relate the children's play and game activities to community
values.
My grouping of games in Ch"ptel' -nll'ce 1Il:l~- hc Sl'('ll :\S <l
preliminary classification wllicll is the result of" c"rel"\11100J,: "I the
characteristic features of tile games. Ilsing lile gUidallcl' of ollll'r
classification systems by lona and Peter Opie. Brian Suttol\,Slllith. alld
Roger Caillois. Il would be further intcrcslillg to explore how game
preferences in a communily change O\'er time with the dilkrl'lIt
generations of playing children.
In Chapter Pour [ have cxploredthc notion of perl"ormance o!
children at play. My attempt to draw upon previous performance ~t\1(lies
proved not to be fruitfuL The majority of performance oriented studic~
deal only with the major folklore genres: narrative and SOllg. llle~e
studies consider perfonnanee styles and the perl"onncr-alldicncc
relationship in a unIdirectional way. 111e perfomlO.1llee of children·.... play
and game activities is also based upon a perlonner-audienec
relationship. To further the play aclion the immedirue cxcllnflge of roles
and the omnidirectional character in the perfolTll<.1ncc COllte.xt show lllnt
the dynamics between perfonner and audience arc differCllt frolll Ille
unidirectional adult perfonnance as they feed IJack immediately illLo the
ongoing play or game evenl. With my approach I was /lot only ahle to
show the various dynamics of an ongOing play event. hut also <lnaly/.e
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tile various e1cmellts tllat prO\ide the flow for the action during the
pcrforrnnnce. Furthermore. hy lool~ing at entire play sessions as opposed
to singlc ~mllcs as items. J W;)s able to discover an o\'erl~ing 'itructure
that allows the children \0 move between a variety of play and game
activitics in the children's common repertoire. Thus J was finally able to
prOvide worl~ing dcl1nitions for play and game. which are the results of
my ohservations of the ehilclren's play pelfonnances in the eOttununity.
Writing tillS thesis lias triggered a number of other questions
which I would like (Q pursue in future studies. For ex..-unple. conclusions
Illay bc drawn 1101 only from the conduct of how the children go about
stnning a particular activity but also their reasons for ending an acti\-ity
that go beyond the simple cxhaustion of a particular game. Furthennore
it lnny be intercsting LO investigate aclivities such as Wrestlemania and
Hospital. 11le research may show to what c","tent such games influence
tlle oral tradition and that the results captured in lhe ongoing event
:111ow for a deeper insighl il\lO the Folklore-Popular Culture continuum.
111t: most important conclusion of this thesis is that lhere is a
funher need to apply performance centred approaches to the study of
children's folklore. Only nn understanding of the actual intrinsic
'1,17
me<:hanisms th.'t occur ill Ihe children's play alld g:Ulll' pC'l'f011l1;H1Cl'S :l~
part of their lore and crcali\;ty. \\;11 nHo\\' a deepe!' insight into tile Ilow
of knowledge. the means of COIllJl1Ullicatioli alld perll:lps tile
reinforcement or assimilation or\'alue systems in 0111' societies. I also
hope that this study has 5110\\/11ll1at children and their games represel1t
an important subculture which {I('serves mllch ltIorC' attcntioll and
appreciation. despite the fact that it rem<lins closed for 1110st adulls.
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